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Abstract

In the latest high-performance computers, there is a growing requirement for accurate prefetching (AP) methodologies for advanced object management schemes in virtual memory and migration systems. The major issue for achieving this goal is that of finding a simple way of accurately predicting the objects that will be referenced in the near future and to group them so as to allow them to be fetched same time. The basic notion of AP involves building a relationship for logically grouping related objects and prefetching them, rather than using their physical grouping and it relies on demand fetching such as is done in existing restructuring or grouping schemes. By this, AP tries to overcome some of the shortcomings posed by physical grouping methods.

Prefetching also makes use of the properties of object oriented languages to build inter and intra object relationships as a means of logical grouping. This thesis describes how this relationship can be established at compile time and how it can be used for accurate object prefetching in virtual memory systems. In addition, AP performs control flow and data dependency analysis to reinforce the relationships and to find the dependencies of a program. The user program is decomposed into prefetching blocks which contain all the information needed for block prefetching such as long branches and function calls at major branch points.

The proposed prefetching scheme is implemented by extending a C++ compiler and evaluated on a virtual memory simulator. The results show a significant reduction both in the number of page fault and memory pollution. In particular, AP can suppress many page faults that occur during transition phases which are unmanageable by other ways of fetching. AP can be applied to a local and distributed virtual memory system so as to reduce the fault rate by fetching groups of objects at the same time and consequently lessening operating system overheads.
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Chapter 1
Introduction

Over the last two decades advances in semiconductor technology have allowed the
development of small, low cost, powerful microprocessors and massive main memory
computer systems. Changing technology has also greatly affected the design of future
communications mechanisms. These new technologies suggest that basic assumptions
that have held in the past may no longer hold in the future. For example, massive memory
systems or randomly accessible secondary memory in local and remote systems make
current memory access strategies significantly different from older methodologies. By
combining the feasible hardware with advanced interconnection media, distributed
systems are fast breaking out of their bounds and proceeding into larger technical and
scientific communities. Besides the increase in computing power, flexibility can be
achieved by using a distributed system: extra nodes may be added to the network as the
demands on the system increase. Distributed systems also provide users with parallelism,
load balancing and sharing, better utilization of specialized hardware, exploitation of
resource locality, easier user mobility, fault tolerance and system maintenance.

In the distributed network environment, many processors interact to perform
roughly equivalent tasks at less cost than in a centralized single processor computing
environment. Remote execution[Popek 85, Bergland 86, Caceres 84, Ezzat 86] and
process migration[Popek 85, Zayas 87, Finkel 86, Barak 85, Theimer 85] are typical
computational methods used to achieve this goal. The execution of an operation on a
resource in the network is also a computation that in turn may consist of a series of further
operations on remote resources. In a real environment, the processor overhead of using
any distributed system becomes less significant as the performance of the system is
dominated by network latency. This is because microprocessors get faster but network
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latency remains roughly constant in spite of the development of new high-throughput networks. The performance of a distributed system can therefore be improved by preventing unnecessary network communication rather than by cutting the cost of basic network operations [Chase 90].

Computers today are configured with larger memories, but contention for memory usage remains an issue, especially on time-sharing systems. Users add more jobs to a machine until it runs out of some resources; often this bottleneck is memory [Breecher 89]. So, systems from personal computers to supercomputers with advanced memory management systems still require larger logical memory space than physical memory, as well as protection and sharing. This complex memory management is termed a virtual memory system.

A virtual memory system is vital to a distributed system because several of its nodes can support a global, uniform address space for network wide computations. This requires moving process images from one node to the other. When a virtual memory system performs memory management on local and remote systems, it is called a distributed virtual memory system. In these multiprocessor and distributed computing systems, the memory accessing policies become complicated and involve communication management. They therefore need different memory management strategies from conventional virtual memory systems. A variety of memory schemes are described in section 1.2.

1.1 Object Oriented Systems

Over the last few years there has been an increasing interest in object oriented programming languages and systems. Central to object oriented languages are facilities for data hiding, protection, extensibility and code sharing through inheritance and flexibility by the runtime binding of operations to objects. Object oriented languages provide flexible and efficient facilities for user defined types. A program can be
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partitioned into a set of objects that closely match the concepts of the real world problem. This technique for program construction is often called data abstraction. In an abstract data type, the details of object implementation are hidden – data hiding. So, the state of an object can only be accessed or changed by invoking one of the operations which form the public interface to the object. A class is defined in terms of a user-defined abstract data type. An instance of such a class is called an object. Objects of a user defined type contain information which consists of a data structure and a set of operations. Such an object encapsulates the data and operations of the object and defines an interface to other objects. A user program or client can create one or more instances of a class. An object consists of some data or member variables and a set of operations or member functions that can be applied to the object’s data. Both the member variables and functions are defined by the object’s class. A program cannot read or modify the member variables of an object directly because they are wrapped up by an interface. If the only way to modify or access the state contained within an instance of a class is to invoke one of the public operations, public member functions, then the data abstraction provided by the language supports encapsulation. When a new class is defined in terms of (and uses) the data and operations of an existing class, this is called inheritance. Programs that make use of encapsulation, inheritance and dynamic binding are called object oriented. The use of objects to structure programs enables modularity and software reuse[Stroustrup 86, Goldberg 83, Dixon 88, Parrington 88].

The memory management mechanism for the implementation of a pure object oriented architecture is different from that for imperative language systems. Two factors in object-oriented memory design greatly differ from conventional systems – the size of objects and the number of objects. For instance, Smalltalk objects are too small and too numerous to be managed individually[Kaehler 83, Kaehler 86, Kaiser 88]. Moreover, the representation of information in an object-oriented memory is completely different to
that in conventional systems. Memory management must provide an interface at which logical entities, the objects, are presented while the actual hardware structure of the physical memory remains hidden. Also, objects are referenced by logical names rather than by physical addresses. An additional feature is the protection of objects from arbitrary accesses by introducing an access control mechanism. This feature is especially important when multiple processes share objects. Kaehler's LOOM, Kaiser's MUTABOR, Clouds[Dasgupta 90] and the Guide[Balter 90] system have implemented pure object handling storage management in local or distributed systems. As stated earlier, because of dealing with many small objects, I/O efficiency is rather low in these schemes, therefore, dedicated special hardware system may be required. Some systems[Campbell 88, Shapiro 89] implement their system software and application packages in object oriented languages. For performance reasons, these systems implement page based virtual memory in central or distributed systems rather than pure object managing storage management.

1.2 Requirements of a Virtual Memory in Central and Distributed Systems

Kaiser[Kaiser 88] has defined virtual memory management as having two major aspects, address space management and storage management. Address space management means the separation of logical address space from their physical address and the management of logical storage objects independent of their physical resource allocation. It includes the issues of protection and sharing of objects. The goal is to achieve convenient and secure object sharing between processes. For example, the start address of a UNIX user process is fixed irrespective of its physical image location in main memory. Also, some UNIX executable files keep process text and data in separate regions of running processes to permit protection and sharing.

Storage management deals with the allocation and deallocation of physical memory space. From the storage management point of view, a virtual memory
conceptually separates logical memory from physical memory enabling the logical memory to be larger than physical memory. There are three principle methods for storage management; segmentation, individual object management and paging. In segmented memory schemes, information is structured into individual modules, termed memory segments. Each of these has a linear, contiguous, variable length of address space and contains data that logically belong together. One of the advantages of segmented memory schemes is their performance. It is more efficient to load a program all at once than to load it in small sections on demand. However, pure segmentation causes some serious difficulties for storage management. One drawback is that a segment must be entirely in main memory when in use. Although only small objects are referenced, an entire process image would be swapped in or out of memory.

Another challenge for pure segmentation is the handling of many small but persistent objects[Kaehler 86, Kaiser 88, Harland 87, Dasgupta 90] which is discribed in Section 1.1. This situation is an ideal candidate for object management in terms of memory utilization, protection, sharing and even object migration. Moreover, a new approach taken in object oriented virtual memory management is that objects (usually, persistent objects) are units of fetching and purging in local secondary memory management as well as in the distributed shared memory system. Clouds[Dasgupta 90] even implemented a concept of persistent objects in a page based virtual memory management. However, because every object is independently swapped between a real memory and a disk or other storage medium, input and output efficiency may be rather low. Also, a number of index tables are required to manage the small individual objects either stored in a main memory or on a disk. So some systems[Harland 87] combined the pure object fetching into a conventional paging system with hardware support in order to compensate for the performance degradation of pure object management. A notable
point in managing individual objects in virtual memory systems is that object fetching mostly relies on on-demand fetching in spite of the large number but small size of objects.

For efficient storage management, we find demand paging to be the most commonly accepted strategy [Leffler 89, Kaiser 88, Hwang 84] in conventional computing systems. Paged memory offers a single linear address space. As a program runs, additional sections of its program and data spaces are paged in on demand. However, paging is not a panacea for object-oriented memory management. The fixed size of pages does not meet the individual requirements of objects because a unit of page is dependent upon the hardware rather than the granularity of object oriented programs. As a testbed to implement object-oriented accurate prefetching (AP) in the future, a page-oriented virtual memory system is adopted to achieve a simple and efficient implementation of the prefetching using an existing program execution environment. The algorithm to be developed in this thesis can be applied for conventional paging systems as well. Moreover, in terms of address space management, pages offer poor support for individual object protection and sharing because a page may consist of many small objects. However, a paging system is discussed as a storage management system in this thesis because they have several advantages [Leffler 89]:

- **Allows large programs to run on small memory configurations.** It allows more programs to be resident in main memory to compete for CPU time, as the programs need not be completely resident. When programs use sections of their program or data space for some time, leaving other sections unused, the unused sections need not be present.

- **Allows programs to start up faster,** as they generally require only a small section to be loaded before they begin processing arguments and determining what actions to take. Other parts of a program may not be needed at all during individual runs.

Each virtual address system in a distributed system has a larger address space than any single physical address space can provide in a single node. This is because the
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distributed address space can be shared by all nodes in a distributed system. Young gained some insight into the proper role of location independence by looking at a network wide virtual memory system combined with communication[Young 86, Dafni 87]. Some workstations that utilize remote file servers, combined with larger main memories, make it worthwhile to increase the amount of prepaging[Leffler 89, Duglis 87].

In Li’s shared virtual memory for multiprocessor systems[Li 89, Scheurich 89] and other distributed systems[Li 86, Fleisch 87], address space is organized in pages which can be accessed by any node in the system. A paragraph from Li’s recent paper[Li 89] points out that:

*The shared virtual memory not only “pages” data between physical memories and disks, as in a conventional virtual memory system, but it also “pages” data between the physical memories of the individual processors. Thus data can naturally migrate between processors on demand. Furthermore, just as a conventional virtual memory swaps processes, so does the shared virtual memory. Thus the shared virtual memory provides a natural and efficient form of process migration between processors in a distributed system. This is quite a gain because process migration is usually very difficult to implement. In effect, process migration subsumes remote procedure calls.*

In particular, Fleisch’s model[Fleish 87] assumed that a fast (up to 8 Gigabits/second), high bandwidth network is available. Disk transfer rates will also increase, but probably less dramatically than for buses and networks. These increased rates suggest distributed shared memory will become more attractive in the future because large memory systems will continue to be limited more by their I/O capacity than by memory. A shared memory facility could reduce the number of I/O operations and therefore improve system performance. Fleisch assumed that distributed shared memory design should be similar to a virtual memory paging system. A memory mapping manager
on each node views its local memory as a large cache of pages for its associated processor. A memory reference causes a page fault whenever the page containing the memory location is not in a processor’s current physical memory. When the fault occurs, the memory mapping manager retrieves the page from the memory of another processor, so called memory-to-memory access. If there is a page frame available on the receiving node, the page is simply moved between the nodes. Otherwise, the shared virtual memory system uses page replacement policies to find an available page frame, swapping its contents to the sending node. This paging mechanism is similar to that on a diskless workstation.

When disks are present in the shared or distributed virtual memory environment, they can easily be incorporated into the memory hierarchy of the system. If a disk server provides a transparent paging service then the client disks can be seen as a remote memory. However, the way of managing page faults in shared or distributed memory access is different from that for conventional disk based page faults. Remote memory can serve as an added level of the memory hierarchy between local memory and disks[Li 89]. In this way, the full potential of the large aggregate memory of a multicomputer can be utilized. Application programs are completely relieved from having to arrange data movement and availability across the network in an effort effectively to use the capabilities of a multicomputer. However, in managing page faults, remote memory can allow random accessing of any pages in the memory which, in contrast, is very expensive in disk management. Also, the cost of communication is an important factor compared against disk seek time[Cheriton 88, Theimer 85].

The major difficulty, though, is the cost of transferring a computation’s context from one system node to another. This context which consists primarily of the process virtual address space is typically large in proportion to the usable bandwidth of the interconnection medium. Moving the contents of a large virtual address space thus stands
out as the bottleneck in remote memory access and process migration. As programs continue to grow, the cost of migrating them by direct copy will also grow linearly. Any attempt to make process migration a more usable and attractive facility in the face of large address spaces must focus on this basic bottleneck. One approach is to perform a logical transfer, which in reality requires only portions of the address space to be physically transmitted. Instead of shipping the entire contents at migration time only part of the referenced page can be sent. If on a page based process migration system, during a program execution, the text file is not stored at the execution site the page could be demand copied across the network. Zayas and Popek[Zayas 87, Popek 84] showed that efficient process migration could be achieved by paging portions of a migrated process only as they were needed. It makes it possible to start executing a migrated task before moving all of its pages onto the new host. Pages can be faulted across the network and moved by copy–on–reference or demand prefetched.

Shared memory multiprocessor systems have another problem associated with memory coherence in their cache memory. A program running on a multiprocessor no longer has a single, sequential order of execution. The locality of reference of a processor is easily disturbed by the actions of other processors. Parallel computing introduces a new type of problem in multiple cache memory systems. In conventional uniprocessor systems, the higher the locality of data, the better the system performance that can be achieved. However, this high locality of reference for a block of data may cause problems when different processors modify adjacent locations. For example, the first write transfers the block to one processor's cache. The second write moves it to another processor's cache. This sequence is called false sharing[Hill 90] since no information is transferred. False sharing arises when the data of two processors lie adjacent in memory in the same page. So, reducing cache misses is more complex on a multiprocessor due to interactions with other processors and it is quite different from that in uniprocessors. For
example, a cache memory system that keeps more items in the cache by packing them tightly may introduce false sharing between processors, thus, degrading performance. Programmers should not optimize multiprocessor programs for finite caches unless the amount of data each processor uses is large and the changes do not cause harmful interactions with other processors. Therefore, a new scheme is required to manage this kind of cache miss by adopting a new strategy for caches in multiprocessor systems.

1.3 Related Mechanisms

The concept of virtual memory was originally proposed in ATLAS[Edwards 64] and evolved in the Multics[Organic 72] project. Research on traditional virtual memory management for uniprocessor architectures[Denning 79] has had significant impact on developing modern high performance computer systems. Locality of reference was the most important observation about sequential programs. The use of virtual memory, however, can degrade performance. There is a finite cost for each operation, including saving and restarting state and determining which pages must be loaded[Leffler 89]. Techniques such as grouping, restructuring and prefetching have been developed to augment the performance of a virtual memory system.

1.3.1 Grouping and Restructuring

The modern program design that encourages small single purpose modules like objects could incur a side effect in the execution of the programs. If these modules are linked together in a random fashion in terms of control flow, as is commonly done, then an operation often requires access to many modules scattered over numerous pages of memory. Such a practice clearly leads to a poor locality of reference. Unfortunately, program reference patterns can be extremely complex: because of this, programmers generally find it difficult to determine the locality of their code either by observation or through the use of tools. There are techniques for improving the locality of code reference by grouping or restructuring modules at compile time or runtime. These
methods involve automatic or semi-automatic reorganization of the code (in essence a rearrangement of the link line) to optimize the location of modules[Breecher 89]. These techniques can be applied to some languages having poor locality of reference. Functional languages like Lisp or dynamic binding based object oriented languages like Smalltalk[Courts 88] are good examples of low locality of reference. Stamos and Williams describe static and dynamic grouping in the Smalltalk environment[Stamos 85, Williams 87]. More details of these works will be given in Chapter 2. However, most of the work is language specific and there is no general solution by this approach.

### 1.3.2 One Block Lookahead (OBL)

A typical prefetching technique is based on spatial locality and temporal locality. Such an example of a prefetching algorithm exploiting these properties is the one block lookahead (OBL) algorithm. Horspool described Joseph’s original work on OBL in his paper[Horspool 87]:

> In early 1970, Joseph simulated the policy. Thus, if a faulting reference to page number $i$ occurs and the page numbered $i + 1$ is not resident in main memory either, then both pages $i$ and $i + 1$ are loaded into main memory. This is beneficial because it should not require twice as much work for the operating system to fetch two consecutively numbered pages together as it would to fetch just one of the pages. Most secondary memories are disk based and there would be little extra seek time and latency delay needed to read the second page.

In spite of OBL’s inaccurate prefetching, it has been widely used in many operating systems because of its simplicity and potentially minimal disk seek and latency time based on spatial locality. However, the mis-prefetchings may break a working set, in particular in local replacement algorithms. Moreover, it cannot be used for a lookahead non-consecutive page because it is unable to encompass branches or long distance calling in a program. Furthermore, suppose OBL is used on a distributed memory access
or in a diskless workstation, it is far from an optimal methodology since the effect of mis-prefetching is more expensive than on a local disk based system. Therefore, an optimal prefetching policy which will work well on a distributed memory access is required in local as well as distributed systems. Also, we need a new prefetching policy to lessen mis-prefetching and causing less resident set breaking than OBL.

1.4 A Prefetching System Model

The model assumed in this thesis is a distributed computing system which supports prefetching of objects or pages in disks or networks. As shown in Figure 1.1, any node in a distributed computing system can be either a client or a server depending on the processes running on the machines. This model can include a dedicated file server model, for example the Bullet[Renesse 89] file server which has a large RAM memory for caching disks. A major point in this model is that the CPU overhead of distributed operations becomes less significant as the performance of the system is dominated by network latency, and will remain so despite the advent of new high-throughput networks. The performance of a distributed system depends on the degree to which the system prevents unnecessary network communication [Chase 89]. So object or page migration based on prefetching is an alternative of on-demand paging in distributed systems.

There are two major prefetching operations that may be carried out in the model. The first is a conventional virtual memory function which operates between a main memory and a disk based secondary memory system. The data transfer medium between a main memory and a disk is a bus. The second is prefetching based objects or page migration between nodes. Here, the communication medium is assumed to be a local area network which has non-negligible communication overhead compared to disk access times. In addition, one more prefetching operation in the model can be assumed between very high speed CPU cache memory and main memory but this is not considered in any detail here. Because cache memory is based on a line fetching which is of relatively small
size compared to a page and it requires special hardware such as associative memory for high speed lookup of reference tables. The lookup time should be within the order of several machine cycles.

Paging is adopted throughout the implementation of accurate prefetching (AP) in this thesis because the principle of accurate prefetching of objects or pages which contain objects are the same. Also, when the paging system is adopted in the simulation, it enables to implement a quick prototype to demonstrate the feasibility of AP but other issues like memory utilization, object indexing and management are considered as outside the scope of this thesis.

1.4 The Aims of this Thesis

The basic concept of prefetching in virtual memory systems, to run paging system where some fetches of pages into the main memory were performed before any reference to those pages had occurred, was known in early 1970 [Horspool 87]. Studies of prefetching process images have been reported by Joseph [Jorseph 70] (one block lookahead), Baier [Baier 76] (whose PRED function is based on spatial lookahead and
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recurrent patterns), Horspool (whose PRIO function resolved the memory inclusion problem) and Theimer's preswapping paradigm[Theimer 85]. These predictive studies present complicated priority techniques or statistical analysis and could reduce memory pollution by suppressing unnecessary prefetches of pages in one block lookahead but still could not encompass more than OBL. The term memory pollution means the phenomenon of wasting main memory with useless prefetched pages which are not referenced within a reasonable period of time[Horspool 87].

As object oriented programming is becoming used widely in software development, the requirement for an advanced virtual memory system scheme for object management in new hardware systems is growing. As stated earlier, there are no accurate prefetching algorithms applicable to an object oriented distributed shared memory system or diskless workstations. The nearest example is Zayas'[Zayas 87] copy-on-reference scheme in which a page migration is delayed until there is a reference to the page. When copy-on-reference was realized on a network a problem was posed. It is that there are as many remote page requests in the distributed system as page faults in local execution and this creates heavy loading for the network service routines and increased communication overhead. Also, the copy-on-reference did not show good results in migrating non-Lisp programs. Zayas pointed out that if there were an optimized prefetching algorithm available to reduce the distributed page faults the bottleneck of a process migration and distributed memory access would be resolved dramatically.

A working set model based on locality of reference which will be discussed in detail in Chapter 2. In this model, many page faults are incurred at the phase transition of working sets. This is shown in the Figure 1.2 where the x axis shows time progressing and the y axis is the number of page faults [Williams 87]. The initial paging stage is unavoidable in a pure paging system but the time can be reduced by adopting a
segmented page scheme. After loading the first working set into main memory, the page fault rate is decreased sharply for a time being until a transition phase follows. This is because the working set satisfies a reference string of a processor. However, in a virtual memory system this working set changes into another working set through a number of page faults at the working set transition stage. As this figure shows, there is a high rate of page faults at the initial paging stage and at every working set transition stage. These high paging rates cannot be managed by a natural paging scheme or a simple prefetching scheme but an accurate prefetching scheme can resolve it.

Moreover, the way of managing object or page faults in a shared or distributed memory access is different from that in disk based faults. Most conventional virtual memory systems work on just disk based systems. However, network expansion of virtual memory systems requires an advanced prefetching policy to support efficient object or page movement in memory–to–memory or memory–to–remote disk server in distributed systems. This is because remote memory allows access to random objects or pages as cheaply as contiguous object or page access and, compared to communication overhead, disk seek time is no more the dominant factor[Cheriton 88, Fleisch 88, Johnston 90]. This
enables the prefetching a group of objects or pages independent of their physical location in remote memory. Most efforts to date have centered on increasing the fetching system performance by considering mechanical disk head movement. But, a new mechanism to deal with the faults in terms of random accessing secondary memory should be provided in a distributed virtual memory system.

Furthermore, because of the modular subdivision of a program (in an object-oriented languages) into scattered objects and the separation of code from data in central and distributed environments, the simple sequential prefetching policy that has been performed in OBL is insufficient for high performance computing systems. As in normal virtual memory, prediction of future accesses in OBL is based on past history[Brent 87]. As this is invalid, in particular, there is no high serializability in data pages. Many exceptions are generated by object invocations during the transition to a new phase. So, OBL is not very accurate and cannot suppress the fault rates caused by object invocations. This thesis describes how to construct an accurate demand object page prefetching (AP) with low memory pollution for object oriented systems. Object oriented programming languages have good properties for building inter object relationships using inheritance as well as establishing an intra objects relationship between separated object member functions and their variables through encapsulation. An interclass dependency which may cause the execution of methods up and down the class hierarchy, the so called yoyo phenomenon[Taenzer 89], is used for AP. Also, overprefetching is controlled by combining the inter object relationships with branch based control flow analysis method.

Control flow graphs have been used for virtual memory by Verhoff[Ver 71], Hatfield[Hatfield 71], Stamos[Stamos 84], Brent[Brent 87] and Hartley[Hartley 88]. These studies presented several grouping[Stamo 84, Williams 87] or restructuring[Verhoff 71, Hatfield 71, Breecher 89, Hartley 88] methods as well as
prefetching[87]. Although the restructuring improvements may only be noticeable for the particular traces that were studied, a different set of input data even for the same program can alter the trace sufficiently so that the restructured program runs worse than the original version[87]. Brent reported an accurate prefetching policy using program structure and a special hardware unit for cache memory line prefetching. However, the prefetching is unable to demonstrate good results using control flow analysis because the special hardware is unable to trace all CPU control flow at every branch point. More details of Brent's work are given in Chapter 2. Also, Kaehler[83] investigated an object based swapping (instead of page or segment swapping to save main memory) but showed that the relative cost of object swapping versus page is high. This is explained in greater detail in section 2.4. However, the use of object oriented programming structure and control flow graph for a virtual memory system has neither been suggested nor studied in detail. The accurate demand prefetching policy (AP) described in this thesis could suppress all such exceptions that may occur in long jump by making use of control flow analysis.

In addition, AP implies a logical grouping for object pages in a virtual memory system. This is because AP is obtained by module connectivity and entities are dispersed over many pages. Also, AP can further augment performance when it runs on top of some physical groupings such as in a SmallTalk environment. A static physical grouping is partly required in AP for some dynamic objects to combine together. On the other hand, some shortcomings posed by the physical grouping can be reduced by incorporating an accurate logical grouping. The logical grouping does not move or duplicate any modules physically but it does prefetching of objects or pages which it is possible to group and read together into main memory.

In a reliable distributed system, sending large packets of data is cheaper than sending several small ones[1 89b]. This fact provides the justification for sending groups
of objects or pages. Consequently, AP consumes less overhead in terms of faulting rate and processing requirements. Eventually, AP will be used as a transparent integrated virtual memory function for local operation (to and from disk) and a distributed operation (to and from remote machines).

1.5 Thesis Structure

This thesis is structured as follows. Chapter two expands on general background in terms of the virtual memory system model, locality of reference, replacement algorithm, restructuring, grouping and prefetching. The chapter then discusses and compares virtual object memory management policies in a number of projects with goals similar to those of AP.

Chapter three begins by formulating the AP system with regard to reference strings and disk queue sorting. It then considers in greater detail the properties influential to object prefetching in object oriented languages. In the following two sections discuss locality of reference and the yoyo problem in object-oriented programming languages in order to establish prefetchability. This chapter also examines object data prefetching in detail.

Chapter four deals with the conceptual basis of control flow graphs and building prefetching blocks at compile time. This description of control flow graphs is followed by a discussion of symbols to represent the control flows for a given program. Then the use of prefetch blocks in a paging system is described in detail. Some considerations of control flow in early and late binding object-oriented languages are described in the following section.

In Chapter five it is shown how the mechanisms described in Chapters three and four can be implemented to demonstrate the feasibility of AP. The first section of the chapter describes in detail the implementation of the virtual memory simulator. The procedures for constructing the compiler generating the prefetch tree are described in
the following sections. The remainder of the chapter describes the employed mechanisms
by the simulator in using the prefetch table.

Chapter six shows performance measurements of the experimental prototype of
the compiler and the simulator. The chapter begins by illustrating performance
measurements for the compiler and then the results are compared to an original
compiler. General methodologies of performance analysis for prefetching schemes are
described and the influence of how fault rate on the virtual memory system is discussed.
The following section illustrates measured performance results in detail. The final
section analyzed the results and discusses various points affecting the performance and
influences of AP on a whole computer system.

The final chapter provides a summary of the thesis, presents the conclusion of this
thesis, and suggests some future research.
Chapter 2
Virtual Memory Issues and Prefetching

The previous chapter described how virtual memory systems are unable to provide efficient support for the latest object oriented virtual memory management schemes in local and distributed systems. A new accurate prefetching scheme is desirable so that it can prefetch a group of distributed objects or pages thus reducing the number of page faults. Also, it should be able to support new types of secondary memory (for example, RAM disk[McKusick 90]) and process migration. In order to build such an accurate prefetching method, we need an understanding of the details of a virtual memory system model, program locality, paging schemes, object oriented system model, various types of grouping and restructuring and prefetching. This chapter expands on these virtual memory issues and discusses the requirements of accurate prefetching.

In the first section of this chapter, the description of the virtual memory system model gives an overview of how a hierarchical memory model can be built and its operations, organization and other related issues are described. This section also introduces the basic techniques used to create a large virtual address space and the mechanisms necessary for translation to physical space. To explain memory reference patterns in a computing model, two types of program localities are considered in the following section. Section 2.3 discusses some hardware requirements for the implementation of virtual memory systems. Section 2.4 describes the details of how paging systems operate using page fetching and replacement algorithms in fixed and variable spaces. Various policies of memory replacement are presented in this section. Section 2.5 considers various techniques for program restructuring. Techniques for augmenting the performance of virtual memory in object-oriented systems are summarized in the three following subsections. Section 2.7 describes various prefetching
policies in greater detail by reviewing the policies whose aims are similar to the work of this thesis.

2.1 Virtual Memory System Model and Terminology

Hierarchical memory systems provide a huge virtual address space with low cost hardware. This section describes the memory model, taxonomy and how the system can be operated.

2.1.1 Memories

The virtual memory model and terminology in this section are based on those of Hwang[84], Leffler[88] and Silberschatz[88]. Memory systems for conventional computers are hierarchical memory structures. The design objective of hierarchical memory is to attempt to match the processor speed with the rate of information transfer or the bandwidth of the memory at the lowest level and at a reasonable cost. Memories in a hierarchy can be classified in terms of access method and speed or access time.

Firstly, there are three kinds of access method available – random-access memory (RAM), sequential-access memory (SAM), and direct-access storage devices (DASDs). In RAM, the access time of a memory word is independent of its location. In SAMs, information is accessed serially or sequentially (for example magnetic tapes). DASDs are rotational devices made of magnetic materials where any block of information can be accessed directly. The moveable arm disk is the most common DASD. The disk requires “seek time” to move the arm to the desired track.

Secondly, memory can be classified into primary memory and secondary memory in terms of the speed or access time. Primary memory is made of RAM and it is termed a main memory. Secondary memories are made of DASDs and optional SAMs.
In some workstation environments [Cheriton 88, Holliday 88], the common two-level hierarchy is becoming a three-level hierarchy, with the addition of file-server machines connected to a workstation via a local-area network. Also, distributed memories require a wide variety of memories distributed throughout the system. In the Cedar [Swinehart 86] system, for example, each processor has its own local memory, each cluster of processors has a cluster memory, and the entire system has a global memory which is accessible by all processors.

2.1.2 Virtual Memory System

A program consisting of objects is translated to modules of machine code and unique identifiers by a compiler. A linker then combines these modules of unique identifiers and a loader translates the unique identifiers into main memory locations. The set of the identifiers defines the virtual space or the name space and the set of main memory locations allocated to the program defines the physical memory space. If a system provides a mechanism for translating the program generated virtual addresses into the memory location addresses, this is called virtual memory system. Usually, virtual memory allows a larger virtual space than physical memory space. A virtual machine is defined by the architecture of the hardware on which a process executes. References to a virtual address space are translated by hardware into references to physical memory. This operation, termed address translation, permits programs to be loaded into physical memory at any location without requiring position-independent addressing.

When an item is referenced at time \( t \), it might be that the item is not be located in physical memory. This is called an addressing exception or missing item fault. When a missing fault occurs, a fault handler brings in the required item from the next lower level of memory. Because the fault rate is so significant in modeling the performance of a hierarchical memory, memory management policy is often characterized by a probability for finding the requested information in the memory of a given level. This is called the hit
ratio $H$. Several factors effect the hit ratio, such as memory size, granularity of data transfer, memory management policies. Suppose a hit function is $H(s)$, the miss ratio must therefore be $F(s) = 1 - H(s)$.

In a generalized memory hierarchy, the missing item is retrieved by requesting the item at successive lower levels. Three basic policies, termed fetch policies, define the control of the transfer of the missing item from lower level to the desired level. A fetch policy decides when an item is to be fetched from lower level memory. A variation of fetching policies are described in detail at Sections 2.6 and 2.7. A placement policy selects a location in memory where the fetched item will be placed. Where the memory is full, a replacement policy chooses which item or items to remove in order to create space for the fetched item. Section 2.4.1 describes one in detail.

2.2 Program Locality

Programs tend to favour a relatively small portion of their images during their execution. Therefore, the virtual addresses generated by a process are not very random but behave in a some predictable manner. This characteristic is referred to as the locality of reference and describes the fact that over an interval of virtual time, the virtual addresses generated by a typical program tend to be restricted to small sets of its name space, as shown in Figure 2.1. The reference data of Figure 2.1 was observed from an execution of a C++ program on UNIX. Program looping, sequential execution and block structure construct several groups of locality of references in a program. This locality of reference is broken at the transition of control from one group to another as shown in Figure 2.1 Also, if one considers the interval $\Delta t$ in Figure 2.1 the subset of pages referenced in that interval is less than the set of pages addressable[Baier 76, Hwang 84].

There are two kinds of locality of reference: temporal and spatial. Temporal locality is the tendency of a program to reference during the process time interval $(t, t + \Delta t)$ those pages which were referenced during the interval $(t - \Delta t, t)$ [Baier 76]. Thus, over
short periods of time a program references memory nonuniformly, but over a large period of time, portions of the address space which are favored remain largely the same. This behavior has been observed in program loops, the use of temporary variables and stacks of processes. Spatial locality means that if a process is to make references to an address space in the future it is likely to be near the current location of reference. Namely, if $a$ is the address referenced at time $t$, spatial locality of reference is the address space $(a-k, a+k)$ during time $(t, t+\Delta t)$ in Figure 2.1. Naturally, temporal and spacial locality coexist during the execution of a program. Traversals of a sequential set of instructions and arrays of data enforce spatial localities. Notice that spatial locality is an important factor in deciding the size of the block to be fetched and temporal locality effects the determination of the number of blocks in a segment.
2.3 Hardware Requirements for Virtual Memory

The key hardware for a virtual memory system is the address mapper which translates virtual addresses to physical addresses. There are two implementations: direct mapping and associative mapping. Direct mapping uses a translation table which converts a virtual address to a physical address. Associative mapping uses an associative memory that contains a pair of virtual address and physical address and the search is performed by content. Since the search time in an associative memory increases in proportional to the number of entries, a small high-speed cache is often used. This hardware cache is called a translation lookaside buffer (TLB) and it maintains the mapping between recently used virtual and physical memory addresses. Besides this basic hardware, some additional registers and tables are required depending on the storage management scheme.

Leffler[Leffler 89] discussed hardware requirements for implementing page based virtual memory as the following:

- Hardware support for the collection of information on program references to memory.
- The CPU must distinguish between resident and non-resident portions of the address space.
- When the system selects a page for replacement, it must save the contents of that page if they have been modified since the page was brought into memory.
- The hardware maintains a per-page flag showing whether the page has been modified.

Many machines also include a flag recording any access to a page for use by the replacement algorithm. Also, a special instruction set is necessary to support a paging system. If a processor stops execution during an instruction before it ends, the processor
must be able to restart the instruction after handling the page fault because intermediate computations done before the page fault may have been lost [Bach 86].

To handle many very small objects in virtual object memory systems, special hardware units have been developed. For example, because each object is independently swapped between real memory and the disk, MUTABOR[Kaiser 88] and REKURSIV[Harland 87] adopted individual object fetching systems. Two level index tables and accessing methodology were fully implemented in hardware to be able to provide performance requirements. In the case of Brent’s[Brent 87] prefetching, special hardware was used to trace CPU execution. This is described in Section 2.7.3. Also, the Ivy[Li 86, Li 89b] system (network wide shared virtual memory) maintains memory coherence by using virtual memory hardware to implement page ownership schemes analogous to hardware cache consistency protocols[Chase 89].

2.4 Paging

Virtual memory can be implemented in many ways, some of which are software based, such as overlays. The most effective virtual memory schemes are, however, hardware based. In these schemes, the virtual address space is divided into fixed sized units, termed pages. Virtual memory references are resolved by the address translation unit to a page in main memory and an offset within that page. Page security, i.e. privacy protection is applied by the hardware of the memory management unit on a per page basis.

Address translation handles the first requirement of virtual memory by decoupling the virtual address space of a process from the physical address space of the CPU. To satisfy the second requirement, each page of virtual memory is marked as resident or nonresident in main memory. If a process references a location in virtual memory that is not resident, a hardware trap termed a page fault is generated. The
servicing of page faults permits processes to execute even if they are only partially resident in main memory.

In normal circumstances, all pages of main memory are equally good and the placement policy has little effect on the performance of a paging system. Thus, a paging system's behavior is mostly dependent on the fetch policy and the replacement policy. Under a pure demand-paging system, a demand-fetch policy is used, in which only the missing page is fetched and replacements occur only when main memory is full. In practice, however, few paging systems implement a pure demand-paging algorithm. Instead, the fetch policy is often altered to prepaging, which pages are fetched into the main memory before any reference to those pages occurs, and the replacement policy is invoked somewhat sooner than actually required. Hence, some in-use pages may be replaced with pages which may or may not be used.

2.4.1 Page Replacement Algorithms

Page replacement algorithms can be put into two major classes: fixed space replacement and variable space replacement. If main memory allocation is fixed for a user program the number of page fetching and purging in and out of main memory are necessarily matched. Thus, fixed space replacement algorithms can be implemented locally (on a per process basis) which chose a process for which to replace a page, and then chose a page in the process. The definitions of these algorithms are discussed in the following subsection. On the other hand, if main memory allocation is allowed to vary, fetching and replacement are able to happen independently in variable space replacement. The definitions of global replacement algorithms (one in which the choice of a page for replacement is made according to system wide criteria) are described in the following subsection.
2.4.1.1 Fixed Space Replacement Algorithms

Commonly used demand page replacement memory policies for fixed space attempt to take advantage of temporal locality to approximate the longest time to next reference replacement strategy [Hwang 84, Denning 79, Baier 76]. The behavior of the \(i\)th process is described in terms of its reference string which is a sequence:

\[ R_i(T) = r_i(1) r_i(2) ... r_i(T) \]

where \(r_i(t) \in V_i\) is the \(t\)th virtual address generated by process \(i\). A reference string \(R\) is a sequence of \(T\) references \(r(1) ... r(t)\) and a resident set \(Z(t)\) is a subset of all the program's segments present in the main memory at a given time \(t\). If the reference \(r(t)\) is not in the resident set established at time \(t - 1\), a page fault occurs at time \(t\). A useful measure of a process's behavior is the fault rate, which is the number of page faults encountered while processing a reference string, normalized by the length of the reference string. The most common method used in measuring the effectiveness of a page-replacement algorithm is the fault rate. So, the best choice of a page to replace is the one with the longest expected time until its next reference. The forward distance at time \(t\) for page \(x\) is the distance of the first reference to \(x\) after time \(t\). This requires a priori knowledge of the paging characteristics of a process. Similarly, we define the backward distance as the distance to the most recent reference of \(x\) in \(R(t)\).

1. Least Recently Used (LRU) – At a page fault, it replaces the page in \(Z(t)\) of the process with the largest backward distance.

2. Belady's optimal algorithm (MIN) – At a page fault, it replaces the page in \(Z(t)\) with the largest forward distance. This algorithm minimizes the number of page faults but it is not practical.

3. Least Frequently Used (LFU) – Replaces the page in \(Z(t)\) that has been referenced the least number of times.
First in First out (FIFO) – Replaces the page in $Z(t)$ that has been in memory for the longest time.

Clock algorithm (Clock) – This is a combination of a FIFO queue which is made circular and the establishment of a pointer for the circular queue and usage bit in each queue entry. The usage bit for an entry in the queue is set upon initial reference. On a page fault, the pointer resumes a cyclic scan through the entries of the circular queue, skipping used page frames and resetting their usage bits. The page frame in the first unused entry is selected for replacement. This algorithm attempts to approximate LRU within the simple implementation of FIFO.

Last in First out (FIFO) – Replaces the page in $Z(t)$ that has been in memory for the shortest time.

Random (RAND) – Chooses a page in $Z(t)$ at random for replacement.

### 2.4.1.2 Variable Space Replacement Algorithms

Variable space page replacement algorithms are an extension of commonly used fixed space replacement policies. One approach is simply to apply the replacement rule to the entire contents of main memory without identifying which process is using a given page. Examples of this approach are as follows [Hwang 84, Denning 79, Baier 76]:

1. **Global LRU** arranges all the pages of the active processes into a single global FIFO stack. Whenever an active process runs, it will reference its locality set pages and move them to the top of the global LRU stack. At a page fault, it replaces the page with the largest backward distance in the system.

2. **Global FIFO** arranges all the pages of the active programs into a single global FIFO list. It replaces the page that has been referenced the least number of times in the system.
3. FINUFO – In global FINUFO (first in, not used, first out), all the pages of the active processes are linked in a circular list with a pointer designating the current position. Each page has a usage bit which is set by the hardware when the page is referenced. Whenever a page fault occurs, the memory advances the current position pointer around the list clearing set usage bits and stopping at the first page whose usage bit has already been cleared. This page is selected for replacement. This paging algorithm was used in the Multics system.

4. Working Set (WS), $W(t, \theta)$, is used to denote an estimator of a locality set. $W(t, \theta)$ of a process at time $t$ is defined as the set of distinct pages which are referenced during the execution of the process over the interval $(t - \theta, t)$ where $\theta$ is the window size. The working set size $w(t, \theta)$ is the number of pages of the set $W(t, \theta)$. This algorithm retains in memory exactly those pages of each process that have been referenced in the preceding $\theta$ seconds of process (virtual) time. If an insufficient number of pages are available then a process is deactivated in order to provide additional page frames. Notice that the working set policy is very similar to the LRU policy in that the working set algorithm specifies the removal of the LRU page when that page has not been used for the preceding $\theta$ time units whereas the LRU algorithm specifies the removal of the least recently used page when a page fault occurs in a memory capacity. The success of the working set algorithm is based on the observed fact that a process executes in a succession of localities: that is, for some period of time, the process uses only a subset of its pages and with this set of pages in memory, the program will execute efficiently. This is because, at various times, the number of pages used in the preceding $\theta$ seconds (for some appropriate $\theta$) is considered to be a better predictor than simply the set of $K$ (for some $K$) pages most recently used [Denning 79, Hwang 84, Bach 86].
However, no current computer system uses the true working set policy for paging or true LRU for the cache memory because of the expensive hardware support required for an implementation [Horspool 87]. The 4.3 BSD virtual memory system [Leffler 89] does not use the working-set model because it lacks accurate information about the reference pattern of a process. It does track the number of pages held by a process (the resident-set size), but it does not know which of the resident pages constitute the working set: the count of resident pages is used only in making decisions on whether there is sufficient memory for a process to be swapped in when that process wants to run.

5 VMIN – This is an ideal variable space memory policy which could be local or global. VMIN generates the least possible fault rate for each value of mean resident set size. At each reference $r(t) = i$, VMIN looks ahead: if the next reference to page $i$ occurs in the interval $(t, t + \theta)$, VMIN keeps $i$ in the resident set until that reference otherwise VMIN removes $i$ immediately after the current reference. Page $i$ can be reclaimed later when needed by a fault. In this case, $\theta$ serves as a window for lookahead, analogous to its use by WS as a window for look behind. VMIN anticipates a transition into a new phase by removing each old page from residence after its last reference prior to the transition. In contrast, WS retains each segment for as long as $\theta$ time units after the transition. VMIN and WS generate exactly the same sequence of page faults for a given reference string. Since VMIN is a lookahead algorithm, it is known that the algorithm is not practical. However, if an accurate prefetching policy is available to be able to anticipate page requirements in the time interval $(t, t + \theta)$, VMIN may be practical because, to a certain extent, the prefetching policy can distinguish which pages will not be used in the time interval.
Two-stage Selection – Another variation of page replacement policy is the two-stage selection scheme. First, it selects pages for discarding by any replacement algorithm and these are enqueued in the system buffer area. As a second step, some pages are selected from the buffer store for true rejection to secondary memory.

2.5 Program Restructuring

The goals of program restructuring are to improve the page level locality of reference, increase memory utilization, reduce the number of page faults, and reduce the space–time cost of executing programs. The mechanism that restructuring uses to accomplish these goals is to bring closely together in space those program parts needed closely together in time. There are two restructuring schemes according to the time rearrangement of modules: *a posteriori* and *a priori* [Hartley 88]. A *posteriori* or run–time method of restructuring performs collection, storage, and analysis of a reference string at runtime. However, the *priori* or compile–time method performs program rearranging at or before load time with information collected by the compiler from the program’s source language structure.

A real program is cut up into several modules, resulting in information about the location and size of the relocatable units within the program. These programs are run on a real system to determine the reference pattern of the modules. Using a model with the original module arrangement, the reference string is run against these modules to determine the original number of page faults and resident set size. From the module information and reference pattern, a restructuring is proposed. The modules are then rearranged in the model and the reference pattern is rerun. This technique uses real programs on time sharing systems only for generation of a real reference string. By bringing together into the same group of pages those procedures and data structures that are referenced closely together in time, reordering a program’s relocatable object modules can increase memory utilization, and reduce its page fault rate and space–time
execution cost. Such an approach was followed by most of the work by Hatfield, Ferrari, Breecher[Hatfield 71, Ferrari 76, Breecher 89].

To improve the locality of a program, the sequences that should be taken to restructure the modules (which should be smaller than the size of a page) in a program is as follows: Firstly, the program is executed so that a reference string for modules of the program can be obtained. Secondly, using the order of reference for modules, a restructuring graph can be established. Module rearrangement attempts to make co-resident in memory those modules that most frequently reference each other. Thirdly, a static grouping scheme is applied to the graph in order to rearrange the modules according to the ordering[Breecher 89]. Thus, when module $i$ makes many references to module $j$, the methodology ensures that after restructuring modules $i$ and $j$ will be co-resident in memory.

Ferrari categorized restructuring policies into two groups. The first methods were nearness methods or strategy-independent and did not consider the underlying memory management policy of the operating system. Instead, such methods were based on the steps described in the previous paragraph. Extensions of this technique place a module based on the reference pattern of the program during the virtual time interval $(t - T, t)$, rather than just the last reference. Because of its broader field of observation, this extended nearness algorithm works better than the simple nearness method[Ferrari 76]. The second method is strategy-oriented. Suppose two major strategies, a priori reference pattern of a program and a memory replacement algorithm of an operating system, are known, then there is enough information to build an effective model. The method seeks to place in memory those modules involved in forthcoming references, whilst avoiding critical references (references to different pages). For instance, the behaviour of CLRV is to place together on the same pages of memory both critically referenced modules and
modules which make up the current resident set. This results in minimizing the paging rate[Ferrari 76].

The restructuring methods could get performance improvements and satisfied the necessity of an execution locating adjacently those portions of a program which are needed within a relatively short time of one another. By considering program sectors of one tenth to one third the page size, improvements in the page fault rate from 3:1 for page sizes of 512 bytes to 10:1 for page sizes of 2k bytes were obtained[Hatfield 71]. Also, the performance improvement obtainable by restructuring depends on the relative sizes of blocks and pages. In general, the smaller the blocks with respect to the pages, the better the improvement. The larger page sizes have in fact been found to increase the effectiveness of restructuring.

However, an analysis of the costs of the restructuring procedure we have described shows them to concentrate mostly in the areas of block selection, program behavior data collection, restructuring graph construction, and clustering. Gathering of referencing behavior information, a sort of preprocessing of memory tracing of execution, make conventional posterior program restructuring methods very difficult and expensive. This is because of the cost in terms of computer time which varies linearly with the number of references of the process to be examined[Ferrari 76, Beecher, Hartley 88].

Hartley investigated a priori restructuring scheme so that he can achieve less costly restructuring. The approach is based on an analysis of the source language structure of a program by a compiler. The code for called subprograms is duplicated and substituted in-line for the call. Ferrari also tried this static connectivity approach in performance studies involving his critical working set. In general he found that there was no page fault rate reduction in programs whose subroutines and functions were reordered according to static connectivity when compared with the program's original order. Some successful works in the priori structuring have been reported by Snyder[Synder 78] and
Abu–Sufah [Abu–Sufah 81]. Both of these studies achieved performance improvement by a factor of ten through rearranging subprograms and data structures, such as large arrays, rereferenced from within Fortran program loops. By reorganizing the loop structure of programs to ensure that once a page of an array is referenced as much computation as possible is done before it is replaced.

2.6 Virtual Object Memory in Smalltalk Systems

Several attempts have been made to improve virtual memory management in object oriented systems. Most of these have been done using the Smalltalk–80 virtual machine. In conventional languages, given pages in a primary memory are likely to have a significant amount of useful content in the working set. However, in a Smalltalk environment that supports dynamic or late binding, the unit of locality is a small, fine grained object in comparison to page size, and the environment is composed of a large number of these small, infrequently referenced persistent objects. This property of object oriented systems leads to degraded paged virtual memory performance. To resolve the problem Kaehler [Kaehler 83] investigated object swapping and Stamos and William reported on object grouping schemes [Stamo 84, Williams 87].

2.6.1 LOOM – Large Object Oriented Memory for Smalltalk–80 System

LOOM is a single user virtual memory system that swaps objects [Kaehler 83, Kaehler 86]. In LOOM, it is assumed that the object is the unit of locality of reference and all storage is viewed as objects that contain fields. LOOM swaps individual objects between primary and secondary memory, and it reads into main memory only those objects actually needed by the interpreter. One advantage of LOOM is that objects are assembled into groups on disk pages, so that objects which are used are brought into primary memory together. Close placement of related objects in secondary memory and cached disk pages from a pool of buffers in primary memory lower the seek rate enough so that LOOM does not need a complex mechanism for grouping.
Unlike a paging system, LOOM packs objects into main memory at maximum density because it can arrange just the right working set in main memory, and add and remove individual objects from it. However, the two different name spaces for objects in main memory and secondary memory need complicated translation code between the two representations. The object representations in both main and secondary memories are quite complex because addresses in each of primary and secondary memories have a different sized object pointer. Moreover, the translation between object representations is time consuming.

Performance evaluation of LOOM shows that object swapping is quite expensive compared to a paging system. Memory fragmentation is more common in LOOM than in a resident system, since objects not only leave holes when they die, but also when they are swapped out. Also, beyond a certain limit, adding real memory to the system will not increase its performance.

2.6.2 Static Grouping

Static grouping means any algorithm that restructures the virtual environment while the system is in a quiescent state[Stamo 84]. Object grouping is almost the same as module restructuring described in Section 2.5 which is aimed at improving spatial locality. Static grouping can be implemented by a priori and a posteriori algorithms. Rearranging related objects on the same disk page increases memory utilization and permits greater information density in primary memory. Because of the persistence of objects, it could be more efficient to use program restructuring techniques to relocate statically objects in virtual memory.

However, the differences between object grouping and the previous work on restructuring programs are caused by the characteristics of the Smalltalk system. Firstly, static grouping schemes deal with an entire programming environment composed of existing code, data, and supporting structures whereas previous restructuring algorithm
manage code segments of a program. The second difference arises from Smalltalk's inability to use conventional methods for determining the important interobject references. Previous algorithms were based on the number of procedure calls, returns and nonlocal \textit{gotos}. Such \textit{priori} techniques were not applicable for static grouping for two reasons. First, a Smalltalk system uses small and numerous (about 17,000) objects. Treating objects as entities requires heavy computation to interpret, record, and analyze lengthy execution sequences that require substantial portions of the virtual memory system. Secondly, Smalltalk's run time binding of a procedure name (\textit{message selector}) to its implementation (\textit{Compiled Method}) makes control flow analysis extremely difficult at compile time[Williams 87].

The implementation of static grouping is that when a Smalltalk virtual machine loads an image it may arrange the objects in memory such that related objects are close together, thereby statically grouping objects. Depth-first, breadth-first traversals are implemented using the compiler, reference counts and dynamic statistics each to produce different initial placements. The breadth-first and depth-first algorithms view objects as nodes and pointers as directed arcs. This is quite similar to the restructuring tree described in Section 2.5. One ordering is defined by the compiler, which corresponds to an examination of an object's fields in the order assigned by the compiler when the object's type is defined. The difference between this method and control flow analysis in Section 2.3 is already explained. A second ordering is defined by static reference counts. The static reference count of an object is the total number of pointers referring to the object while the system is not in use. The third ordering was determined using dynamic statistics obtained from earlier experience with the emulator. Due to Stamo's virtual machine's inefficiency, only a limited amount of dynamic information could be obtained. So, as stated earlier, the standard techniques for nearness algorithms were not feasible for Smalltalk systems. Also, the OOZE algorithm locates all instances of a same type in
one contiguous interval of virtual addresses. One odd point of Stamos's experimented result is that static reference counts and dynamic information in the three breadth-first initial placements (compiler, reference counts, dynamic statistics) and the three depth-first arrangements had little effect on either the initial placements generated by the grouping schemes or on their performance. This is believed partly to be caused by inefficiency of the virtual machine emulator that he used by the simulation.

The result of static grouping is that modifications to the basic grouping schemes shows some performance improvements. The simple and efficient grouping techniques avoided between 28 and 75 percent of the total number of page faults compare to ungrouped initial placement in small main memory sizes (less than 140K). Among the several static schemes, depth-first arrangements perform well in small main memories. However, they do not show such a good improvements for relatively large memories. Another interesting result is that grouping schemes have less of an effect on performance as the ratio of page size to object size increases. In other words, as more objects fit on each page, the detailed arrangement of information becomes less critical. One possible explanation for this decline in large memory is an imbalance in page utilization.

2.6.3 Dynamic Grouping

Object oriented programming makes use of inheritance to reuse existing code. In particular, a persistent object programming environment enables application programs to be written by inheriting from any part of a large persistent object store. In contrast, imperative languages are bound to the code that represents the program text. Also, dynamic binding makes procedure names look for their implementations at run time. These object-oriented properties lead to relatively poor paging performance on conventional virtual memory systems when compared to imperative languages and it cannot be resolved by static binding[Williams 87].
Williams [Williams 87] obtained more realistic object groupings through full memory reference tracing whereas Stamos's limited emulation used compression of the tracing. The memory reference traces include all object memory accesses, object creation and garbage collection information. It is based on dynamic information modelling in the form of LRU dynamic grouping scheme performed whilst the system is running. Grouping objects onto the page to be ejected is achieved by constructing a collection of LRU objects whose total size is less than a page. This is an implementation difference between the dynamic grouping and most of the posterior work which are based on program connectivity.

Dynamic grouping and some other dynamic groupings for references were simulated and Williams concluded that, for reasonable memory sizes (less than 0.5 Mbytes), dynamic grouping is always better than static grouping at reducing page faults and it changes working set more rapidly on phase transitions. However, runtime overhead is more expensive than any of the posterior algorithms because of the need to maintain an indirect object table, incremental copying garbage collectors, and to relocate LRU objects in a page. A total ordering of all objects in primary memory by time of last access must be maintained and it is expensive too. Also, as stated earlier, a different set of input data even for the same program can alter the trace sufficiently so that the reordered program runs worse than the original version. So it may be a waste of effort if a re-grouped file is not executed many times.

2.7 A Review of Prefetching Based System

This section reviews a number of prefetching algorithms which have been developed. These systems address similar issues to those tackled by AP. An attempt is made to compare each approach with that taken in AP.
2.7.1 One Block Lookahead (OBL) Prefetching

The alternative to grouping is prefetchings and the simplest one is OBL. As stated in Chapter one, since page $n+1$ is quite likely to be required by the executing program within a short period after the need for page $n$ arose, an operating system fetching two consecutive pages together can reduce the number of page faults. Horspool’s[Horspool 87] supports this with an example: ..*if page $n$ contains instructions, we might reasonably expect that control would soon flow or jump to an instruction in the next page. If page $n$ contains data, it is fairly likely that the program will step through a sequential data structure (like an array) or traverse some other form of data structure that continues into the next page.*

In addition, most OBL implementations are combined with on-demand fetching scheme. This is called *on-demand OBL* and it is widely used because of its low overhead for non-random accessing of the secondary memory system. *Page clustering* and *Fill-on-Demand Klustering* in BSD UNIX are examples of on-demand OBL[Leffler 89]. Leffler adopted clustering, involves a logical page which is a multiple of the hardware page size, to reduce the cost of paging operations and their related data structures. The clustering allows fetching of as many pages as were in the cluster at a page fault. Also, Fill-on-Demand Klustering is a virtual memory operation which attempts to read any adjacent to the faulted page in the file that may also be needed. The small additional cost of prefetching pages in the cluster is compensated by the improvement in service times for future page faults.

The drawbacks of OBL and on-demand OBL, however, are that they increase the number of pages brought into the cache and they are not able to prefetch any non-OBL page on function call or long jump. OBL enables virtual memory to perform as if its page size were double since two pages are loaded for each fault. This makes memory pollution worse because there are no special algorithms to limit any unnecessary prefetching. Moreover, OBL is not an appropriate method to apply to distributed shared memory
systems because such systems require a new method strictly to control misprefetching pages since the communication overhead is not negligible. Furthermore, these algorithms (OBL) are not appropriate for random access secondary memory because pages which are non-contiguous to the faulted page cannot be prefetched from the secondary store. In a random access secondary memory, the work required to fetch page $i$ together with page $i + 1$ costs no less than the work required to fetch page $i$ and page $i \pm n$. There are many cases caused by long jumps or function calls in a file server having a large cache memory where such fetching is required.

### 2.7.2 Variations of OBL

When a page has been prefetched into main memory, it is important to consider what should be done with the page if it does not get referenced within a reasonable period of time. Unless memory pollution is kept under control, it can easily happen that a prepaging policy is less efficient than its demand paging counterpart.

In Hospool's prepaging algorithm, he made use of the memory inclusion property to which OBL does not hold in order to tackle the memory pollution problem[Horspool 87]. Firstly, a variable-space prefetching policy, known as $VOBL/k$, is an approach where prefetched pages are initially given a smaller time window of $T/k$. If the prefetched page should get referenced before the time limit of $T/k$ is reached, the page will be subsequently treated like a demand fetched page (and be given a new window of $T$ time units). Thus, unreferenced prefetched pages age at $k$ times the rate of demand fetched pages. So, the operating system must maintain in main memory exactly those pages whose priority values do not exceed the window. Also, the priority function determines when the imaginary references occur. Secondly, a fixed-space policy, $OBL/k$, has exactly the same form of priority function as $VOBL/k$ but slightly different management for imaginary references. If a page has not previously been referenced (or prefetched), it would not be present in a memory of any size and we define its position function value to be infinite.
Consequently, it appears that when we suppress prepaging actions in order to avoid violations of the memory inclusion property, we are also suppressing a high proportion of memory pollution.

Like most *a priori* and *a posteriori* restructuring, Baier's [Baier 76] *Spatial Lookahead* (SL) is aimed at dynamic improvement of spatial locality. However, Baier intended to achieve predictive fetching. The notion of this method is to reduce the number of times this operation is called by transferring possibly more than one page at once, thus, the number of interruptions caused by page faulting will be diminished. Suppose a program typically executes for long periods within a locality and it generates a series of faults at intervals. Then it is possible to conjecture that recurrent patterns may exist which tend to identify the locality being accessed. For example, similar page faults could occur as the program executes in that locality. So, Baier proposed a redefinition of contiguity in a virtual address space by dynamically updating the PRED function [Baier 76] which defines logical contiguity rather than physical contiguity in an attempt to account for fragmentations.

The implementation is that the unit of virtual memory mapping ("minipages") be smaller than the unit of disk transfer, and minipages can be grouped according to dynamic reference patterns within disk pages. This affects a dynamic reorganization of minipages within disk pages. The result is effectively to prefetch related minipages on a page miss. Unfortunately, Baier's technique hardly improves performance [Williams 87] because 60% still misprefetched. Single page SL could set an improvement over LRU of about 10:1. This technique can be implemented with software and may get some reduction of page faults. However, SL still remains at the OBL level and it is inadequate for a complex prefetching system.

Since memory management on a general purpose computer is a critical operating system function, any algorithm must be inexpensive. This precludes the use of any
sophisticated algorithms including many potential solutions based on mathematical programming. By this criterion, the Horspool's algorithm is impractical and only checks prefetchability for a simple lookahead block. For each page, it would need to know the times of both last real reference and its last imaginary reference for each page. This information must be kept for every page, regardless of whether or not it is resident in primary memory. Also, such an algorithm could not encompass pages other than adjacent pages. Other studies [Smith 78, Smith 87, Giraud 84, So 88, Brent 87] have addressed the problem of prefetching in cache or virtual memory systems, but with the exception of Brent's prefetching they are still concerned with OBL.

2.7.3 Cache Memory Line Prefetching

Brent [Brent 87] developed a concise program structure notation called a program skeleton that can be used for cache memory line prefetching. A source program is translated to create a machine specific cache memory prefetching control program called the prefetch skeleton. This is generated automatically by the compiler as it analyzes control flow and data dependency of a source program. In the sense of generating information for prefetching by compiler, Brent's work is similar to AP.

However, Brent's prefetching needs a special hardware unit runs in parallel with the CPU. This prefetching hardware unit is simulated as a simple in-cache processor. The cache machine traces CPU execution while executing the prefetch skeleton and generates cache line prefetch requests ahead of CPU demand requests. The work shows that the cache machine approach can provide some improvement both in instruction miss delays only when the specialised hardware is used with the cache.

Some problems are posed by the approach: 1) the cache machine interferes significantly with the CPU by memory contention. Total cache effect is not improved much by the contention. 2) negligible data miss reduction 3) the prefetch skeleton actually needs more memory than the actual program. These problems can be resolved
by the proposed demand prefetching policy although it does not allow for parallelism or pipelining with CPU execution.

Another approach to data prefetching mechanisms was developed by Gornish [Gornish 90]. By pulling array references out from loops in Fortran programs, the data can be prefetched before control goes into the loop. Control and data dependency analysis enables the finding of the earliest point in a program that a block of data can be prefetched. This scheme predicted 58% successful accurate data prefetching rates among candidates. A drawback is that this policy limited to only prefetching data only.

2.8 Conclusion

This chapter surveyed paging schemes, restructuring, grouping and prefetching so that we could see if any of these strategies provided facilities for forming groups of objects which can be accurately prefetched together. Most of the systems that have been developed use the nearness algorithm as the basic principle for restructuring program blocks. This approach, however, is not enough to support new types of secondary memory and process migration because these systems require a more accurate and randomly accessible prefetching scheme nor were they designed for object oriented systems.

The prefetching schemes discussed in the previous sections do not provide good facilities for the goal because most of them are primarily OBL based. Only Brent's and Gornish's prefetching make use of source code structure information to control the random prefetching of cache memory lines. However, the use of a special processor and its program in Brent's work place many constraints on it. Gornish's work is only concerns on data prefetching, so it is unable to prefetch program codes. If we could find a way to resolve these constraints this will be the right direction towards developing high performance virtual memory systems.
Chapter 3
AP and Object Oriented Programming Languages

The previous chapter has discussed the background to virtual memory systems. It also surveyed some related work with prefetching. In this chapter, an intra–object and inter–object relationship is built by making use of the properties of object oriented systems. To support the prefetching of object pages, each object requires the addition of links to related objects that are individually addressed.

There are two aspects to providing prefetchability, the first is the construction of a relationship between objects using properties of object-oriented languages. The second is the building of another relationship between function calls by conventional control flow analysis. The purpose of this chapter is to describe the former approach of building an intra and inter object relationship for prefetching pages for the objects. Also, how control flows among objects in the same hierarchy is described in this chapter. The advantage of object page prefetching is that it can be used for general purpose prefetching of objects or pages in a variety of memory hierarchies.

The chapter begins by describing a formula for accurate prefetching. The following sections discuss how intra and inter object relationship can be made using encapsulation, inheritance and other object-oriented properties. The section after discusses the requirement for object data prefetching in a UNIX environment. The final sections deal with the problems of establishing the relationship at compile time and run time.
3.1 Formulation of AP

An accurate demand prefetching uses two memory fetching policies at the same time to fetch the pages of a process when a page fault occurs: prefetching for necessary pages in the near future and on-demand fetching for a faulted page. In prefetching, more than one pages are fetched by anticipation of the process's future page requirements whereas in demand fetching only the page referenced is fetched on a miss. So, the behavior of the $i$th process $r_i(k)$ is the number of the page containing the virtual address references of the process $P_i$ at time $k$, where $k = 1, 2, \ldots T$ measures the execution time or virtual time. The set of pages that $P_i$ has in main memory just before the $k$th reference is denoted by a resident set $\{z_i(k-1)\}$, and its size (in pages) by $z_i(k-1)$. A page fault occurs at virtual time $k$ if $r_i(k)$ is not in the resident set $Z_i(k-1)$ [Hwang 84].

So, under the assumption of on-demand fetching for a faulted page and prefetching for the object pages associated with the faulted page, $Z_i(k)$ is as following:

$$Z_i(k) = \{z_i(k-1)\} + \{r_i(k)\} + \{r_i(k+n)\} - Q(k)$$

In fixed space replacement systems, the first term on the right hand side $Z_i(k-1)$ is the set of pages that $P_i$ has in main memory just before the $k$th reference. The second term is a demand fetched page for which a fault occurs at virtual time $k$ and which will be accessed after time $t$. The third term is a set of prefetched pages $\{r_i(k+n)\}$ where $n$ is a number of prefetched pages at time $k$, $n = 1, 2, \ldots$. The final term $Q(k)$ is a set of replacement pages chosen by a replacement policy (see Section 2.4.1) when a set of pages $\{r_i(k+n)\}$ are prefetched. Notice that among the replacement algorithms, MIN or VMIN can be realized practically for $Q(k)$ in the formula. Since AP anticipates necessary pages accurately, it may also distinguish pages which will not be referenced in the near future.

3.2 The Influence of the Properties of OO Languages on AP

The properties which should be considered in building a relationship for prefetching are data abstraction, encapsulation, inheritance, dynamic binding,
construction and destruction of objects. This section describes these properties in detail from a viewpoint of prefetching and the following sections discuss how the properties can be used for AP.

3.2.1 Data Abstraction and Encapsulation

An object is a basic element which has an internal state and operations. To construct objects, object oriented languages provide data abstraction and encapsulation. Data abstraction supports the construction of objects considered abstractly by both the implementor and user of a class in terms of their behaviour rather than their state. An object is an abstraction that has data and functions, with the functions being defined by a set of operations that are available on the object. The operations and the internal state of the object are defined by a class declaration, so that objects are instances of a class, and all instances of the same class share identical functions. So, data abstraction allows the separation of the abstract behavior of a class from its implementation details.

A set of functions provided by a class provides the only means by which instances of the class may be manipulated. When an object is used the user does not care about the internal structure of the object because it is not necessary to know how the functions are implemented or how the class is structured. For instance, an object that represents the int_stack in Figure 3.1 (the pointer to integer bottom, top and current) could have operations which enable the stack to be pushed and popped by maintaining the pointers. How the actual stack is maintained as the internal state of the object changing need not concern the user of object, who only needs be concerned with the behaviour, defined by the two operations provided by the class. This is the power of data abstraction, since the implementation of the abstraction is divorced from the behaviour that the abstraction provides.
Encapsulation is a basic feature of object oriented languages because of its facility for data hiding and protection. Also, it is an important factor for demand prefetching of an object's data because each object class specifies and tightens an abstract data type.

A class that represents an integer stack using an array is illustrated in Figure 3.1. In the class int_Stack, the internal status of the stack is implemented as three pointers to an integer array: bottom, top and current. The int_Stack is represented by the class int_Stack which provides two operations to push and pop an integer to and from the array. An alternative implementation of the class using an array is to use linked lists. Thus, although the internal data structure of the stack is changed, the interface of the operation push and pop would not need to be changed. This is an example showing that data abstraction and encapsulation provides a consistent interface without affecting users of the class in spite of changes to the internals of a class.

```cpp
class int_Stack{
    int *bottom;
    int *top;
    int *current;
public:
    int_Stack(int size){
        bottom = new int[size];
        top = bottom + size;
        current = top;
    }
    ~int_Stack(){
        delete bottom;
    }
    void push(int Int){
        *(current++) = Int;
    }
    int pop(){
        return (current>bottom) ? *(current) : 0;
    }
    void exception(){
        //exception handling routine
    }
}
main()
{
    int_Stack a(100);
    a.push(5);
    b = a.pop();
    cout << b;
}
```

Fig.3.1 The class int_Stack
Encapsulation provides a good property for constructions intra object relationships in the AP system. Because the property enables us to tie the data structure and operations together so that once a part of the object is referenced the potential that other parts may be referenced is high. The simplest application of the intra object relationship is object data prefetching. It happens when a member function is invoked but its data object has not resident in memory, then the data should be prefetched. For example, it occurs in `a.push()` in the Figure 3.1. When the member function `push()` is fetched the encapsulated data object `a` can be prefetched at the same time. This is based on the data dependency graph which is explained in Section 3.3.

### 3.2.2 Inheritance

Inheritance is another property which enables the features of an existing class (base part) to be re-used by a newly declared class (derived part). This property is assumed to be provided by object-oriented languages. It is possible to eliminate the reimplementation of shared code in a class hierarchy if inheritance is used when designing a new class. It enables new classes to be derived from existing classes, with the new class inheriting the data and member functions of the existing class. So, inheritance provides programmers extensibility and code sharing. There are two ways to refine the existing class: by adding extra functionality or by providing a restricted interface to the inherited data structures. In a number of systems this takes the form of a class hierarchy in which common functionality is shared between classes that belong to the hierarchy [Dixon 88].

When a new class is derived from a base class it can inherit the attributes of the base class. The base class may also be termed the super-class of the derived class, and the derived class sub-class of the base class. A class hierarchy is pictured in Figure 3.2 as a model of the object layout of a base class and a derived class. The class `Employer` is derived from its base class `Person`. The object `Fred` consists of base object attributes and
class Person {
private: char *name;
    int id.;
    int birthdate;
public: ...
};
class Employer : public Person {
private: short position;
    int salary;
public: ...
};

Person Fred;
Employer John;

![Diagram of the employer class hierarchy](image)

the attributes of the derived object itself. The inherited attributes for Person are left unchanged in the derived class and the new class provides additional attributes to the new class so that they are more applicable to the derived object.

There are some constraints to refine the existing class in some object oriented languages. In Smalltalk-80 [Goldberg 83] and Objective-C [Cox 86], they should inherit all data and operations from all of their ancestors or nothing because they do not allow partial inheritance of operations. This mechanism complicates object interfaces as the hierarchy becomes deeper and forces some redundant operations to be included in a derived class [Parrington 88].

If a derived class is only allowed a single base class then the language used to declared the derived class supports sub-typing inheritance e.g. Smalltalk–80, Figure 3.3(a) shows this sub-typing, or single inheritance: class C directly inherits only from class B. When a class is allowed more than one immediate base class then the language supports multiple inheritance e.g. C++: in Figure 3.3(b) class C directly inherits from both class A and class B. More complex arrangements are possible. For example, Figure
3.3(c) demonstrates repeated inheritance where the multiple inheritance paths from the derived class D lead to a common shared ancestor A [Meyer 88]. If a new type can have more than one parent type then it can inherit the operations and instance variables from each of them. However, repeated inheritance introduces a semantic ambiguity: in the example, should an instance of class D have one set of instance variables for its ancestor instance of classs A, or two sets? C++ provides the keyword `virtual` to specify that only one instance of the repeated base class is to be inherited.

AP can make use of single inheritance as well as multiple inheritance for the sake of object prefetching by building inter object relationships for the objects in a hierarchy. Multiple inheritance is more useful for AP because it ties more objects together thus increasing the logical locality of reference. The details of using inheritance for AP is described in Section 3.3.

**3.2.3 Dynamic Binding or Virtual Functions**

When a function which is mentioned in a derived class is called to perform an operation on an object the definition actually used is determined at execution time according to the class of the object. Thus, if an instance of the base type is expected as a parameter to some operation such as a pointer to a member function, then an instance of
the derived type can be supplied instead. This implies that the object cannot simply be treated as being of the base type, rather a lookup must be performed at run time to determine the actual type of object supplied so that the correct version of the subtype is actually called [Parrington 88]. In most cases the compiler can detect the type of the object and ensure that the correct version of subtype is invoked when required but dynamic binding objects are exceptions. This is called dynamic binding and it enhances flexibility through runtime binding of operations to objects. Dynamic binding encourages placing the code that deals with a particular class of object in the implementation of the object's class rather than in the client program thereby making the client program more general.

For example, if we need a type that contains a list of arbitrary type of objects, this generic list can be built easily if it is designed so that types which are inserted into the list are declared to be derived types of some base type and thus can be inserted into a list with ease. If a main program tries to print out descriptions of all objects in the list, the program simply selects each entry in the list and invokes the printing member function of that entry. Since the compiler cannot detect what type of object will be on the list, the determination of which particular implementation of the subtype member function to call has to be made at run time.

C++ is a strongly typed language with early-binding (at compile time) of operation names to the code that implements them. However, as noted above, there are some occasions where dynamic binding must be used, otherwise objects could not be treated as instances of their parent type and passed to operations that expected them to behave as instances of their parent type [Parrington 88]. In C++ this is known as the virtual function mechanism.

The implementation of dynamic binding is based on the procedure call mechanism and the mechanism is described in C++ manual as follows: "The
interpretation of the call of a virtual function depends on the type of the object for which it is called, whereas the interpretation of a call of a non-virtual member function depends only on the type of the pointer denoting that object.” Usually, this is implemented using pointer to member function. Thus, if the type of the operand is X, the type of the result is “pointer to X”. Since any type can be substituted for the X the operator & in C++ is polymorphic.

Most late binding object oriented programming languages such as Smalltalk–80, Guide[Balter 89] and Objective–C support dynamic binding and, in particular, the binding mechanism is associated with message passing in Smalltalk–80. Since a message is sent to an object to perform an operation in the object, the message contains an object’s name only. The object which receives the message selects an appropriate operation for the request at runtime. In Smalltalk terms, this run time binding is carried out between an object name (procedure name or message selector) and its implementation (Compiled Method).

From the prefetching point of view, dynamic binding makes it difficult to build the relationship between operations (member functions) and instance variables (object data) at compile time. For example, func_A() is defined as a virtual function in class Base and its derived class Derived as well. A pointer p to the base object can point either a base object or a derived object. Then the real object which pointer p points to in the virtual member function called p->funcA() cannot able to be ascertained at compile time. Thus, a call to func_A() must determine at run-time which particular implementation to invoke based upon the type of the object currently under consideration. So, building the relationship for prefetching is resolved by run-time AP. This point will be described in detail in the following subsection.
3.2.4 Construction and Destruction

The mechanism which provides memory space construction of an object which consists of some data structures and operator can be categorized into two groups. These two memory allocation strategies for execution of a program are static and dynamic allocation. Allocation that occurs when a program is compiled is static memory allocation. Otherwise, if a reserved free space for a program execution is allocated for objects at run-time it is dynamic memory allocation. An object’s extent is defined as an object’s lifetime, that is a period of time which storage is bound to the object while a program is executing[Lippman 89]. Whenever a new object is created, a constructor of that class is called. For C++, there are three distinct object creation methods: automatic, static and free store.

- A static object is created when the program starts and it will be destroyed at the termination of the program. Variables defined at file scope are said to have static extent. Storage is allocated before program start up and remains bound to the variable throughout program execution. For the initialization of these static objects, Stroustrup says “No initializer can be specified for a static member, and it cannot be of a class with a constructor”[Stroustrup 86]. This could mean two things: Firstly, if a class has a constructor, that class may not have static members. Secondly, you cannot have a static data member which needs a constructor. Thus, a static data or a static constant data member is allowed, as long as the member does not require a constructor or the member is private. Similarly, a destructor does not have any control over what will happen to the memory occupied by the object it is destroying after the destructor is finished. A relationship for prefetching of static object can be established but it can not contain constructors or private data.

- An automatic object is created by the constructor of the class each time its declaration is encountered in the execution of the program. The life of an automatic
object is similar to that of local variables. Variables defined at local scope are spoken of as having local extent. Storage is allocated at each entry into the local scope: on exit, the storage is freed. Automatic objects do not retain their values from one call to the other because the objects are newly created whenever the function is called. As far as prefetching is concerned, this kind of object cannot be prepared for prefetching at compile time and even then they are not worth prefetching because local variables on the stack are unlikely to make frequent page or object faults.

- Objects allocated on the free store are spoken of as having dynamic extent. Storage allocated through the use of the operator `new` remains bound to an object until explicitly deallocated by the programmer. Explicit deallocation is achieved by applying the operator `delete` to a pointer addressing the dynamic object. The `new` operator handles dynamic memory allocation from a free unallocated memory space given to a program that it may utilize during execution. This kind of object can not be managed properly in AP because its address is not known at compile time. However, if the relationship is allowed to be built at runtime and if the constructor and destructor are extended to fills in the addresses of objects into the prefetch table whenever they are created and deleted, these objects in the heap can be prefetched.

The philosophical basis of the `new` mechanism in C++ is that allocation and deallocation are completely separate from construction and destruction. Construction and destruction are handled by constructors and destructors. Allocation and deallocation are handled by operator `new` and operator `delete`. At the time a constructor is entered, memory has already been allocated in which the constructor will do its work. Here is a simple case:
void f()
{
    T x;
}

Executing f causes the following to happen:
Allocate enough memory to hold a T;
Construct the T in that memory;
Destroy the T;
Deallocate the memory.

Similarly, T* tp = new T;
does the following:
Allocate enough memory to hold a T;
If allocation was successful,
    construct a T in that memory;
Store the address of the memory in tp
and delete tp;
means:
    If tp is not null,
        destroy the T in the memory addressed by tp;
        free the memory addressed by tp.

3.3 Yoyo in Objective-C and Smalltalk-80

High inter-object control flow in the object hierarchy in Objective-C and Smalltalk-80 is obvious. This point is well described in Taenzer’s paper [Taenzer 89]. In a late binding object oriented language, a complex problem behavior is implemented by methods in a class. Objective-C and Smalltalk methods sends self and super messages in their object hierarchy to implement required behavior. These messages cause frequent control flow within a class hierarchy. In Smalltalk, for instance, a new message is sent to the metaclass (class object) which returns a new instance of the class. Then, an initialise message is sent to its new instance. A set of classes in the hierarchy define only the initializing method and inherit the new method from the class. This makes it hard to understand when this initialize method will be used. In this case, you must find the new method in the superclass (or its super–superclass or its super–super–superclass, etc.) and discover that it sends itself the initialize message. Furthermore, in writing an initialize
method, you have to remember how to send the initialize message to super objects [Goldberg 83].

The control flow of messages on these methods in the same hierarchy is described as a *yoyo* problem by Taenzer. Because in Objective-C and Smalltalk the object *self* remains the same during the execution of a message. "Everytime a method sends itself a message, the interpretation of that message is evaluated from the standpoint of the original class (the class of the object). This is like a yoyo going down to the bottom of its string. If the original class does not implement a method for the message, the hierarchy is searched (going up the superclass chain) looking for a class which does implement the message. This is like the yoyo going back up. Super messages also cause evaluation to go up the class hierarchy.” Thus, the yoyo is a problem caused by software reuse because when writing a new classes most of its methods are derived from its base class. However, as far as prefetching is concerned, the yoyo can be used for object prefetching as a means of providing a strong relationship between the inter-class hierarchy. Note that Smalltalk-80 treats everything uniformly as objects, including fundamental data types and blocks of code. There is no separation between code and data objects. So, object data prefetching which is describing in the following section is not necessary in Smalltalk-80.

The *yoyo* can be graphed so that nodes represent straight-line code fragments and data objects and arcs represent procedure calls, returns, (conditional) branches, and data accesses. A standard technique for determining the frequently used arcs is to interpret the execution of the program and maintain a traversal count for each arc. As explained earlier, such control flow analysis techniques are not feasible for a system containing a large number of small code and data objects. This was explained in detail in Section 2.6.2 static grouping.
3.4 Intra and Inter Object Relationships for AP

The properties of object oriented languages described in the previous sections give many influences to control flow in the languages. These can be described in terms of control and data dependency inside an object and among objects in the same hierarchy or in different object hierarchies.

The modularity in most object oriented languages is designed to support function sharing and structured programming. Since the methodology of object oriented programming is to divide a system into a set of objects, which closely match the concepts of the real world problem, providing a way of managing the complexity of the programming task. This kind of data abstraction and information hiding enables modular design in programming [Parrington 88]. This modularity influences high locality of reference by control flows between objects.

Memory reference patterns for object oriented programs are more localized than for similar programs using traditional models. In the case of the Amber [Chase 90] object/thread model, the body of an object operation can reference only the thread stack and the contents of the object itself, so an executing operation is likely to make a sequence of memory references local to the current object [Chase 89]. Locality in a data abstraction programming language like CLU [Liskov 86] has similar characteristics.

However, the problem of a persistent object oriented programming environment, in particular in Smalltalk–80 or Guide [Balter 90], is that locality of reference is neither bounded by contiguous segments of code nor operating on some data because most of application to reuse any portion of a large persistent object [Williams 87]. Persistent objects have a lifetime which is independent of that of a program or the process that uses them. The system provides a permanent address space for these objects. This can be viewed as a substitute for a traditional file system. So, the address space containing these persistent objects tend to be large and it imposes a requirement on the supporting system.
for efficient object management. In particular, if a system supports the persistent programming\cite{Balter 90} approach, giving users a unifying view of the system, the system should support long-term storage units. Therefore, a system supporting persistent programming may have many garbage objects in memory and these may decrease the locality of reference of the program. Persistent object oriented virtual machines have strong small spacial locality of reference within an object but global locality of reference is rather low because a number of these small spacial localities are dispersed over the whole object range.

This is slightly better in an early binding language like C++ because process execution is bound in just one executable file. Locality of reference for objects in the same branch of a class hierarchy is quite high compared to that for objects in different branches. But still the locality in C++ is not enough for a high performance virtual memory system because it supports dynamic binding. Thus, it can be said that object oriented programming languages have two characteristics with regard to locality of reference. Encapsulation and inheritance enhances locality of references but dynamic binding lessens it.

Several cases can be found in C++ showing high locality of reference. Firstly, a derived class is inherited from its base class, so the encapsulation is still preserved between two objects. Thus, a member of a derived class has no special permission to access private members of its base class. When a member function of a derived class needs data access to its base class this should be done by a function call with scope. Secondly, any particular instance of dynamic binding is always restricted to a particular inheritance hierarchy. Thirdly, an initialization process for derived objects depends on its base class if there is some subtyping. For instance, let us look at class declarations like this:
class Color { /* stuff */}

class Primary_Color : public Color { /* more stuff */}

class Blue : public Primary_Color { /* still more stuff */}

Here, when we call "new Blue" this causes calls on the constructors for Color, Primary Color and Blue executed in that order. When we call "delete b" it invokes the destructors of Blue, Primary_Color and Color in that order. Once control goes into a boundary of the class hierarchy to create an object at a leaf of the hierarchy the control would go up to the base class to create and initialize the object and down one hierarchy to the other until it reaches the leaf object itself. Once an object is created then object data access will be followed by the member functions in the objects because the data object is only able to be modified by the member functions. After manipulating the data, when control leaves the member function some of the object will be cleaned up by calling destructors in the hierarchy in the same sequence as for construction.

These series of invocations are made whenever an object is created, used and destroyed. It means that a series of function invocations form a spacial locality, so, it can be said that there is a relatively high tendency to locality of reference in a class hierarchy by calling functions within it. Although these objects have high locality of reference, they may possibly spread over many different pages.

To enhance logical locality of reference for these dispersed objects, the objects can be logically grouped using encapsulation and inheritance, the logical group prefetched when part of it is invoked. The operations and data structures encapsulated by a class can be retrieved from a source program at compile time, and kept in a relationship table. An object name is mapped into a class name and this can be recorded in the table. The inheritance tree can normally be deduced by the compiler. Thus, invocations which may result in yoyo can be identified, and the inheritance tree can be recorded in the table. If this is performed during the parsing phase, all the relationships between objects in a
program can be identified by the compiler. This is similar to the attempts at *a priori* program restructuring which were based on static program connectivity.

Where encapsulation ensures locality of reference is high within the object an attempt can be made to prefetch all member functions and data at one go. Some exceptions from accurate prefetching may arise. For instance, if we consider the exception handling routine in the class `int_Stack` in Figure 3.1 five member functions will be prefetched together whenever any one of the member functions is referenced. However, although the potential of referencing all four member functions is very high, the exception handling function will not be invoked unless an exception occurs.

Inheritance shows a high locality of reference between objects in the same class hierarchy. However, as far as accurate prefetching is concerned, there may be some member functions which are not involved in the yoyo phenomenon e.g. another exception handler in a base class. Therefore, not all member functions in base objects need be prefetched since it is unlikely that these functions will be referenced in the near future.

In conclusion, intra and inter object relationships can provide high locality of reference, and they can be used for object grouping. However, when all member functions and object data related to these intra and inter relationship are prefetched, some prefetched functions may be not referenced and they may pollute the memory. Imprudent prefetching of the logical group can cause memory pollution, thus, prefetching ought to be combined with control flow analysis of the logical group.
3.5 Object Data Prefetching at Compile Time

Object data which is encapsulated by member functions could be prefetched in prospect of a text page's future requirements. This is significant in an operating system where object code and data reside in different pages because fetches for these pages are incurred independently and these causes more faults. There are two possible way to suppress the faults by building the relationship between object data and code: using the object-oriented properties with either data or control dependency analysis. Object data prefetching by data dependency analysis can be built either at compile time or at runtime. Building the relationship at compile time is not as simple as at runtime and as is shown below. This section describes how the object code and data may be separated in UNIX and the following section discusses the methods for prefetching object data.

3.5.1 Separation of Object Data from Code in UNIX

Most of UNIX systems support several executable file formats. In executable type 407 files, instructions and data are intermixed but a 410 file is pure executable and a 413 file which is pure demand-paged executable, instructions are separate from data. Process text and data images in 410 and 413 occupy separate sections of memory in a certain executable file formats which are shown in Figure 3.4. There are several advantages of keeping text and data separate: protection, sharing and the fact that the data segment may grow during program execution.

![Fig.3.4 Executable file types for 410 and 413](image)
However, because of this separation of text and data in executable files other problems are generated. For example, text and data fetchings are performed independently. When a process invokes a non–resident member function which suppose to have an object data it causes a text page fault and the process will stop execution until the page will be read into main memory. When the page is fetched the process will restart but it will face another page fault because the object data which the function required is not read in yet. So, the data page loading is done in the same way as the text page. In this situation, an object data page related to the object member function can be stucked together and then they can be fetched simultaneously.

Figure 3.5 illustrates the model of object storage in the UNIX operating system. A virtual address space is separated into a manageable size page, for fetching and purging. These pages are again grouped into regions: code, data(static data and heap area) and stack. Most of the statically and dynamically created objects are stored in the data or stack regions. So, the object data in Page M + 1 is not able to coexist in the same page as its member function which is stored in page M. In this environment, the method of sticking the member function and object data together and prefetching them at the same time are described in the following section.

3.5.2 Object Data Prefetching with Data Dependency Analysis

To suppress page faults, control and data connectivity can be used to relate pages and to move them in and out of main memory together. Among the properties of object–oriented languages, encapsulation has the dominant effect on the data prefetching policy. Object data prefetching is closely associated with data dependency analysis too. Since data–flow analysis is affected by the control constructs in a program, this property is used to build the relationship between them. In fact, the data analysis can be done in the level of statements and this is explained in detail in the following sections.
3.5.2.1 Establishing a Relationship between a Member Function and its Object Data at Compile-time

In a demand paged virtual memory, when a non-resident address is referenced the address is used by the fault handler to read the faulted page into main memory. On the other hand, to run a prefetching system where some fetches of pages into the main memory before any reference to those pages had occurred, some \textit{priori} reference information for imaginary faults should be stored in a table which provides references so that the pages are prefetched correctly. This can be provided by establishing an intra object relationship table which can be built if we make use of encapsulation properties described in the previous sections.

Member function and its object data can be retrieved from a source program at compile time and be kept in the relationship table. Object data can be linked to associated member functions quite simply if we make use of the object invocation syntax.
Member variables of a class in C++ are referenced using the . or the -> operator in the same way that structure members are referenced in C. For instance, pushing an integer onto a stack object a is invoked by a.push(). In this statement, the relationship between object variables and their member functions can be defined directly at compile time. If this operation is proceed during parsing a program all the names of member functions and their object data can be identified by the compiler so as to record them under their own class names.

However, there are four constraints on building the relationship at compile time. The first is dynamically created objects as described in the previous section. In C++, there are three possible storage allocations for objects according to the way in which they are created. Firstly, consider names with global scope, when machine code is generated by the compiler, the position of each objects data relative to a fixed origin such as the beginning of an activation record must be ascertained. Information about the storage locations that will be bound to the names at run time is kept in the symbol table (name and address or offset). This information in the symbol table can be used to index the object data. Secondly, local names whose storage are allocated on a stack are supported by the runtime system[Aho 86]. The positions of automatic and free store objects are known dynamically at run time except for those of static objects described in Section 3.2.4. So, only statically declared objects can be prefetched if the relationship table is built at compile time. However, the relationship table can be implemented for free store allocated objects if object addresses in the relational table are filled in by an extended new operator whenever it creates new objects at run time.

The second obstacle to implementing object data page prefetching at compile time is dynamic binding. Conventional programs have statically bound procedure calls, whereas bindings in some object oriented languages are often performed at run time. This means that it is not feasible to determine the precise body of code that may be used
by an application [Goldberg 83, Stamo 84, Williams 87, Taenzer 89]. Therefore, the properties of late or dynamic binding and dynamic object creation are severe constraints on building the relationship at compile time.

The third constraint is the many-to-one relationships between the member functions of a class and instances of that class (i.e. objects). In particular, the relationship between polymorphic functions and object data is many to many at compile time. If the relationship is built at compile time looking up a many-to-one or many-to-many table for each object is expensive and it is unlikely to be practical. One potential solution to this problem is to group these polymorphic functions in a page or adjacent pages statically to increase spacial locality of reference.

The fourth obstacle is caused by the use of pointers and aliases. A call of a procedure with $x$ as a parameter (other than as a value parameter) or a procedure that can access $x$ because $x$ is in the scope of the procedure. We also have to consider the possibility of "aliasing," where $x$ is not in the scope of the procedure, but $x$ has been identified with another variable that is passed as a parameter or is in the scope. Another case is that an assignment through a pointer that could refer to $x$. For example, $*q = y$ is the assignment of $x$ if it is possible that $q$ points to $x$.

### 3.5.2.2 Prefetching Object Data at Runtime

Constructing the relationship table at compile time to prefetch dynamically created and bound object pages is not so simple. The relationship is a static description of objects and does not include objects specified during execution. Thus, the serious weakness of the relationship with respect to such data is the inability to prefetch dynamically bound functions and data whose addresses are not known at compile time. There is, however, an alternative which could be adopted quite simply at runtime. Thus simple method adds little overhead to the execution time of a process but is quite limited a scheme because it makes use of the functions in a symbolic debugger.
When a page fault happens on a function call, the arguments to the function (including the object pointers) are already on the stack. Even when a virtual function which is multiply redefined in derived classes is called to operate on an object, the selection actually used is determined at execution time based on the class of the object. The arguments to these dynamically bound functions are already specified and the invocation of a member function is now the same as a procedure call. The first argument is a pointer to the object mapped to this in the member function. When a fault handler tries to read the member function which caused the invalid address into memory the related object data pages which the member function will need in the near future can be prefetched using the first argument. Suppose the arguments are referenced by pointers, the object data may reside on the heap and the pointers to the object data are on the stack. So, the object data can be prefetched indirectly using the pointers and the rest are the same as the non-pointer method.

The implementation details of this are described in Section 5.6.4. So, as described in the previous section, object data prefetching for dynamically bound functions can be resolved. In a conventional virtual memory system, the object's data might have been read into memory during execution of the called member function by another page fault for the object. Thus, the potential page faults can be suppressed by prefetching the object's data.

Current implementations of object data prefetching can resolve most faults caused by static objects even they are referenced by pointers or aliased. Although prefetching object data on the stack is not required, if object data are referenced by the pointers on the stack, they should be prefetched properly. Run-time creation of objects by the new operator and variables which addresses are computed and specified at runtime can be prefetched by this method. One reason to be able to achieve the data prefetching is
that a symbolic debugger provides most of addresses required and resolves aliases and pointers.

There are some constraints remaining on object data prefetching at runtime. As Brent states, all variables cannot be prefetched either by the use of a prefetch table or by this runtime object data scheme. This is because there are register variables and local variables which are defined within activation records in a stack. Stack variables do not have fixed addresses that are known when the program is compiled. However, the stack is not a large component of the miss ratio since it is accessed often with good locality and the referenced parts of the stack do not tend to get replaced. Therefore, stack variables do not need to be prefetched often except during phase transition.

3.6 Conclusion

This chapter described how AP makes use of source program structure information, in particular, the properties of object-oriented languages. Data abstraction and encapsulation enable us to build relationships between operations and their data. Inheritance provides another means of tying together objects in the same hierarchy because control flow within the hierarchy is very common. This is shown because object oriented programmers take the approach of reusing software by inheritance and this causes a vertical control flow. On the other hand, dynamic binding makes it difficult to build the relationship for prefetching at compile time.

A practical method of achieving the accurate object data prefetching was proposed by using encapsulation. From the foregoing we can see the possibility of using the properties of object oriented programming languages for prefetching object data. However, the constraints and exceptions which we mentioned do not allow us to make a general accurate prefetching scheme, because all encapsulated member functions and data in an object and all constructors and destructor functions in the same hierarchy are
not guaranteed to be referenced unless there is direct control flow between them. Therefore, the next chapter introduces control flow analysis to reinforce the relationship.
Chapter 4
Prefetching Blocks

The previous chapter considered the effects of the properties of object-oriented languages on accurate prefetching. It has been assumed that encapsulation and inheritance allow the creation of inter and intra objects relationships. This chapter introduces an approach that helps to achieve the goal by making use of conventional control flow analysis for C++. The relationship considered in chapter three to prefetch objects can be reinforced using control flow analysis because the object oriented properties are expressed explicitly in a program.

Control and data dependency analysis are major areas of interest in compiler study in respect of optimum code generation and parallel processing. The flow graph of a program is used as a vehicle to collect information about the intermediate program for common subexpression elimination, dead-code elimination and renaming temporary variables and interchange of statements. Data dependency graphs represent the data dependency structure of a program. The data dependency structure influences the cost of partitioning the program for parallel execution. In addition, control and data flow analysis are able to be used for object prefetching.

The use of the basic block, which is used for code optimization in general compiler theory, is the first step in building a program control graph for prefetching. Then the basic blocks are combined to form a prefetching block to represent single–entry single–exit block. Some unnecessary inner branches and inner loops in basic blocks are eliminated in a prefetching block to simplify and optimize the prefetching table. Also, data objects associated with a prefetch block are tied to the block.
The first section shows how it is possible to decompose a program into basic blocks for building the basic units of a control flow graph. It then considers some of the primitive graph symbols used to represent a program compactly. The section after discusses how to make a prefetch block using basic blocks and the primitive graph symbols. To decompose high level language statements into their low level structures before being graphed the following two sections tackle the branch and loop statements of C++. The following sections then discusses adding object data to the prefetch block. Also, some characteristics of a prefetch block in terms of page faults are addressed in this section. The final section assesses the technique developed in this chapter for constructing the prefetching block by comparison with similar work.

4.1 Program Decomposition

To establish a prefetching block, a program should be decomposed into basic units of computation and flow control. The prefetching block contains some objects which are possibly dispersed in several pages. A decompose-and-merge algorithm is used to build the prefetching block. So, the fundamental units of computation and flow control are discussed in this section.

A program consists of one or more statements that are branches, assignments, copies and function calls. Simple assignment and copy statements are mainly computational details. As far as control flow is concerned, the statements can be classified into two groups: branch statements or computational statements. To show the control flow of the program, a complicated program consisting of branch and computation statements can be simplified if all redundant computational details are removed. The technique of using a graph based on basic blocks can be found for prefetching in cache memory[Brent 87] or other applications such as parallel processing[Baxter 89, McCreary 89, Montenyohl 88]. Structural graphs of programs
concisely characterize the execution paths of the program without the confusion of extraneous information.

4.1.1 Basic Block

To analyze control and data dependency of a program in compiler theory, the program should be decomposed into a set of basic units. A basic block is defined as the unit which is a sequence of consecutive statements in which flow of control enters at the beginning and leaves at the end without a halt or the possibility of branching except at the end[Aho 86]. If there are branches or other exceptions these become leaders of new independent basic blocks.

Basic blocks are often used for a graph representation of three-address statements. Also, if a set of basic blocks are linked by flow-of-controls, this directed graph is called a flow graph. This flow graph which is generated from a basic block is used for improving and optimizing code generation. Various code optimizers, for example loop optimization and dead code elimination, try to use such transformations to rearrange the computations in a program in an effort to reduce the overall running time or space requirement of the final target program.

4.1.2 Three Address Statements

Three address code is a sequence of low level statements including some statements for flow of control. They are quite fundamental statements to form basic blocks. Aho[Aho 86] summarized the types of common three-address statements as follows: (For a complete description of the three address statements, see[Aho 86].)

- Assignment statements with a unary, binary arithmetic or logical operation.
- Copy statements
- Unconditional jumps
- Conditional jumps
• Function calls

• Indexed assignments

• Address and pointer assignments

4.1.3 Building a Basic Block

A basic block is an elementary node of a prefetching block which contains location information with regard to object variables, sequential arithmetic or logic expressions and statements including function calls. As stated above, these objects can be located in anywhere in the address space. The basic block is a unit to tie them together in a sequential block for prefetching.

To form a basic block, three address statements for unconditional, conditional jumps or branches are not included in a basic block. Instead, these lead a new basic block. There is a general method to build the basic block. We first determine the set of leaders, the first statements of basic blocks. And then for each leader, its basic block consists of the leader and all statements up to but not including the next leader or the end of the program. The rules to determine a leader are as following.

• The first statement is a leader.

• Any statement that is the target of a conditional or unconditional goto is a leader.

• Any statement that immediately follows a goto or conditional goto statement is a leader.

As stated earlier, the nodes of the flow graph are the basic blocks. One node is distinguished as initial: it is the block whose leader is the first statement. The rest of the flow graph is linked from the initial node with directed arcs. The general rule for establishing a whole flow graph is that there is a directed edge from block $B1$ to block $B2$ if $B2$ can immediately follow $B1$ in the following execution sequence:
• if there is a conditional or unconditional jump from the last statement of \( B_1 \) to the first statement of \( B_2 \), or

• \( B_2 \) immediately follows \( B_1 \) in the order of the program, and \( B_1 \) does not end in an unconditional jump. Here, \( B_1 \) is a predecessor of \( B_2 \) and \( B_2 \) is a successor of \( B_1 \).

These general rules for building a control flow graph based on basic blocks are adopted for making a prefetching block and eventually to create a prefetch table. However, the basic block involved in this section is not very useful without modification because the three-address statements which are elements of the basic block are too low level and have fine granularity. So, elimination is performed to make a practical size of prefetching block in the following section. Before we discuss the prefetching block, five basic symbols are defined so as to be able to build a control flow graph in high level language statements.

4.2 Control Flow Graph of a Basic Function

To provide a prefetch table to the AP system, a concise description of the structure of a program and its prefetchable unit, called a prefetch block (PB), is developed in this section. The description does not have any semantics of a language but concisely shows the syntactic control flow graph of a program. Conventional graph techniques are used to analyze programs. However, a method which is more simple, easily generated at compile time and easily used by AP must be developed. So, the flow graph is generated automatically from the source program at compile time. A C++ compiler is extended to generate the flow graph and prefetch tree during the code generation phase.

Program structure can be graphed using only the following set of basic symbols: \textit{begin function}, \textit{return}, \textit{sequential block}, \textit{call} and \textit{object data} and \textit{branch}. However, to represent the prefetchability of a block or function, a symbol for \textit{prefetch block} appears in the program graph. These graph symbols are extended from Brent's models\[Brent 87\] to fit for object oriented system and they are defined as follows:


4.2.1 Begin Function

The entry point of the function. There can only be one begin function symbol in a function. This unique start point of a function can be decomposed into more than one three address statements because it includes formal argument passings. However, a function calling three address statement except argument passings is matched to this begin function. The object data are not shown here with the function start symbol because a member function have more than one objects to manipulate. So, it is graphed with the function call symbol. The symbol for begin function is an ellipse shape.

4.2.2 Return Function

A function can have one or more exit points where control leaves the function and object manipulation is finished. Each exit point of a function is shown as a return. The symbol for return is same as for start, an ellipse. From a prefetching point of view, a return address, the location to which the called routine must transfer after it is finished, is important information. The return address is usually the location of the instruction that follows the call in the calling procedure. In a small memory space, the page having a function return point can be purged out if the nested function is very deep.

4.2.3 Sequential Block

This is a sequential execution path of code with a single-entry and single-exit point. A block can be classified in two ways. The first is the sequential block which has a single entry single exit point. The second is the nonsequential block which contains some
internal branches. For our purposes a block can contain more than one statement and even branches, as long as the single-entry single-exit rule is maintained. However, function calls are not allowed to appear within sequential blocks because a function call statement is an independent graph for further processing. One difference between a sequential block and a basic block is that a basic block consists of three-address statements but a sequential block is based on high level statements rather than three address spaces. The sequential block symbol is a rectangle.

4.2.4 Function Call and Object Data

The invoked function name will be shown inside a triangle of which one corner is open. The open side is linked to the caller and the other side to the called function. The called procedure can be substituted in place of the call. Object data which are encapsulated in a class with the member functions are graphed together with the function call so that it can be prefetched. Also, object data which are associated with the function are shown together, because, whenever an object member function is called the member function has encapsulated object data. So, this associated object member function and its object data can be graphed together. We implicitly assume that the objects are passed to the member function by value or by pointers, so the object data graph can be set up at the member function level.
4.2.5 Branch

The conditional branch symbol identifies a point where two or more possible paths through the code can be taken. The branch symbol is a circle with several arcs as outputs. Each output is a link to the beginning of another sequential block in the graph, which is called the branch target. Since the graphs represent only the structure of control flow, the conditional test that is implied by the branch need not be shown. Also, the branch point is the beginning point of a prefetch block. So, the branch point contains prefetching information such as the addresses of objects in the prefetch block.

The reason why conditional branches are so vital in control flow analysis both in basic block and a prefetching scheme is that they break spatial locality of references. For example, if two function calls are being associated with each block in a conditional branch and the two functions are physically located sufficiently apart from each other to break the spatial locality of reference, the branch test at the branch point decides which function to invoke following the branch. The unconditional branch had an important meaning in building basic blocks using three address statements but it is not very important when building high level control flows for prefetching. Since most unconditional branches can be predicted their control flow, even if they can break spatial locality of references, can be managed by prefetching.


4.3 Prefetch Block

The basic block which computes a set of expressions can be represented as various types of three-address statements. Three-address statements can be combined into larger units in three ways: sequencing, conditionals and loops. Sequencing is achieved simply by writing non-jump statements one after another. The non-jump statements include various types of assignment and copy statements. The function call statement is a sort of non-sequencing control flow since the control transfers to and from the callee function naturally. However, it still obeys the single-entry-single-exit rule if the function does not have nested function calls associated with a conditional branch. Although it breaks spatial locality, this can be managed by prefetching some related pages. A program can, therefore, be seen as a set of basic blocks and branches which link the blocks in a sense of control flow. A prefetch block consists of a set of instructions between an entry and an exit point. For the purpose of building a prefetching block, a prefetch block may contain more than one statement and even a nested loop or internal branches as long as the single-entry-single-exit rule is maintained.

One difference between a basic block and a prefetch block is in function call statements and inner branches. The definition of a basic block does not include function call statements in its sequence of consecutive statements. However, the prefetch block does includes function calls. One difference between a prefetch block and Brent's [Brent 87] "Execution block" is that the latter does not allow function calls to appear in execution blocks.

A block which has neither conditional branches nor function calls can be defined as a primary prefetch block, otherwise, it is defined as a non-sequential block. A primary prefetch block consists of a set of instructions between a branch instruction and the next following branch instruction. As far as prefetching is concerned, a primary prefetch block does not have significant meaning because it does not includes any locality breaking
object codes but it still has some prefetchable objects on the heap or stack. Compared to a primary prefetch block, a *prefetch block* can contain a variety of prefetchable objects such as long jumps, member functions and object data, with the exception of branch points. Non-sequential block does not exist practically because it is decomposed into primary prefetch blocks and prefetch blocks.

If we take a look at the C++ grammar in Figure 4.1, a primary prefetch block consists of only a sequence of statements like the production from (3) to (6) in which flow of control enters at the beginning and leaves at the end without halt or the possibility of conditional branching except at the end. A prefetch block can have nested sequential blocks. A prefetch block does not have conditional branch statements but has function calls, i.e., does not have productions from (7) to (14). A function consists of data declaration parts and a set of blocks. Thus, a function can be classified in the same way as a block. A function which has only prefetchable blocks is a prefetchable function.

The reason why functions and blocks must be classified into subblocks is that it is an important criterion for judging the prefetchability of a function or a prefetch block. The control flow of a program which consists of simple sequential functions and sequential blocks can be anticipated straightforwardly. Thus, if a program does not have any conditional branch, its control flow would correspond to a depth first traversal of the activation tree that starts at the root, visits a node before its children, and visits children at each node from left to right order[Aho 86, Horwitz 88]. However, a big constraint on code page prefetching is conditional branches in a program (productions (7) to (14) in Fig4.1). For instance, a nonsequential block (a prefetch block) with no function calls but inner branches must be prefetched by a system which reads a whole function code into memory before execution but a nonsequential block which has function calls and branches could not be prefetched even in that case.
The graph of a prefetch block is similar to that of a sequential block. A prefetch block can include a sequential blocks in the control flow graph because the sequential blocks obeys the single-entry-single-exit rule. This prefetch block is symbolized as a dotted ellipse.

\[\text{Prefetch Block}\]

### 4.4 Control Flow for Conditional Branches and Loops in C++

The C++ grammar for a function, block, conditional and unconditional branch is shown in Figure 4.1. These high level statements can be converted to three address statements which are similar to assembly code[Aho 86]. For example, the “for” and “while” loops are high level statements for easy programming and they are not well matched with the symbols in the previous section. Since these high level statements in a source program can expand to more than one branch in assembly languages. The following is a list of C++ statements that directly affect the execution paths.

These high level language statements do not correspond to the symbols in the previous section. So, these statements must be decomposed into their inner structure using the symbols. They are as follows:

- **Call statements, proc-name(arguments):** This directly corresponds to the symbols of function call and object data. Object data is a part of the argument passed to the function but it is an entity to be prefetched.
function-dcl : decl;  
att-function-def : type decl arg-dcl-list base-init block
function-def | decl arg-dcl-list base-init block;
stmt-list : stmt-list statement
| statement;
block : { stmt-list } ;
simple : e
| BREAK | CONTINUE | RETURN e | GOTO Id
| ;
statement : expr ;
| simple SM
| att-fct-def
| block
| IF condition statement
| IF condition statement ELSE statement
| WHILE condition statement
| FOR ( statement e ; e ) statement
| SWITCH condition statement
| ID COLON statement
| CASE e COLON statement
| DO statement WHILE condition

Fig. 4.1 C++ grammar for function, block, conditional and unconditional branch

2. Break is a sort of unconditional branch out of the current switch block or a loop. So, this can be graphed with a directed arc. Continue is similar to Break, i.e. this is a branch to the beginning of the current loop and can be graphed as an arc to the start of the loop. Goto Id directly corresponds to an arc to the label.

3. Return statement corresponds to the symbol in 4.2.2. It can have a return value or not but the return value is of no interest from the prefetching point of view, because mostly it is stored on the top of stack which is very likely to be located in main memory.

4. If statements (statements (7) and (8)) are straightforward to graph. They have a conditional branch symbol followed by an arc directed to a subgraph. The branch test statement is not limited to simple statements but it can contains calls or sub branch statements.
While condition test expressions have a loop test and a branch test as well. There are two arcs: one to a loop body subblock followed by a loop back and the other is its exit.

For statement

```c
for(expr1; expr2; expr3)
  statement

is equivalent to
expr1;
while (expr2) {
  statement
  expr3;
}
```

nb. if statement contains a break, expr 3 is never executed.

Most commonly, expr1 and expr3 are assignment expressions or function calls. Expr1 is the initialization code that is performed before the loop. Expr3 is the loop index increment statement that is executed at last of every loop. Expr2 is a relational expression. The statement is the body of the while loop. So, for statements have four subgraphs which can contain any statement or symbol.

Switch statements (statements (11), (12) and (13)): The switch statement is a special multi way decision maker. The conditional expression matches one of a number of constant values and takes a branch to the one that matches. It can be decomposed into if statements and graphed accordingly.

Do – While statements: The loop body is executed first and followed by a conditional branch test. The body subgraph and conditional statement subgraph are serialized in control flow and followed by a branch symbol.

For example, Figure 4.2 shows a simplified set of class hierarchy definitions and a set of prefetch blocks. The derived class Blue declaration for the base class Color is illustrated. The main() function has an object creation and an if–then–else statement with some member function calls in the block. The main program can be graphed using
class Color { ... }
class Primary_Color : public Color { ... };
class Secondary_Color : public Primary_Color{...};
class Blue : public Primary_Color{ ... };
class Purple : public Secondary_Color{ ... };

main()
{
    blu = new Blue;
ppl = new Purple;
    if (clr != 0) {
        blu.paint();
    } else{
        ppl.erase();
    }
}

Blue::paint()
{ Primary_Color::draw(); }

Purple::erase()
{ Secondary_Color::clear(); }

Primary_Color::draw()
{
    while(c=next())
        c->draw();
}

Secondary_Color::clear()
{
...
}

Fig. 4.2. Program frame and prefetch blocks
the symbols defined above in terms of its control flows and object data dependency. The prefetch blocks starts with the Begin_Main symbol followed by a subgraph concerning two object creations. When the main function is called, the first prefetch block, PB1, contains the address of builtin_new, the constructor of Blue and the constructor of Color because it is a base class of Blue. The prefetch block is not able to stretch further because the if branch is followed by the creation of the object. So, the if branch leads to new prefetch blocks: one in the then block, PB2, and the other in the else block, PB3. The head of PB2 has some sequential blocks followed by the invocation of two member functions. These are graphed as two triangles with the function names on each of the triangle. blu.paint() has a nested function call Primary_Color::draw() which is a nonsequential function because it has an another conditional branch associated with a nested function. Also, the member function has an object of class Blue which consists of one base class, Color, plus the members unique to the derived class, Blue. This object graph, a shaded circle, is linked to the triangle. This prefetch block contains three important prefetching data items: the address of Blue, the address of Blue::paint and the address of Primary_Color::draw. On the other hand, if the branch takes the else block, Ppl.erase(), Primary_Color::clear(), would be called. In this case, the prefetching block, PB3, contains the address of an object Purple which contains all the base and derived parts of the data, namely, the address of function erase() and function clear().

4.5 Adding Data to the Prefetch Block

In earlier chapters, we suggested that building programs using the object-oriented method was efficient, because it concentrates on modeling entities from the real world as related logical objects. This method leads to the interesting notion that individual objects should be responsible for fetching their encapsulated parts, particularly when the objects are persistent. Thus, encapsulation provides a means to prefetch object data while the member function is read into main memory. As
Brent[87] mentioned, data misses are so significant in virtual memory paging or cache line prefetching system because these are typically the major component of faults, so, a prefetching scheme that uses a control flow analysis notion is not complete unless data is prefetched along with instructions.

As stated earlier, an object is an instance of a class and consists of some data and a set of member functions that determine the external behavior of the object. The class of an object specifies what operations may be applied to the object data, because the member functions provided by an object have access to the instance variables and can modify the data. Therefore, the relationship between object data and member functions can be built so as to prefetch one of them when either of them is referenced. Thus, when object X’s data is fetched from a disk to some arbitrary location in main memory, related member functions of the object can be moved at the same time and vice versa. The object may also have more data, referenced indirectly. Pages for indirect code and data cannot be prefetched when the object is first accessed. The reason for this is discussed in detail in the following section.

The prefetch block provides an accurate representation of the flow of control of a program and contains some information on object references. For example, it can contain addresses of instance variables, member functions and long branch points. However, not all data references can be contained in the prefetch table because AP is not aware of the existence of pointers and references. For example, in indexed assignments of the form \( x = y[i] \), \( x \) is set to the value in the location \( i \) memory units beyond location \( y \), so it is hardly reasonable to expect to have precise addresses of objects referenced by indices or pointers at compile time.

Object data prefetching which is described in Chapter 3 can be adapted to the control graph and it is shown in Figure 4.2.. There were two approaches suggested for achieving this goal: compile time analysis and run time analysis. However, if object data
prefetching is intend to be combined with the prefetching tree, it should be done by the compile time strategy and the run time scheme used additionally for objects which cannot be prefetched any other way.

4.6 Prefetch Block and Paging

The prefetch block is now a complete description of the program structure and its data accesses. It identifies the branching structure, procedure calls, and some of the references to data in a program. Many possible uses can be found for this prefetch block. Analysis of the program structure is facilitated by using the control flow analysis since only significant structural information is retained in its concise format. Object code and data prefetching can now be performed using the prefetch block since many of the necessary data references are specified.

In order to create as big blocks as possible, the prospective sequential blocks or functions can be merged into a prefetch block. A prefetch block was defined as one or more sequential blocks between a conditional branch and the following conditional branch in the control flow. The key features of the prefetching scheme using prefetch blocks presented here are as follows:

- Control flow cannot be predict at a conditional branch, so it should rely on demand prefetching at that point.

- All objects' data associated with member functions in a prefetch block are prefetchable if they are static at compile time. Otherwise, they can be prefetched at run time by the method described in the Section 3.5.2.2.

- A set of adjacent primary prefetch blocks or prefetch blocks in a control flow can be merged to form a bigger prefetch block. Low-level assembly language branches which build primary blocks are not significant for most memory prefetching or
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program analysis. One of the benefits of this approach is that it includes the significant information, while unnecessary information is excluded.

- No page faults would happen in a prefetch block in a pure prefetching method, however, they are likely to occur in a demand prefetching.

- A minimum, viable prefetching block is a prefetch block which has statements dispersed over at least two pages.

- A prefetch block in the shrinking phase should be built independently because it is independent to that in the growing phase. However, the distance between these two can be a good parameter for the selection of a replacement page.

To resolve the naming problem for prefetching blocks which occur at every page fault, a possible solution with hardware is that a register can be allocated to contain the name of the current executing prefetching block by tracing CPU execution so that it can provide the block name to the fault handler. This could be a fast but expensive approach because of the hardware support required. Another approach taken in this thesis is software based using the functionality in a symbolic debugger. The naming is resolved in the simulation by looking up the prefetch table to find a prefetch block which is associated with a page fault. The lookup of a faulted function can be performed efficiently by hashing the function names and then finding the prefetch block in the function that uses the faulted address. By this method, naming problems can be resolved because a faulted address is uniquely mapped to a prefetch block. The details of implementation are described in chapter 5.4.

Consider again the control flow graph shown in Figure 4.2 which has already been described in Section 4.4. In Figure 4.3, suppose the graphed code located at page N and some library codes invoked in the prefetch blocks such as malloc() are dispersed in pages M + 1 and graphic control routines which are invoked by draw() are stored in M. The
branch points, if it is a leading point of a prefetch block, contain all necessary addresses which would be essential information for prefetching the pages. After checking the branch condition, one of the prefetch blocks which may be in page M or in M+1 would be selected and prefetched. At the moment, all loops in the control flow graph are omitted for simplicity but some optimization will be applied to the looping later on.

Most page faults caused by function calls in nonlookahead virtual memory systems can be suppressed by prefetching a prefetch block. In OBL, some proportion of useless prefetches could occur but these kinds of misprefetching will be reduced and page faults which are caused by long jumps could be suppressed by AP. It also suppresses much
memory pollution. However, the constraints described in Section 3.5.2.1 are still effective and AP is still unable to manage properly faults caused by the language properties. In particular for dynamic binding (virtual function), in the case of taking a uniform action for several objects in a hierarchy by calling the virtual functions defined in each class, it is likely to be more efficient if some grouping policy is introduced for these virtual functions. The problem, however, posed by this method is that a page which contains a group of virtual functions may be not referenced, and then, it contaminates main memory.

Moreover, the problem of the current implementation is that AP is only able to suppress page faults caused by member function calls and their objects. But natural page faults, such as a page fault occurring between two contiguous pages cannot be managed properly because the branch prediction problems still remained. This point is described in greater detail in Section 6.3.

4.7 Comparision with Similar Work

It is worth comparing AP with other object migration schemes although AP has different basis to them since it has been developed for efficient virtual memory and process migration based on paging scheme in the current implementation. Some object migration schemes, for instance SOS, have a uniform migration mechanism for local and remote accesses. Their first goal was to implement a one-level storage, transparently integrating the so called “vertical migration” (to and from disk) with “horizontal migration” (between memory contexts). Actually, vertical importation from storage into a context is identical to horizontal importation, therefore, this comparison emphasizes on how AP can be applied to distributed object oriented systems.
4.8.1 SOS

SOS extended the object concept to distributed or "fragmented" objects which shows a single object externally by providing local fragments or proxies which are distributed internally[Shapiro 89]. A fragmented object is a group of Elementary Objects which is dispersed but it is represented by local fragments. A fragment can add new fragments to the group and group membership is preserved across migration. In SOS, an object is mapped into a context which is an address space. It may contain any number of objects which have their own unique identifier. To allow object migration, SOS provides two different identities: an address and a location-independent reference (containing an object identifier). An address is not meaningful outside of its instantiation context. It needs to be explicitly translated into a reference in order for it to be embedded in a message. This permits pointers automatic conversions between references and addresses.

The object migration mechanism in SOS is quite simple. When an object is to be migrated from source to destination context, it moves prerequisite, object data, object code and then reinitializes it in its new site. Code and prerequisite are migrated recursively if not already present in the new site. Because SOS migrates the prerequisites on demand, the migration time is significant. It therefore provides static groupings where a group is created when a proxy provider migrates a proxy to another context. The details of static grouping are not known but SOS does not have a facility for accurately prefetching objects.

4.8.2 Emerald

Emerald[Jul 90] is an object-oriented language for distributed programming, featuring fine-grained mobility. Mobility in the Emerald system differs from existing process migration schemes in two important respects. The first is that it is object based so the unit of mobility can be much smaller than in paging based process migration systems.
Second is that there is language support for mobility such as *join*, *leave* and *attach*. The compiler transforms the user-defined object representation in order to facilitate migration: its first few bytes are a standard descriptor and all fields of a similar type are grouped together. Conceptually all objects live in a single, network-wide address space. An object reference is global, but a local reference is optimized into a pointer.

Another important point when moving objects containing references is deciding how much to move. Suppose an object is a part of a graph of references – one could move a single object, several levels of objects, or the entire graph. The programmer can specify movability explicitly and group related objects together. This is the difference between AP and Emerald, thus, AP groups objects to be migrated by compiler transparently to the user.

### 4.8.3 Guide

Guide[Balter 90] is an object-oriented distributed operating system which provides persistent objects and concurrent computation through threads. To support persistent objects, the system supports a permanent repository for objects, as a substitute for a traditional file system. Guide objects imply two meanings: one is storage units and the other is instances of a class. All guide objects are persistent and they exist as long as they are referred to by at least one other persistent object. These objects have system wide location independent unique identifiers. The execution abstraction is called a job which may be viewed as a multiprocessor virtual machine consisting of distributed concurrent activities operating on objects.

Since objects are stored in multiple sites and location transparent secondary storage, they are loaded on demand into a virtual memory for execution by an *object fault*. A basic object invocation is similar to procedure call but it is called an *object invocation*. An invocation is specified by a reference to an invoked object, the name of a method and the parameters of the invocation. When an object is not found in main memory where the
execution takes place, on demand fetching for the object takes place. Object management like this can be a good application area for AP because small objects which are stored in different disk blocks can be managed more efficiently together rather than individually. Moreover, if AP is adapted to the Guide system, the naming issue for every persistent but location independent object can be resolved by using the object index table which contain names and addresses of objects in the system.

As far as object migration is concerned, Guide has a different concept from other systems. Whenever a new object is created, the object image is replicated to every node in the distributed system. In the case of a diskless workstation, the image is moved to the machine at boot time. It, therefore, does not require object member function migration but only object data. However, if we assume that the image is not moved to the diskless workstation by brute force, AP can prefetch some related member functions according to the object id and function name.

4.8.4 Comparision with AP and Discussion

As we can see in the above, AP has good functionality for managing object migration in such systems as SOS, Emerald, Guide and others. In these systems, object page fetching and migration based on accurate prefetch in AP is more efficient than individual on demand object migration. A significant advantage of the AP approach is in performance. As stated in Chapter 2, the pure object-oriented approach for memory management such as in SOS and Emerald is expensive. Each elementary object in SOS has a size of 50 to 100 bytes and up. All migratory objects have system descriptors which cause considerable overhead to the system managing them. These overheads for managing individual objects could be reduced if the systems adopted AP for their object storage management, in particular, fetching a group of objects at the same time for virtual memory management and object migration.
For instance, the migration algorithms of SOS and Emerald use simple grouping schemes. When an SOS object is to be migrated to a new context, all system descriptors for the object's data are copied and, in particular, the object code (operations) is imported recursively. Thus, SOS transfers all code objects by brute force or on demand fetching (always using deep copy[Sollins 79] and therefore losing shared behavior) and has some static groupings for special occasions such as moving the name server when booting. Emerald also provides facilities for forming groups of objects which will move together as if they are linked each other. In comparison to AP, SOS and Emerald remain conventional migration strategies because they do not provide any user transparent accurate prefetching for groups of objects.

Another notable point is that AP provides object data prefetching by intercepting the arguments passed to a member function. This technique depends on the argument passing schemes chosen, such as pass-by-value or pass-by-reference. In particular, argument prefetching in distributed systems is quite important because otherwise serious performance problems could arise. In a distributed object-oriented system such as Emerald, Clouds or Guide, the desire to treat local and remote operations identically leads to the use of the same semantics. On a remote invocation, access to an argument by the remote operation is likely to cause an additional remote invocation (call back[Jul 89]). The references must be resolvable on all nodes with uniform semantics – the local-address / global-reference distinction can exist but it should be hidden from programs by providing a single, network-wide address space, and compiler support for trapping remote access[Chase 1989]. For this reason, systems such as Argus have required that arguments to remote calls be passed by value, not by object-reference. Similarly, RPC systems require call-by-value since addresses are context dependent and have no meaning in the remote environment. In any of these cases of argument passing
schemes in local or remote calls, object data management through proper prefetching arguments could help to reduce the object data fetching time.

4.9 Conclusion

We have seen that the use of control flow analysis to reinforce the relationship between objects is feasible because some inter-object and intra-object relationships described in the previous chapter are expressed explicitly in object invocations. The prefetch table describes source code structure, in particular, it concerns itself with function calls and static object data in a concise structural representation.

The prefetch table consists of several prefetch blocks which are separated by major branch points to represent an accurate description of the objects of a program. Consequently, the prefetch block enables us to group objects and function calls in the block together and prefetch them at the same time. We discussed how this methodology can be useful for object migration in object-oriented distributed computing systems.
Chapter 5
Implementation of AP

The previous chapters described how objects’ member functions can be collected together and prefetched at the same time so as to reduce the number of page faults and increase global paging system performance. This capability is provided by establishing a prefetch table of an object’s function calls based on control flow analysis and data referencing patterns. This chapter discusses in detail one way in which the accurate prefetching mechanism can be implemented.

The approach taken in this implementation falls into three major parts. The first is the construction of a virtual memory system simulator which is a simplified model functioning for the AP system. The second part is establishing the prefetch tree. This is generated by an extended C++ compiler. The prefetch tree generation implementation is based on the concepts described in the previous chapter. The final part is the building of an interface which enables AP to be run using the prefetch table on a simulator. Rather than providing an elaborate model or an actual implementation on a real machine, AP was simulated to provide a prototype for testing its feasibility.

This chapter begins by describing the accurate prefetching virtual memory system model. The section after describes how each module in the model is simulated and can be used during the operation of the system. In particular, this section shows the details of how the prefetching manager and the page fault manager operate for accurate prefetching.

The following sections describe the extended compiler in more detail. In particular, these sections describe how the notions for prefetch tree generation described
in the previous chapters are implemented and consider the steps that are required to complete the prefetch table.

We then discuss naming issues for prefetch blocks when looking for a relevant prefetch block with a faulted address. The section after describes in detail AP’s running operation which consists of three phases. The final section summarize and discusses the technique developed in this chapter for implementing accurate prefetching.

5.1 The AP System Model

The basic architecture of AP is shown in Figure 5.1. The approach taken in this simulation makes the whole virtual memory operation clear and simple enough to show how the accurate prefetching of pages works. The layered structure on the bottom of the figure shows that the whole simulated AP system works on top of UNIX and is considered as an application program from the UNIX point of view. The AP virtual memory simulator consists of two major parts: the prefetching virtual memory simulator and a prefetching table generating compiler. To simulate the address references of a process, the virtual memory simulator consists of five modules: a code executor, main memory (s_main) and secondary memory (s_secondary), prefetch queue manager and page fault manager.

First, the virtual memory simulator provides an instruction executor to the simulator to trace the control flow of the program and evaluate all addresses involved. Main memory and secondary memory are simulated to provide an address space for processes and these are accessed by the executor. Main memory specifies a virtual address space for use by a process as primary memory. The secondary memory also specifies an address space so as to contain a whole process image. Both of the memories are assumed to allow random access to any page. This is because AP is not limited to just disk based secondary memory systems but a local use or a remote RAM disk or remote file server as well. The key module is the prefetch manager which handles accurate
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Fig. 5.1. The structure of AP system
prefetching by searching a prefetch table and obtaining related pages in a prefetch block at the same time at a page fault. The prefetch manager gets its prefetch information from a prefetch table generated by the compiler and these are stored in a prefetch queue by the Prefetch Queue Manager. The fetching algorithm then reads the queued pages into the simulated main memory from the secondary memory when a fault occurs. If the main memory becomes full and needs more free space, then the page replacement algorithm purges LRU pages out to the secondary memory.

The compiler generates a prefetch table to provide a reference table for prefetching to the prefetch manager. It makes use of control flow analysis to build a frame for a program, building class hierarchies, and eventually, building a prefetch table. If the prefetch table is completed, the file is stored in the same directory as the executable code. When the program is executed, the prefetch manager will reference the table to get a prefetch block which is associated with a faulted address. The prefetch manager can then prefetch pages in the prefetch block. The details of these are described in the following sections.

5.2 Simulation of a Virtual Memory System

The AP system is simulated on a Sun3/60 to demonstrate the feasibility of the accurate prefetching based virtual memory system. One major point in this simulation is the question of how to perform program executions realistically and how to evaluate addresses of each opcode and operand precisely. Fortunately, there is a simple way of implementing the simulation without complicate simulation of hardware in detail in a virtual memory system. Instead of all details of computational, control signals and data transfers on buses in a computer system, we are just interested in program control flow and address references. This simple but efficient simulator can provide a main parameter – fault rate – to measure the performance of virtual memory system. The functionality of each manager and object prefetching scenario are as follows.
5.2.1 Executor

The executor simulates the CPU's memory accesses and it has two major functionalities. The first is that it traces the control flow of the CPU in a virtual address space when it executes a program. The tracing is exactly the same as that of the CPU of a real machine. The machine code in the real main memory provides an execution environment to the CPU. The approach taken in this simulation is that whilst the CPU executes the machine code step by step and computes instructions as usual, the executor follows the CPU's control flow by tracing the program counter. To control CPU execution of the program in step mode, i.e. instruction by instruction, the executor causes the processor to stop or to continue its execution by inserting a break point between every instruction in real memory. In fact, the breakpoints are related to the ptrace() system call provided by the operating system.

The second function is that the addresses referenced by each instruction are evaluated and checked by the executor to see if they are in a given address range. While the CPU is stopped, the executor performs address evaluation of the opcode and operands for the current instruction. Whenever the code executor executes an instruction the address evaluator fetch the addresses of the opcode and operands of the instruction in order to determine if the reference was a valid or invalid memory access. The evaluation of the accessed opcode address is relatively simple compared to that of the operand because the opcode is matched with the contents of the program counter of the CPU. On the other hand, operand address evaluation is not so easy. Operands have basic addressing modes: direct, deferred, indexed, register and combinations of these modes. MC68020 microprocessor instruction sets are classified into groups according to the addressing modes. To get the right addresses for the operands of the current executing instruction, its opcode is disassembled, decoded and then its operand's addresses are taken from registers or memory directly or indirectly depending on the instruction mode.
while (the program is not end)
{
    get_opcode_address;
    get_oprd_address;
    execute_the_instruction;
    if(the addresses are not in main memory)  
        fault(the addresses);
}

Fig.5.2 The operation of the executor

To determine if the reference of the current instruction is a valid or invalid memory access, the addresses are compared to the address space in the s_main memory. If it was a valid reference, but we have not yet brought in the page into s_main memory, then a page fault signal will occur. Namely, if the address is not found in the s_main memory, the executor asks the page fault manager to read the page from s_secondary memory. The further processing for page reading will be explained in the following subsection. Address invalidity is detected by the executor and a demand for the page is transferred to the page fault manager. Figure 5.2 illustrates the operation of the executor. The loop executes the body until a user program is finished. The body consists of tracing control flow by getting the program counter by "get_opcode_address" and operand address evaluation is performed by "get_oprd_address". Then the executor allows the CPU to single step the instruction and stop waiting until the next loop. While the CPU pauses, the executor analyzes the evaluated addresses of the instruction to see if they are valid references or not. If they are invalid in the main memory then it calls the page fault manager to read in the page.
5.2.2 Primary Memory (s_main)

The hypothetical hierarchical memory model in this simulation shows that s_main is a higher layer memory and s_secondary is a lower layer memory. The higher layer memory can be a cache or main memory and the lower memory may be a RAM based local memory, distributed memory or a conventional disk based nonvolatile memory system. In any of these cases, the model is page based virtual memory system in this thesis.

A virtual memory system based on the accurate prefetching of pages operates between the two memories in the hierarchy: s_main memory and the s_secondary memory. Thus, the logical address space of s_main seen by the paging scheme is larger than the physical address space of the s_main. The s_main memory provides a working environment which specifies an address space for a process executed by the executor and it can be changed according to the new pages read into the s_main by the prefetching algorithm. This paging operation has no connection with the UNIX virtual memory system. In other words, the real virtual memory system which is an independent of the simulation is managed by the UNIX kernel. Thus, a real process image provides an execution environment for the UNIX process and it is expected to be controlled instruction by instruction by the executor in Figure 5.2. The valid address space for the executor just depends on s_main memory rather than UNIX memory address space.

The structure of s_main memory is a list of pages which are linked with forward and backward pointers to the next or previous page so that the sequence of pages can be changed easily. Besides the pointers, the s_main memory consists of entries about a start and an end address of the page, a flag showing the status of the page (whether it is occupied or not) and a reference count of the page for LRU replacement scheme. The size of the page is decided by the difference between the specified start and end address of each page. Again, nothing stores any process image in the page because the s_main memory is not used by any instructions or data but is used to provide the address range for
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Fig. 5.3 The structure of s_main memory

the virtual memory simulator. Figure 5.3 shows the structure of s_main memory. The total size of s_main memory can be varied if the array size is changed. Notice that the s_main data structure looks more like a page table than a memory because it contains most of the control flags for the page rather than the image of a process.

The operations of s_main memory are mainly queue manipulations. If a page is chosen to be read into s_main by the fault manager, the page is allocated from the page free list (pgfreelist) and it is added to the tail of the corememory list after setting the entries in the page. When the page starts to be referenced, then the reference number increases whenever the page is referenced while it stays in s_main memory. If a free page is not available from the pgfreelist, i.e. the s_main is full, a page in the corememory list must be freed and linked back to the pgfreelist and then it will reallocated for the new requirement. When the page is purged from s_main memory, the entries in the page need neither to be saved nor linked into the s_secondary list.
5.2.3 Secondary Memory (s_secondary)

In the hypothetical hierarchical memory model, s_secondary is a lower layer memory such as a disk based nonvolatile memory or remote file server. However, because this s_secondary memory is not assumed to a dedicated disk based secondary memory only, disk seek time in the disk system or communication delay in the remote memory access system are not considered here. The s_secondary memory is viewed as a large capacity virtual address space which is able to contain any size of process address space.

The s_secondary memory does not exist as any special data structure in the simulation. It is a free list linking a set of empty pages to represent a dummy bulk memory. This is also possible because s_main memory does not need to contain any real process image. As illustrated in Figure 5.3, if a page is linked to the corememory the page is considered to have been read into s_main memory, otherwise, if it is freed and linked to the pgfreelist the page is considered as purged out to the s_secondary memory. In the latter case the page should be flushed of all entries without saving them because the role of s_secondary is only a conceptual in this simulation. However, a real file which contains an executable process's image is stored in a real disk based secondary memory. This provides a necessary working environment for the CPU supported by the UNIX virtual memory system for real paging operation.

5.2.4 Prefetch Queue Management

The prefetch queue management is the most important manager in the AP simulation and it is a unique function compared to other virtual memory systems. In conventional virtual memory system such as OBL, the most obvious problem that arises comes about due to the fact that there is no accurate prefetching management to suppress memory pollution. As was pointed out in Section 5.1, the model of virtual memory
systems was extended to allow accurate prefetching. This comes into existence due to the operation of prefetch queue management and subsequent page prefetching.

The prefetch queue management consists of two major functions: prefetch queue management and lookup of a prefetch block associated with a faulted address in the prefetch table. The prefetch queue is another linked list similar to the memory list which is shown in Figure 5.3. The reason why the two queues have similar structure is that both of them share the same information about the entries in a page as their elements. Thus, if there is a requirement to push a page on the prefetch queue, a page is allocated from the preqfreelist. Then the entries – start and end addresses, and the status of the page – of the page are set and it is added to the prequeue list (preqlist). The prefetch queue can have more than one prefetchable page in the list. If a page fault incurs, the page fault manager reads the prefetch queue and prefetches the pages. After finish the prefetching, the pages in the prefetch list are returned to the freelist again. Figure 5.4 illustrates the state diagram of the operation of the prefetch queue manager. The prefetch queue manager reads a prefetch table for a program when the user program starts execution. Whenever a page fault happens, the prefetch queue manager looks for a prefetch block with the faulted address and adds prefetchable pages into the prefetch queue.
while (the program is not finished)
{
    get_opcode_address;
    get_oprd_address;
    execute_instruction by instruction;
    if(function_call instruction)
        enqueue argument pages to the prefetch queue
    if(invalid address){
        fault(the invalid address);
        lookup prefetch block for the invalid address and
        enqueue the pages to the prefetch queue;
    }
}

Fig.5.5 The extended executor for AP

The information for prefetching comes from two sources: the prefetch table and object data. The former is a compiler generated table which contains all the relationships described in Chapter 3 and Chapter 4. Suppose we have a prefetch table for a whole program, this table is used for the life time of the process. When a page fault occurs a prefetch block associated with the faulted address has to be specified. To find a specific prefetch block, the prefetch table file is read at the beginning of the simulation and built as a hash table according to the function name. This would add execution time to the process but the overhead of prefetch queue management is relatively small compared to that caused by the page fault. However, it could be reduced if this prefetching part is processed in parallel to the main processor. After making the prefetch table into an internal data structure of the simulator, lookup of a specific prefetch block is straightforward. This operation will be described in detail in Section 5.5. When a page fault happens, only the faulted address is known to the fault manager. This address is used looking for a function and even a precise prefetch block. A prefetch block contains accurate information about future references, so, these are added to the prefetch queue.
The scheme for prefetching object data at runtime will be described in Section 5.6. The information on object data is collected by debugger functions at run time and they will be queued using the same mechanism as described above. The only difference is that the source of information is the prefetch tree but runtime debugger routines called whenever the executor encounters a function call instruction.

Figure 5.5 shows the operation of the executor for prefetch queue management. The bold statements are added so as to be able to prefetch object data pages and the pages in prefetch blocks. A notable point in this figure is that the two operations are independent of each other. The object data prefetching is checked whenever the executor meets a function call instruction and the prefetch block searching is performed only at a page fault because AP is based on a demand prefetching scheme.

5.2.5 Page Fault Manager

Machines whose hardware satisfies the requirement given in Section 2.3 can support a kernel that implements a prepaging system. To implement the algorithms for demand prefetching the hardware must set the reference and modify bits of pages. In this simulation, a software valid bit that indicates whether the page is really valid or not is used.

A crucial issue in conventional operating systems is how to implement a page fault manager in their kernel. In the case of UNIX, the system can incur two types of page faults: validity faults and protection faults but only validity faults are considered in this simulation. Also, UNIX systems can field the fault with the required page in one of five states: on a swap device and not in memory, on the free page list in memory, in an executable file, marked “demand zero” or marked “demand fill”. This simulation only considers the pages in an s_secondary memory in the memory hierarchy described in the previous section. The other difference between a real implementation and the simulation is that the modules described in the previous sections – the executor, s_main memory,
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s_secondary memory and prefetch queue manager – are used to evaluate every aspect of the AP system.

When a process attempts to access a page which is invalid in the s_main memory, it incurs a validity fault and the executor invokes the page fault manager. Address validity is checked by the address evaluator in the code executor and it immediately gives a signal to the page fault manager in order to read in the page containing the address if it is not present. Then the page fault manager reads the faulted page and those pages in the prefetch queue list into the s_main memory. If there are several prefetchable pages in the prefetch queue, the system prefetches all the pages at the same time. While the pages are read into s_main memory, LRU pages are purged out by the replacement algorithm if there are no free spaces available in the s_main memory. Page fault manager consists of four different functions: incore, pagein, pageout and vfault handler. These are described in detail in the followings.

incore(): This routine checks the validity of a current accessing address which is evaluated by the executor in s_main memory. This function is called by the executor to look for every referencing address at pages in s_main memory. Whenever a page is referenced by the executor with a valid address in it, the page is considered to be the most recently referenced. So, the latest referenced page should be linked at the head of s_main memory. Although this routine is quite simple, this is one of the most time consuming process in the simulation because every address for opcode or operand should be checked for their validity and the LRU sequence of the pages in the link is renewed. Each page is set to 512 bytes as a basic size. If the address is found in a page in the list then a positive value is returned. Otherwise, it returns a negative value and then the executor raises an invalid address signal to the page fault manager.

pagein(), pageout(): The basic data structure involved in the page in and out operation is a double linked list. When the simulation system is initialized the freelist
pages are established. Whenever there is a demand to read a page into s_main memory from the s_secondary memory pagein() is invoked and it operates that one of the free page is allocated from the freelist and linked to the s_main memory list after updating the page entry. The sequence for reading in a page is that when an invalid address is encountered during execution of a program it calls the vfault() function. The vfault() function allocates a new page in the s_main memory from the free list and sets up the starting and end address of the page and fills some other entities for the page. If there is no space to read into a new page in the main memory the pageout() function is invoked by the page fault manager. Pageout() selects an LRU page and flushes the entry of the page and links it back into the freelist.

 vfault(): This is the main routine that controls the whole demand prefetching operation. It invokes pagein(), pageout() and prefetch() in sequence. Vfault() checks whether the faulted address is in s_main memory as incore() does to prevent a race condition and then if the search is unsuccessful, allocates a new page from the free list. As stated earlier, if there are no pages available in the freelist, pageout() is called to purge a page from s_main memory. Also, vfault is in charge of prefetching pages in the prefetch queue. If the pages in the prefetch queue are not resident in the s_main memory the pages will be prefetched together at this fault. These prefetchable pages have accumulated in the prefetch queue since the last fault. Then real prefetching of the pages is performed at the next following fault if those pages are still not in s_main memory. The pages in the prefetch queue have waited to be fetched until this page fault occurred. There could be some unnecessary pages to be prefetched for the time between when the pages are enqueued in the prefetch queue and when they are prefetched. To prevent unnecessary prefetching, incore is invoked for each of the pages in the prefetch queue and if they are still not in s_main memory then they are read in.
5.2.6 Page Purging Management

The page purging manager purges out pages that are no longer expected to be used in the near future or that are not recently accessed. The executor wakes up the page purger when a free page is required. The purging operation in this simulation is different from the real implementation in UNIX which has two indexes – low-water-mark and high-water-mark. The Unix page purger is woken up when the available free memory in the system is below the low-water-mark, and the page purger swaps out pages until the available free memory in the system exceeds the high-water-mark. By swapping out pages until the number of free pages exceeds the high-water-mark, it takes longer until the number of free pages again drops below the low-water-mark, so the page purging manager does not run as often. This is quite an efficient scheme.

The page purging manager in this simulation, however, is called whenever page space is required in s_main memory. LRU is used as the fixed space page replacement scheme in the current implementation, therefore, there are no high or low water mark indexes. The doubly linked free page list and s_main memory make it easy to implement LRU. Whenever there is a reference to any pages in s_main memory the order of the pages are changed, thus, the last referenced page is at the head of the list. If the page purging manager is called, the page at the tail of the queue will be purged out. This approach takes most of the simulation time. Some machines set a reference bit when they reference a page, but software methods can be substituted if the hardware does not have this feature as in this simulation. In the clock replacement algorithm which is used in UNIX, the number of examinations by the page purger between memory references can be recorded in the page list but this is not adopted so as to test the effect of LRU in this simulation.
5.3 Generating Prefetch Blocks

The prefetch block is a general notation for a program structure and it provides basic reference information for AP. The prefetch block has a tree structure as an intermediate phase but it ultimately has a table structure so as to be used to predict page accesses. It should be concise enough to represent the control flow of a C++ program and it should contain sufficient information to predict page accesses accurately. The prefetch block contains some information on function calls, object data and their virtual addresses which are in the same sequence as it's original program. The language that will be used to develop the examples in this thesis is C++ [Stroustrup 86] and the properties of the language have already been described in chapter three.

The establishment of prefetch blocks is divided into four modules. The first step is to analyze the control flow of a program and then build a preliminary tree using an intermediate language. The second step is to collect information on encapsulated objects and object hierarchies and save them in a tree. The third is to aggregate these separate trees into a single prefetch tree. Since the addresses will be ascertained after linking several relocatable modules of a program in files and libraries, the prefetch tree does not have addresses for symbols up to this phase. Finally, therefore, a process should be carried out to link all prefetch block files for a user program and libraries and to collect the symbol addresses from an executable file. This procedure establishes a complete prefetch block. Each step is described in detail in the following sections.

5.3.1 Generate a Prefetching Tree

Before the prefetch block is described, the process of how a C++ program may be compiled must be described. Most UNIX systems support two kinds of object files. First, compilation systems generate relocatable object files, and second, link editors combine relocatable files to create executable files. One can run the program in an executable file because it is a complete image. On the other hand, relocatable files are
partial images and typically are not suitable for execution. Linking refers to at least three separate concepts: combining object files, resolving symbolic references, and relocating code so that it may run at particular addresses. Linking is performed by the UNIX utility *ld*. Loading is the act of bringing a program into the address space of a process so that the program may be executed. Loading is performed by the system call `exec()`. The process of compilation is illustrated in Figure 5.6.

To generate a control flow tree of a program, the GNU C++ compiler, in particular, its intermediate code generation routine, has been extended. The modified compiler supports analysis in terms of control flow and object hierarchy and then synthesis these into the prefetching tree. The process of building the tree is in two steps. A set of instructions make a prefetch block and a collection of prefetch blocks makes a global prefetch tree.

Intermediate codes in a compiler have significant roles such as optimizations. The AP makes use of the intermediate codes for building the prefetch tree. The intermediate code known as a register translation language (RTL) shown in Figure 5.7 is generated when a program is parsed but before it is optimized. The parsing pass of the compiler reads an entire text of a function definition and then constructs partial syntax trees. C++ object and data analysis is also done in this pass, and every tree node that represents an expression has a data type attached. Variables are represented as declaration nodes. Each statement is read in as a syntax tree and then converted to RTL. The RTL generation part is the conversion of the syntax tree into RTL code which is closer in form to assembly language than to the source text. It is actually done statement by statement during parsing but for most purposes it can be thought of as a separate pass[Tieman 89, Pyster 88]. In the GNU C++ compiler, the parse tree is not generated with a function basis but to statements or declarations. Whenever a statement or a declaration is parsed, this parse
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tree is translated to a corresponding RTL intermediate language list. So, building the prefetch tree can start from this RTL.

RTL has much information which is unnecessary for building a concise program structure. Only necessary information is written into a file (.pb) and this become the frame of the prefetch tree. To establish a prefetching block, the prefetching tree generator reads the RTL code for each function and generates a control flow graph. This is the same process as a code generator that inputs RTL code and generates optimized assembly code. So, this activity belongs to the code generation pass of a compiler. The sequential block in the control flow graph is represented by a sequence of RTL instruction numbers for non-branch or non-call instructions. However, if the prefetching tree generator encounters a branch or a call instruction, the algorithm building a basic block which was discussed in Section 4.1.3 is applied to it. Thus, if the prefetching tree generator encounters a branch instruction, the instruction become a leader of a prefetch block. A label is given for the leader for later reference.

Figure 5.8 illustrates the contents of a .pb(prefetch block) file. A .pb file contains all the instruction sequence numbers for functions in a relocatable file of a program. For example, the function “point_PSpoint” has twenty one RTL instructions and a primary prefetch block and a prefetch block with the function call. The primary prefetch block has a starting label PBB (prefetch block begin) and ending label PBE (prefetch block end) with the block nesting index number. In these prefetch block, both of the index numbers are “1” because they are not nested in each other. If a block is nested in another block, the nested block has the index number n + 1. Also, PBB has a RTL instruction number for the end of a block. For example, for the first PBB, JD = 12 thus, RTL 12 is the end of the prefetch block. In addition, prefetchability such as a “primary prefetch block(ppb)” or “prefetch block(pb)” of the prefetch block is recorded at PBE. The prefetchability of the prefetch block will be used to aggregate the blocks to a bigger prefetch block later on.
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Fig. 5.6 Global structure of the compiler

Fig. 5.7 The structure of g++ for AP
Also, if the prefetch block generator runs into a function call instruction which is important information in the prefetch block, the invoked function name is recorded after the RTL instruction sequence number. This name will be used to find the function's address from the symbol table. The prefetch block tag numbers will be used to manage nested blocks properly. If there are backward branches they should be sorted out at the end of the processing for a function, so, the prefetch block generator must have a two pass look up to deal them.

;;; Function point_PSpoin
2 3 4 6 7 PBB 1, JD = 12
8 9 IFT __builtin_new
10 11 12 PBE 1 pb
5 13 14 15 16 17 PBB 1, JD = 21
18 19 20 21 PBE 1 ppb

nonprefetchable

Fig. 5.8 A .PB File

pb_hash_table
point-PSpoin
rtl 2-6 PBB rtl 8 IFT rtl 10-11 PBE rtl 5-16 PBB rtl 18-20 PBE

buildint_new

Sub_func_call

Fig. 5.9 The primitive program skeleton in Fig.5.8

To build the prefetch tree, the .pb file is re-read by the prefetch tree generator so that the instruction number, PBB and PBE become entities in the tree. The prefetch tree
can be represented by a variety of data structures but a tree structure was adopted in this simulation. This is because a tree structure can represent the flow of control best. A hash function table is built for a quick search for a function in a program and each entity in the table provides the head of the tree of a function. Prefetch blocks, function calls, position labels then become branches in the tree. For example, Figure 5.9 shows a prefetch tree for the function “point_PSPoint” in Figure 5.8. An entity in the hash table is allocated for the user function and it also has the first PBB from RTL instruction 2 to 6. Then, a node is built for PBB, IFT and PBE. The IFT node has a pointer to the function in the hash table. If it is not already in the hash table in the first pass, the linking is postponed to the second pass of searching. The linked list data structure is useful to optimize the prefetch block and deal with backward branches. After completely establishing the prefetch block, it is saved in a file which is named by appending .pb to the source file name. When the basic process of building the prefetch block is completed the prefetch block generator starts to aggregate some sequential prefetch blocks to make as big blocks as possible. This is described in the following section.

Figure 5.9 illustrates the data structure of the prefetch tree after completing the linking of prefetch blocks for functions in a program. The hybrid data structures are a hash table for each function, a linked list and a tree which represents the prefetch blocks in each function. Again, each prefetch block can be represented by a list of records consisting of an identifier, a sequence of function calling and branches in the block, followed by a pointer to the leader of the block, and by the lists of predecessors and successors of the block. The hash table is called “pb_hash_table” and it enables fast searching for function names. This tree will be used by relookup() for linking function calls and labelling each prefetch block.

A problem with implementing the prefetching tree in C++ is that the GNU compiler generates assembly code on a function basis. And prefetching encompasses all
the functions in a program. To keep the structure of the present compiler, the prefetch block tree is established independently from the RTL and assembly code generation pass. It is important to note that an edge of the flow graph from block B to block B' does not specify the conditions under which control flows from B to B'. That is, the edge does not tell whether the conditional jump at the end of B (if there is a conditional jump there) goes to the leader of B' when the condition is satisfied or when the condition is not satisfied. That information can be recovered when needed from the jump statement in B.

5.3.2 Merging Prefetch Blocks

By now, a program skeleton has been made in a tree structure representing the control flow of a program. A hash table contains all the function heads in the program and each function head become a root of the control flow tree for the function. Some important information about a function such as a start block, end block and sub_function calling become a node of the program. In establishing the prefetch blocks in the previous section, we realized that some primary PB are contiguous. For example, RTL instructions 5, 13 to 16 in Figure 5.9 are sequential to the following PBB. Therefore, merging and optimization for some primary prefetch blocks (sequential) and some prefetch blocks in the prefetch tree should be performed. Consecutive primary prefetch blocks or prefetch blocks are combined into a prefetch block. For example, suppose a prefetch block has a function call then the primary prefetch block before the function call statement and the first prefetch block in the invoked function can be merged into a bigger prefetch block. The benefit of this merging strategy is that we can prefetch more and more references accurately. This merging operations should be carried out for a whole program and, therefore, a global control flow graph is required.

How should be represent a global control flow graph for a whole program? The parse tree in the compiler is built for each statement rather than for a whole program. Most conventional compilers do not generate any information about inter–function
relationship because it is not necessary in a stack based machine. However, the prefetching compiler must be able to generate some inter-function control flow graphs using symbols as discussed in Chapter 4, i.e. a sequential block or function calls which would be able to replace it in a subgraph. The methodology used to achieve this is to build a prefetch tree having nodes for each prefetch block and function call to link caller and callee function to each other by pointing to the callee function at prefetch tree generation time.

Figure 5.10 illustrates the tree in Figure 5.9 after merging sequential blocks into their preceding prefetch blocks. The difference in the two trees is that the sequential block (RTL instruction 2 to 6) is absorbed into the function head and the second sequential block (RTL 5 to 17) is also merged into the PBE. As shown in this figure, a sequential block is merged to the previous prefetch block and eventually the PBE of the previous prefetch block is extended to the end of a merged sequential block end. Merging inter-function blocks is performed at the very last stage of building the prefetch tree and will be described in Section 5.3.5.

Two pass searching is necessary to complete the linking between a caller and a callee function. In the control flow graph some functions which are not able to be looked
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for at the first pass of generating the program frame are looked for again here after completing a preliminary linked list. If the functions are found then they are chained to the global prefetch tree.

5.3.3 Building Class Hierarchy Trees

In C++, some objects are like other objects in an object hierarchy. These objects in the same hierarchy have several implications. As stated earlier in Chapter 3, the yoyo problem, a series of constructor and destructor invocations and dynamic bindings occurs in the hierarchy. As far as accurate prefetching is concerned, yoyo problem can be encompassed by control flow analysis which has already been described in the previous sections because the function invocations involved in yoyo problem are expressed explicitly. However, an explicit object hierarchy is required to adopt static grouping among dynamically bound functions in the hierarchy. Thus, this hierarchy tree is built to enhance the locality of reference by glueing some member functions in the hierarchy together. The tree will also be used to prefetch constructors and destructors in base classes. The constructors and destructors are in a sense explicitly expressed in the functions but it is easier to put them in the class hierarchy tree.

There are no internal data structures which represent the full object hierarchy in the compiler. So, AP's own object hierarchy table is built to make inter-object relationships at compile time. Existing data structures for virtual functions can be used for the object hierarchy but these are not enough because they are not able to represent the whole object hierarchy in a program. For example, Figure 5.11 illustrates the data structures for an instance of a class Point and its virtual function table in the OOPS library[GoI87]. Each object inherits a pointer, vptr, to its virtual function table, vtbl. The virtual function table pointer, vptr, is inherited from class Object in the library. Both the vptr and vtbl are managed by the C++ translator as an internal structure and are not accessible to the user but they can be shown in the preprocessed code compiled by
This table enables dynamic binding by lookup for a proper implementation of virtual functions. Therefore, the built-in virtual table cannot be accessed for establishing the inter-object relationship table because it is built for a limited set of objects: those which have virtual member functions.

A tree is, therefore, built for each independent class inheritance hierarchy to group constructors and destructors in its base classes as well as some member functions. The data structure for it is a simple tree with a hash table for easy lookup of object names. The hash table is used to hash base class names in each hierarchy. Figure 5.13 illustrates an AP's class hierarchy structure for the tree in Figure 5.12. Whenever the parser encounters a class with its base class (class D: B) it searches the tree to see whether the object's base class is already present. If it is a new class, the class is managed as a base of the hierarchy by allocating a new entry in the hash list. If its base class is already registered in the tree, the class belongs to existing hierarchy. Siblings in the same class are pointed to
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with a forward pointer and subclasses are linked on beneath it. In current implementation, multiple object hierarchy is not considered.

5.3.4 Relational Table for Object Member Functions and Its Data

Encapsulated operations and data structures in an object are important information for prefetching in the AP. As explained in chapter three, when either of the encapsulated parts is accessed the other part can be prefetched before it is read into main memory by a fault. The implementation is done in two steps. Firstly, an object name is mapped to a class name then the object’s data are linked to member functions. The data structure used for building the relationship is basically the same as that in the object hierarchy tree. Every new class’s entities in a C++ program are recorded in a hash table.
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named class_base. For member functions, C++ classes overload their constituent function names automatically. When a function name is declared in a class, its name is changed to its overloaded name during compilation. For example, since names for constructors and destructors can conflict, a leading '$' is added for destructors in the compiler. When a constructor is encountered during processing, a new entry in the hash table is allocated for the new function. If the function is a constructor, then it should have a pointer to its class name so as to be able to look for its constructor in the base class. The class hierarchy tree which is described in the previous section is a route looking for its base class. Then all the names of member functions which belong to the class can be identified by the compiler to record them under the class name. If a destructor is processed, the auto-delete() function in the C++ library is added by the compiler.

Figure 5.14 shows the hash table with linked list for the relational table. Whenever a new class is declared, an entry is allocated for the class and it become a head of a list. The list contains member functions as an entry in each node and each node has its base class name.

![Diagram of class hash table](image)

Fig. 5.14 A relational tree for objects
5.3.5 Collecting Object Data and Variables for Functions

The prefetch block provides an accurate representation of the flow of control of the program and contains some information on object references. As for data prefetching in prefetching blocks, the names and locations of data items should be collected and those related to a faulted prefetch block can be prefetched by providing information to the fault manager. So, the object data and variable references are collected at this phase and they are appended to the prefetch block.

Not all variable references need to be prefetched. For instance, references to variables that are either register variables, variables whose addresses are computed at run-time, or local variables that are in the stack are not meaningful in terms of prefetching. The reasons are as follows: first, register variables do not make memory references. Secondly, variables whose addresses are not known during compilation cannot be prefetched using the prefetch tree because the determination of location is delayed until runtime. Implementations of languages like C use extensions of the control stack to manage activations of procedures. Data objects whose life times are contained in that of an activation can be allocated on the stack, along with other information associated with the activation. However, all data objects in, for instance, Fortran can be allocated statically. One reason for statically allocating as many data objects as possible is that the addresses of these objects can be compiled into the target code[Aho 86]. Stack variables do not have fixed addresses that are known when the program is compiled, because, for languages like C, it is common to push the activation record of a procedure on the run-time stack when the procedure is called and to pop the activation record off the stack when control returns to the caller. The structure of a general activation record is shown in Figure 5.15 and local variables in the activation record can be found in the lower second row. However, the stack is not a large component of the miss ratio since it is accessed often with good locality and the referenced parts of the stack do not tend to get
replaced. Therefore, stack variables do not need to be prefetched [Brent 87]. Figure 5.16 shows a typical subdivision of run-time storage organization in which a different storage allocation strategy is used for each area. Static data allocation lays out storage for all data objects at compile time. Stack allocation manages the run-time storage as a stack. Dynamic allocation allocates and deallocates storage as needed at run time from a data area known as a heap.

To collect global and static variables as well as object data which are accessed by member functions, the same type of hashed linked list described in the previous section is used. When the compiler parses a new function an entry in the hash table is allocated for it. Then, for all new variables or object declarators encountered during the parsing, new nodes are allocated if they are not already queued. A hash table called symbol_tab is used to build a linked list of variables defined in each function. This variable table (symbol_tab) is tied to the prefetch table which is discussed in Section 5.2.2. A member function has an entry in the prefetch table and the symbol_tab. The pointer sub2_func_call in the prefetch table links the entities together by pointing to the function in the symbol table. Figure 5.17 shows the combination of prefetch tree and the variables tree. Addresses of these object and variable will be filled in by the function symbol_address() which is described in the following.
Most object data collected in the tree are generated by using symbol generation routines in the GNU C++ compiler provided for symbolic debuggers. The compiler was extended to generate variable names for the symbol table which we need only for prefetching. Notice that this scheme for managing object data and variable for prefetching is almost the same as Brent’s work. However, AP has an additional prefetching scheme at runtime to cover some dynamically created object data and variable prefetching. This is discussed in Section 5.5.4 in detail.

This way of building a prototype is acceptable because some existing routines in the compiler can be extended for prefetching. The operational command to generate the symbol table for prefetching is “g++ -V -dv filename.cc”. When an example C++
program is compiled with the -V option, it gives hint to the code generator to generate only the necessary symbols for AP.

5.3.6 Combine All the Trees into a Prefetch Tree

By now, several trees have been built to represent a program frame based on control flow analysis, class hierarchy tree, encapsulation trees tying encapsulated member functions and data, and a linked list that collects variables related to functions. These independent trees must be combined into a prefetch tree to contain all the information described for prefetching. Otherwise, the prefetch queue manager would have to search every tree at every page faults. Since all the trees have same data structure, it is easy to link them together into a single tree.

Each tree has a hash table as a root for each function and these hash tables are identical because the keys of the hash tables are the function names. The class hierarchy tree has different entities in the hash table where nodes in the tree have constructors and destructors. Those function names can be linked when they are referenced. Therefore, the final prefetch tree is established by linking all the tables by using pointers. This final prefetch tree cannot be kept as an internal tree of the compiler anymore because the necessary address for the symbols in the tree will be specified by a linker which is a totally different phase. This is similar to the way that all assembled files are written in relocatable files and kept until they are linked. So, the final prefetch tree is saved in files named by the source file name with .pb_in appended. The number of .pb_in files is the same as that of source files.

The object hierarchy tree in Section 5.2.3 was built to enhance the locality of reference by combining some member functions in the hierarchy together. The tree is also used for prefetching calls on constructors and destructors in ancestor classes. The constructors and destructors are in a sense explicitly expressed in the function but it is easier to call them if we use the object hierarchy tree. The use of this hierarchy tree is that
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it should be combined with the prefetch tree because when a constructor in a leaf class is called, all the constructors in the ancestors should be listed in the prefetch tree.

When the prefetch generator encounters an object declaration the class name of the object is searched for in the inherited hash table. The class name is used to look for its ancestor classes as well as their constructors in the hashing table of the object hierarchy tree. If the class name is identified the names of the constructor and destructor for the class are copied to the prefetch tree. This operation goes on until all base classes are sorted out. Moreover, the relational table for object member functions and their data can be used to combine the prefetch tree and the objects. Consequently, the prefetch tree contains most information for prefetching objects. However, the address of objects are not yet specified.

5.4 Getting the Address of Objects

Addresses of objects are the most important information for an accurate prefetching scheme. The prefetching tree has most names to be prefetched but the location of the objects are not yet known because it is feasible to leave the relative positions of the activation records unspecified and allow the link editor to link objects, executable code, object data and activation records.

The addresses of member functions and static variables are fixed at linking time of the program. Most compilers generates all symbol names at compile time but the relocation addresses are unspecified because relocation is not performed until linking all library functions and user programs in separate files. The compiler operates on just one file at a time and cannot correlate a declaration in one file with a reference in another file. The linking loader, ld, does just this. It takes a collection of object files and builds one executable binary file by resolving all external references. It scans all of the object files being linked for the declaration of an as yet unresolved identifier. ld can be told to search any number of previously developed libraries for declarations as well.
One simple method to get the address of symbols from a final executable file is extending the namelist program (nm). The namelist (symbol table) program prints out global and local symbols from an executable file with an appropriate format. So, the addresses generated for every object by the namelist program can be filled into the entities in the prefetch tree. The addresses of objects and variables which are left blank in the prefetch tree at compile time would be filled in at this stage by the symbol_add() routine. Symbol_add() looks up all addresses for objects, built-in functions and static variables from the symbol table in an executable file and fills them in the prefetch tree so as to complete the tree. However, this method takes a long time, proportional to the number of symbols, as looking for every symbol needs a search of all the symbols in a file.

The alternative is to search an internal symbol list in the linker. Every symbol is reprocessed by the linker to check undefined or multidefined symbols at link time. So, they can be read into the symbol list in the linker from reallocatable files. The symbols are grouped together into two categories. One is global symbols which are saved in an internal data structure, a linked list, and the other is local symbols which are not of much interest to this implementation. The global symbols have addresses but the local symbols have relative addresses. So, finding symbol addresses for the global symbol list can be done by searching the internal symbol list in the linker.

The further processing covers combining all prefetch files, which were established by the compiler/assembler and saved in files named .pb_in, for a user program and some library files which will be included in the source files, into a final prefetch file named the pbfinalout. Figure 5.18 illustrates linking of prefetching files for library functions and a user program into the final prefetch table. The prefetch files for a library are already built, archived and stored in the same directory as the library files. The archived files contain all the prefetching information for library source files and these are archived like an ordinary library. Furthermore, addresses for every symbol in the prefetch table files
are searched for and taken from the symbol files which are read into the list at the early stage of loading. When a prefetch block file for each text file is processed, global symbols in the prefetch table are sought in the global symbol lists. Searching for symbol addresses for the global symbol by this method takes less time than the previous method by symbol_address because it makes use of an internal symbol list which is built by the linker.

5.5 Naming of Prefetch Blocks

In the AP system, when a process encounters a page fault the prefetch manager looks for the relevant prefetch block which the fault refers. The prefetch block contains information such as flow of control, encapsulated objects, object hierarchy prefetchable object functions and variables with addresses. To identify the prefetching block which is uniquely defined in the pbfinalout, a naming system is necessary to address the right prefetching block which is associated with the fault. A naming scheme for the prefetch blocks is discussed in this section.

To address every prefetch block, labels are added to each prefetch block by inserting dummies during the intermediate code (RTL) generation phase in the compiler.
These labels have the form L10xxx for branch points and L20xxx for function call statements and they are unique within the file in which they are defined. Then, the way of getting addresses for each prefetch table labels into same as for an ordinary variable, namely, the addresses for the labels can be taken from an executable file at linking time as with other labels. For example, Figure 5.19 shows two dummy labels for the two prefetching blocks. The first one is an ordinary label for a function name. The second label L10001 is inserted to identify the prefetch block starting with "jne L5" and it ends with "movel d0, d0". The third label L5 is an ordinary label generated for internal jump. The fourth is another prefetching label just before a branch instruction. The figure shows that the prefetching labels have addresses like ordinary labels.

A RTL label instruction is inserted just before a jump instruction. This is done by final() when all optimization is finished. After compilation, the intermediate labels will be saved in the resulting symbol table in a relocatable file by giving the -L option to the SUN
Implementation of AP assembler. Without the option, all the defined labels are discarded in the assembling stage. A noteworthy point to make here about adding labels is that each .pb file may have the same labels, in particular, those labels for prefetching, which are defined uniquely in the file. However, these labels are not ambiguous when searching for their address because the symbols must be uniquely defined as local to the file. Symbols for branch points and function call statements belong to this class of symbols. This method of implementation provides fast and efficient look up of for symbols' addresses. How do we know the address range of the last label in a function? The last address of a function is required to specify the address range of the function. This can be implemented by generating another label XX just before a return instruction, rts. In this example, the label just before the end of unlink, unlk, is used to generate the last address of the function. The last address of the function _point_PPoint is L4 + 6 in Figure 5.19. Now, every prefetch block has a unique address and this provides a name for a suitable prefetching block at a page fault.

To achieve accurate prefetching, an arbitrary faulted address which belongs to a function should map to a prefetch block because it is uniquely defined in the program. Since the prefetching tree was built as a skeleton of the program, all function names in the program can be found in the prefetch tree as well. However, addresses for data are not defined but they can be prefetched if they are related to the functions. For function calls in the prefetch tree, only the caller contains prefetching information with regard to its called functions by pointing to their prefetch blocks. For example, if a prefetch block A has a function call to f red(), prefetch block A will have a pointer to the prefetch block head of f red(). This method avoids multiple descriptions for function invocations and makes for a simple prefetch tree. However, the prefetch block of the caller function will contain all the prefetch information including for the callee without pointer when the prefetch tree is read and saved at an internal data structure by the simulator. This is described later in this
section. For object data and variables which are statically defined at compile time, the head of the function block contains the necessary information.

To illustrate how a prefetch table is generated and maintained for accurate prefetching, a modified form of the prefetching tree diagram used in Figure 5.20 is employed. Consider an application program containing two functions, one main() and the other fred() which is invoked by main(). In Figure 5.20, the prefetching diagram can be translated to a simpler diagram which is optimized from the original flow graph. The optimization is particularly done for function calls so that a function call symbol can be replaced by an equivalent subblock. For instance, the first primary prefetching block, D, in fred() is combined with the last primary prefetching block, C, in the caller function. This combined subgraph is shown as a shaded box in Figure 5.20. Also, Figure 5.20 has branch destination points (shaded circles) for notational convenience. Now, this diagram consists of primary prefetching blocks and arcs from sources to destinations. The arcs have hardly any meaning in terms of prefetching because they bypass control flows. As stated earlier, branch points have labels of the form L10xxx and function calls L20xxx. The labels can also be used to distinguish prefetchability for a primary prefetching block or a prefetching block. If a block is a primary prefetching block, the page fault manager does not need to search information for prefetching but use an one block lookahead. However, if a block is a prefetch block, this block may have some prefetchable blocks which are related to function calls because this block might be an optimized subblock rather than a simple prefetch block. The fault manager should therefore search the prefetchable informations.

The symbol diagram can be transformed to a linked list with a hash table for the function names. The head of each list contains a begin symbol and a pointer to the first prefetch block. The second node contains a begin_branch which is always coupled with an end_branch. The branch node pair makes a prefetch block. Node C is a primary
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Fig. 5.20 Naming of objects in a prefetch tree

Optimized Prefetch Tree for Main

Fig. 5.21 Prefetch tree for Figure 5.20
prefetch block and it points to the next node which is a sub function invocation. As shown in Figure 5.21, the called function is pointed to by the function. The use of pointers avoids duplication and is efficient for dealing with combining these inter function primary blocks into one prefetch block but it makes search time longer. (This pointer will be replaced by values in a final prefetch table at run time a task which will be discussed in detail in the following section.) Then a end_branch node is followed by another primary prefetch block. Notice that the branch nodes will be discarded at run time to reduce the searching time for a prefetch table.

5.6 Running the Simulator

The last section described how the prefetch tree can be constructed. During this discussion, a number of implementation techniques were considered, and the prefetch table was made in a file and it is ready to be accessed by the prefetch manager. To run the AP simulator, the prefetch table is read by the simulator before a user program runs. There are three aspects to consider at this stage, the first is the loading of the prefetch table file and making an internal prefetch table for the simulator, the second is searching for a prefetch block at a page fault, and the third is object data prefetching using parameter passing at run time.

5.6.1 Loading a Prefetch Table

A prefetch table saved in a file named pbfinalout is read into an internal data structure in the simulator so that the table can be referenced while the simulator is running. This scheme can be able to save search time for a prefetch block at a page fault compared with looking up a prefetch block from a prefetch file directly. The alternative to this scheme is that whenever there is a page fault, the file can be repeatedly opened, searched and closed. However, this takes longer time for searching for the prefetch block which is associated with a page fault than looking up an internal linked list. Even the table
searching time is very critical for improving virtual memory performance because this is an operating system overhead.

One method adopted to reduce the searching time in this simulation is shown by the linked list in Figure 5.22 where a pointer is given for a callee function to prevent duplication. However, the pointer is replaced by values for the callee function so that searching time can be saved. This is a final prefetch table which is referenced by the AP simulator. The linked list as shown in Figure 5.22 contains all the prefetchable information for a prefetch block. Each node has four entries: label, start and end addresses of the prefetch block and an array of prefetchable information. The labels can be grouped into three categories: func_head, L10xxx, L20xxx. Firstly, func_head is always in the hash table and it corresponds to the symbol 'begin function'. Func_head labeled nodes contain two addresses which specify the range of the functions. Also, the first prefetch block of the function is included in the head node by the merging scheme described in Section 5.2.2. Secondly, L10xxx labels represent a prefetch block. They contain start and end addresses for the block and some prefetchable information related to static variables. Thirdly, L20xxx labels represent a function invocation in the block. So, this node must have contained some prefetch information in it. The information was pointed to by a pointer in the prefetch tree but when it is read into the prefetch list in the
Implementation of AP simulator, the references are turned into values. The addresses in the node specify the address range of the block but the end address is in the caller function rather than the end of a callee function.

As it is stated earlier, address of the labels are desirable when looking for a position with the missing address where a fault is incurred. The final prefetch table has address ranges for each prefetch block in the program. Thus, a necessary prefetch block can be found by table look up. The information for a prefetch block can be found with a faulted address and it will be used eventually to prefetch the prefetch block.

5.6.2 Searching for a Prefetch Block at a Fault

How do we look for prefetching block corresponding to a faulted address? The way of looking for the appropriate prefetch block from the prefetch list in the simulator is to find the function with the faulted address in the hash table. The hash function is mainly used to fill in prefetching information in the table but when searching a PB, address ranges are used. Because the only information available when looking for prefetching block is a faulted address, we look for a faulted function and then for a faulted prefetch block by searching the linked list in the function.

Different labels have different schemes when looking for prefetching blocks. Firstly, the address range in a function_head label specifies from the starting label of the function to the return instruction of the function. Generally, the code area of memory is filled up with consecutive user functions and library functions. So, any addresses in the code area must belong to a function. The function_head labels specifies the address range for any function in the program. Secondly, L10xxx type labels are assigned for every branch points as dummy labels to identify each prefetch block. Before we optimize the prefetch tree, there are a number of small patches of prefetch blocks but some consecutive prefetch blocks are combined into bigger prefetch blocks. So, the addresses of prefetch labels specify the beginning address and the end address of the prefetch block.
including the merged sequential blocks. Thirdly, L20xxx type labels are used for every function call statement. The labels are unnecessary for naming prefetch blocks but they are used to look for a proper prefetching point in a prefetch block. The usefulness of the L20xxx label is that it provides an address by the function invocation statement, namely, it is used to determine whether it is lower or higher than the faulted address. For example, suppose a prefetch block has two prefetchable function call statements and the fault address is in between the two call statements. Then only the second call statement needs prefetching. If we do not have addresses of the two call statements, it is not easy to prefetch the second function call only rather than both of them in the prefetch block. To prevent AP from misprefetching function calls, the position of a callee function is used when the fault manager searches for a proper position to enqueue accurate information in the prefetch queue. This type of label contains valuable position information for it.

Searching a proper block is simple as the nodes in the list are ordered in ascending of the starting address of each block. Each blocks’ start address is compared to the faulted address and if it does not fit the search goes on to the next block. When a page fault is incurred, the prefetching table is searched by the page fault manager to enqueue some prefetchable pages. There are two different schemes of prefetching depending on the prefetch block. The first is for primary prefetch blocks which may need just a one block lookahead prefetching if it is on a page border. The second is for prefetch blocks which require prefetching for different pages according to the array info[ ] in the prefetch block. The major function related to this is called find_func_pc(). The function looks for a faulted function in the prefetch table and if there are some prefetch blocks which are lower address than the faulted address it skips them. Now, if these are no more with lower addresses, this is the right position to prefetch prefetch blocks. If it looked for a right position find_func_pc enqueues the addresses of objects in the info[ ] in the prefetch block which is shown in Figure 5.22. The number queued is limited by
PREFETCH_NUM which is set to 5 in the current version but it should be a function of memory size and the number of addresses in the info[]. The size of the queue is one of the critical factors influencing the performance of prefetching as well as the amount of memory pollution.

5.6.3 Running the Simulator

The hypothetical procedure of handling a page fault in AP on a real machine is shown in Figure 5.23. This figure is different from the simulation described in the previous sections in one way. The simulator does not have the page table, physical memory and secondary memory separately but has dummy memories having page table functionalities. However, this model is sufficient to explain the operation of AP in steps. The scenario in the figure is as follows:
If a program running on the executor tries to access a page having a function `fredO` which was not brought into memory, then a page fault signal will occur.

Then we check the page table to determine if the reference was valid or invalid. If it was invalid, the program is suspended.

The address evaluator raises a fault signal and this wakes up the fault manager.

The fault manager asks the prefetch manager if there are some prefetchable pages with the faulted address.

The prefetch manager looks up a prefetch block in the prefetch table for the program and adds the prefetchable pages to the queue and returns to the fault manager.

A request for the faulted page and prefetchable pages is transferred to the disk server and then the pages are scheduled for input.

When the disk read is completed, the pages are in main memory and page table is modified to show that the page is now in memory.

Restart the instruction that was interrupted by the fault address. (There is a method to restart the instruction in the faulted page before all the prefetched pages are read into the main memory)

The details of simulator related operations such as loading the prefetch table, searching for a proper prefetch block are omitted in the above description. However, an important operation for data prefetching is not described in the above procedure. The following section describes the details of the implementation of object data prefetching.

### 5.6.4 Object Data Prefetching Using Parameter Passing

Object data prefetching can be realized by prefetching encapsulated object data when one of its member function is invoked. The object data argument passing scheme is
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an important point when performing object data prefetching. The first part of this section discusses argument passing schemes in C++ and then the implementation detail of the object data argument is described.

As stated in Section 5.2.5, an activation record contains storage for a function invocation on the program's runtime stack. *Formal arguments* are described as the list of arguments in a function definition and they are stored within the activation record. *Actual arguments* of a function call are the expressions used in the function call one to one mapping. Argument passing is the process of initializing the storage of the formal arguments by the actual arguments[Lippman 89]. Parameter passing semantics are an important issue in designing object-oriented systems. For instance, Smalltalk adopted a natural parameter passing method, *call by sharing*, through passing a reference to the argument object. The same mechanism was used in CLU and in Emerald, a distributed object oriented system, with a different name where it is called *call-by-object-reference*. However, the default initialization scheme of parameter passing in C++ is *pass-by-value*, take an copy the rvalues (data value which stored at a location in memory), of the actual arguments into the storage of the formal arguments. Two alternatives to pass-by-value are *pass-by-pointer* and *pass-by-reference*. In these cases, the formal arguments are declared as pointers or type references. A reference argument passes the lvalue, a location value where its data value is stored, so as to modify the actual argument and not a local copy.

Although prefetching the argument object is impossible to realize at compile time as shown in Brent's work [Brent 87], it can be implemented at runtime because we make use of runtime symbols generated by a debugger. To prefetch the arguments passed to a function at runtime, AP invokes some extended functions of GNU debugger to get the location of argument objects which are passed by pointers or references. As stated earlier, the relationship between a function call statement and its arguments cannot be
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built at compile time because the location of the arguments are unspecified and they used
to be referenced by pointers. However, the requirement to measure performance caused
by accurate prefetching of argument objects is quite substantial so as to find the effect of
the separate storing of encapsulated object's data and member functions in different
pages. Therefore, this scheme is quite expensive to implement at runtime but it is worth
investigating to measure it regardless of the cost.

While the simulator is running, if the executor encounters a call instruction it sets a
flag to take a record of addresses of object's data which are passed as actual arguments to
the function. Then the executor lets the CPU process the instruction one step and then the
executor takes a record of all the position information about the arguments passed for
prefetching them. For the pass-by-value scheme, the location information which is used
to take a local copy of the argument objects are saved and they are added to the prefetch
queue. When the function is initiated, the addresses are used for performing the copying
process. So, before the copying process happens, the page containing the object can be
prefetched if it is not resident in s_main memory. For the pass-by-pointer and
pass-by-reference, the address of the pointers involved in the argument passing
operation can be extracted out by the extended debugger functions. This is an indirect
operation which reads addresses of the arguments using the contents of the pointer and
gets the addresses of the objects. If the addresses are taken from the pointers, then they
are added to the prefetch queue. The rest of the prefetching operations for
pass-by-pointer and pass-by-reference are the same as for in pass-by-value, thus, the
position information in the prefetch queue will be prefetched like the pages from the
prefetch table.

5.7 Summary and Discussions

To summarize the description of the AP implementation, the virtual memory
simulator comprises of the executor, s_main memory, s_secondary memory, prefetch
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queue manager and page fault manager. The virtual memory simulator takes prefetching information from the \textit{pbfinalout} file which is generated by the compiler. The sequence of generating the prefetching tree which will be used by prefetching manager in the virtual memory simulator is as follows.

1. build a program skeleton by control flow analysis
2. build class inheritance trees
3. collect all object data and variables which are related to each function.
4. link a class name and its member function names
5. combine all the trees into a prefetch tree.
6. get all relocated addresses of all objects

![Diagram of building a prefetch tree](image)

**Fig. 5.24** Process of building a prefetch tree.

All the procedures except 6 take place concurrently at compile time whereas 6 is performed independently at link time. Using the prefetch tree, the virtual memory simulator searches an associated prefetch block with a page fault and prefetches them if they are not found in \texttt{s_main} memory. Figure 5.24 shows a diagram of the the prefetch tree generated by the compiler. PB generation corresponds to 1 and PB name generation means the operation described in Section 5.24. Figure 5.25 illustrates the final
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main 2f36
p1 p2 p3 _$tmp_0

L20107 2f50
FC point_PSpoint_SI_SI 2118
NSTD _malloc 4904
NSTD __builtin_new 4468

L20108 2f62
FC point_PSpoint_SI_SI 2118
NSTD _malloc 4904
NSTD __builtin_new 4468

L20109 2f6c
FC rectangle_PSrectangle_PSpoint_Spoint 29e6
NSTD _malloc 4904
NSTD shape_PSshape 26e0
NSTD append_PSspgslist_PSshape 2550
NSTD append_PSslist_PV 22aa

Fig. 5.25 The final prefetch tree generated by the compiler

name = main, st_addr = 2f36, ed_addr = 3012
info = 2f36
name = L20107, st_addr = 2f50, ed_addr = 3006
info = 2f50 info = 2118 info = 4904 info = 4468
name = L20108, st_addr = 2f62, ed_addr = 3006
info = 2f62 info = 2118 info = 4904 info = 4468
name = L20109, st_addr = 2f6c, ed_addr = 3006
info = 2f6c info = 29e6 info = 4904 info = 4468
info = 26e0 info = 2550 info = 22aa

Fig. 5.26 The final prefetch list in the simulator

prefetch tree in a pbfinalout which is the final product of the compiler. When this pbfinalout is read into the simulator for running, the prefetch table becomes a linked list having entities shown in Figure 5.26. For example, the start and end addresses of the main function are illustrated in the figure and this first prefetch block does not have any prefetch information. The second prefetch block starting with name L20107 ranges from
the position of this function 2f50 to 3006 and it has three prefetchable pages. The third and fourth names have different starting address but the same end address. This means that these names belong to a prefetch block but they represent positions of function calls in the block.

A problem posed during the implementation is that if library functions are invoked their locations are specified but sub functions called by the library functions are not processed in this version because library source code is not available. Thus, when the page fault manager looks up the prefetch table for builtin library functions to collect the function addresses, they can be found easily. However, in this case, prefetching information for nested functions in the builtin function cannot be found. The prefetching compiler was designed to be able to process even library functions but recompilation of the whole C++ library needs to be carried out in the future.

The other problem is that the timing of prefetching pages is critical. When some pages are read into main memory and they are not referenced soon the effect of memory contamination is as severe as in most other prefetching systems. When a group of pages is prefetched too early to be referenced, because the number of prefetcheds (PREFCH_NUM) is too big compared to the s_main memory size, some of them may be not referenced while they stay in s_main memory. This kind of over prefetching breaks the working set. For example, if a real reference follows after the page was purged out, then the misprefetched page breaks the working set and must be read in again. Consequently, the necessary formula for this is strongly related to time. Thus, AP does not mean a prefetching of a set of pages which will be referenced in the long term but only pages which will be referenced in the near future. This is a function of time $t$, the pages of main memory reference string $R(t)$ and the number of pages in main memory at a given time $z(t)$. As a further study, the effect of mis-prefetched pages in a virtual memory system has to be clarified in algebra.
Chapter 6
Performance Measurement and Analysis

The last three chapters have described how prefetch trees may be constructed using the properties of an object-oriented programming and control flow analysis. This chapter discusses several performance measurement schemes for virtual memory systems. Then we describe some performance measurement and analysis using example programs in order to show how the AP mechanisms described in earlier chapters effect the overall performance of virtual memory systems.

This chapter begins by evaluating the performance of the compiler which generates a prefetch table in terms of time taken to compile. A comparison is made between the original GNU C++ compiler and the extended one. The following section discusses two general performance measurement methods for prefetching based virtual memory systems. Total system performance of AP is described in the following section, as well as the limits of AP in terms of fault management. The next section discusses what kinds of faults can be managed and those that cannot. The final section discusses various points concerning the performance of AP and its influence on the whole computer system.

6.1 Performance Measurement of the C++ Compiler

This section discusses simple tests which illustrate the performance of the experimental implementation of the system – the modified GNU C++ compiler. The compiler performance has not been optimized yet but it is worth comparing with the original GNU C++ compiler (version 1.32.0) in terms of the time taken to compile and link so that we can measure the time spent in generating a prefetch tree.
The tests for the extended C++ compiler which generates a prefetch tree for AP were performed on a SUN® 3/60 Workstation that has four megabytes of memory and runs the SUN implementation of the Berkeley BSD 4.3 UNIX operating system (version 4.0.3).

The extended C++ compiler can compile any C++ program and it generates exactly the same executable code as the GNU C++ compiler does. Two small C++ programs are used throughout the performance evaluation. The first example program is myshape from Stroustrup’s book. This program is relatively small but uses many object-oriented features. The source code of the program is 360 lines of C++ code. The second test program is Marshall’s LRing queue manipulation program which has 605 lines of C++ code.

To illustrate the performance of this compiler, parse time and link time were shown in Table 6.1 and Table 6.2. Most of the extensions (such as building a program skeleton, inheritance trees, collecting object data) for prefetch tree generation are included in the parse pass. Table 6.1 shows that the overhead of parse time in the extended compiler is 1.16 times than the original. This amount of overhead is quite acceptable.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>v.1.32.0 ORG</th>
<th>v.1.32.0 AP</th>
<th>v.1.32.0AP v.1.32.ORG</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LRing</td>
<td>9.20 sec.</td>
<td>10.88 sec.</td>
<td>1.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Myshape</td>
<td>9.06 sec.</td>
<td>10.46 sec.</td>
<td>1.15</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6.1 The parse time of extended GNU C++ compiler
As stated in the previous chapter, the linker was also extended to link prefetch tables in several files including library files into a final prefetch table and then get addresses for the symbols in prefetch blocks such as objects and variables. Linking time was measured (Table 6.2) so as to observe the time spent compared with that of the original linker. As we can see in the table, the extended linker takes about 7 times longer than the original. This is because linear searching for addresses for every symbol takes time proportional to $N^2 / 2$ (where $N$ is number of symbols). This overhead can be reduced by an optimization such as using hash table for symbol lookup but it is still likely to remain as a relatively big overhead of the compiler.

### 6.2 Performance Evaluation of AP

This section describes how performance of AP can be evaluated. Performance evaluation for a prefetching system is different from that of demand fetching or OBL because it brings in dispersed pages. This section begins by discussing how to evaluate a prefetching policy and what points ought to be considered in the evaluation. The following section discusses lifetime curves and a space–time product developed for prefetching policies. The section after discusses the performance evaluation policy adopted in this simulation, and is followed by two performance tests for the C++ programs mentioned in the previous section.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>v.1.32.0 ORG</th>
<th>v.1.32.0 AP</th>
<th>v.1.32.0AP v.1.32.ORG</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LRing</td>
<td>1.82 sec.</td>
<td>12.94 sec.</td>
<td>7.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Myshape</td>
<td>1.74 sec.</td>
<td>13.12 sec.</td>
<td>7.54</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6.2 The link time of extended GNU C++ compiler
6.2.1 Cost Measurement Method for Prefetching Policies

It is important to consider how the performance of prepaging policies should be evaluated. In particular, how general prefetching paging systems are effected by fault rate is important. Horspool [Horspool 87] pointed out that the following points of virtual memory system influence operating system performance:

i) Amount of main memory that is occupied by the program.

ii) Number of page fault interruptions.

iii) Number of pages loaded into main memory.

iv) Number of pages removed from main memory.

v) Total page wait time.

(iii) and (iv) should be equal to the number of faults in conventional fixed or variable space demand paging systems. The total page wait time should be approximately proportional to the number of faults. Therefore, we can reasonably describe the performances of fixed space and variable space policies by fault rate curves that show the trade off between the main memory allocation (mean memory allocation for a variable space policy) and the numbers of faults. This can be determined from the lifetime curve which gives the mean number of references between faults when the mean resident set size is given. A knee in the lifetime curve which is shown in Figure 6.1 is a maximum point of mean lifetime and a minimum point of real space time product for a given size of resident set [Denning 79].

Also, the effective access time [Silberschatz 88] for a demand paged memory has significant influence on the performance of a computer system. Let \( p \) be the probability of a page fault \((0 < p < 1)\), and memory access time \( C_f \). We would expect \( p \) to be very close to zero. The effective access time is then:

\[
effective\ access\ time = (1 - p) \cdot C_f + p \cdot page\ fault\ time.
\]

As long as we have no page faults, the effective access time is equal to the memory access
time. Here, we can see that the effective access time is directly proportional to the page fault rate.

When prepaging is considered, the total number of page fetches is no longer directly proportional to the number of page faults. Because the number of prefetched pages is determined by the prefetching policy, in part, by the prefetch tree information and, in part, by the length of prefetching queue in AP. Also, it is unreasonable if prefetching a page are directly comparable with the costs of demand fetching a page. Other researchers have sometimes assumed that each prefetch incurs a cost equal to
about 20% of the cost of a demand fetch in OBL with a moving head disk as a secondary
memory[Horspool 87].

A space–time product could represent the performance of a prefetching scheme the
most accurately because it considers the five points listed earlier in this section. The
relationship between fault rate and real space time product (RSTP) was formulated by
Horspool[Horspool 87] and the following is taken directly from his paper.

\[
\text{RSTP} = \int \text{SIZE}(t) \, dt,
\]
where \( \text{SIZE}(t) \) is the amount of real memory used by a program.

If the total real execution time of the program is \( T_r \), then,

\[
T_r = T_v + T_w,
\]
where \( T_v \) = program duration in virtual (or process) time and \( T_w \) = total page wait time (time
that the program is inactive waiting for page fetches to be completed). Thus,

\[
\text{RSTP} = M_v \cdot T_v + M_w \cdot T_w,
\]
where \( M_v \) and \( M_w \) represent the mean memory allocations over virtual time and during page wait
time. Assumes that \( M_v \approx M_w \),

\[
T_w = F \cdot C_f + P \cdot C_p,
\]
where \( F \) = number of page faults, \( C_f \) = expected time required to fetch a missing page,
\( P \) = number of prefetches performed and \( C_p \) = expected extra time required to prefetch a page.

Therefore,

\[
\text{RSTP} = M_v \cdot (T_v + F \cdot C_f + P \cdot C_p)
\]

When we wish to compare two paging policies, \( P_1 \) and \( P_2 \) on the same hardware they have
identical values for \( M_v \), So,

\[
\text{RSTP}_1 - \text{RSTP}_2 = M_v \cdot [(F_1 - F_2) \cdot C_f + (P_1 - P_2) \cdot C_p],
\]
(where \( \text{RSTP}_1, F_1 \) and \( P_1 \) represent the observed values of \( \text{RSTP}, F \) and \( P \) when using policy \( P_1 \)
similarly for policy \( P_2 \) ) Simple rearrangement leads to the following result:

\[
\text{RSTP}_1 > \text{RSTP}_2 \quad \text{iff} \quad (F_1 - F_2) / (P_2 - P_1) > C_p / C_f \quad (P_2 > P_1)
\]
The ratio \((F_1 - F_2) / (P_2 - P_1)\) shows a ratio of successful prefetched pages to the cost of demand fetching a page and usually it is less than 0.2 in OBL but it would slightly higher than this in AP.

To compare demand paging and AP, Hospool's model needs a slight modification. In practice, \(C_f\) consists of disk seek time and operating system overhead. Smith [Smith 78] reported that operating system overhead would be a dominant factor in any system where the CPU is fully occupied. In particular, it is obvious in process migration system. So, in demand fetching, \(C_f = D_{sf} + O_f\) (where, \(D_{sf}\) = disk seek time and latency delay for a normal fault, \(O_f\) = operating system overhead such as context switching, I/O initiation). However, in the case of demand prefetching, operating system overhead is less dominant because several pages are fetched at the same time. Thus, the operating system overhead in demand prefetching does not directly proportional to the number of page fetching. \(C_p\) for demand prefetching, like AP, needs less accounting for operating system overhead. So, \(C_p = D_{sp} + O_p\) (where \(D_{sp}\) is disk seek time and latency delay for prefetching page, \(O_p\) = operating system overhead for prefetching a group of pages). Therefore, the effective decrease for AP is \((D_{sp} + O_p) / (D_{sf} + O_f)\). Moreover, when AP prefetches several pages without memory pollution, the benefit of AP should be more than that and it is a near optimal policy. If we consider page sorts in the disk I/O routine in the UNIX operating system, the assessment of a prefetching policy becomes more complicated.

Consequently, as we can see in the above performance evaluation techniques such as effective access time, Hospool's cost measurement method and Denning's life time curve, fault rate is the most significant factor and memory access time is directly proportional to the fault rate. Therefore, the performance tests in the following section are mainly concentrate on measuring the fault rate.
6.2.2 Policies on Performance Measurement for AP

The policy adopted for evaluating the performance of AP in the following section is quite restricted compared to Hospool’s theoretical method which was described in the previous section. This is because of limitations in the functionality of the simulator with respect to measuring some time parameters. The simulator is unable to measure times such as: the total execution time of a process, the expected time required to fetch a missing page, the expected extra time required to prefetch a page, disk seek time and latency delay, and the operating system overhead. These time parameters can be obtained when AP is implemented on a real machine.

However, most of the times involved in virtual memory management system are closely associated with page fault rate. For instance, the total page wait time and the overhead from the operating system should be approximately proportional to the number of faults. This hypothesis is obvious in randomly accessible memories like a cache or a RAM disk. We can therefore reasonably assess the performance of AP in terms of paging rate.

Another point that we have to consider in the performance evaluation of a virtual memory system is whether it implements a local or a global memory management method. A global memory management policy seeks to optimize the memory of the entire system rather than on a per process basis. However, this can lead to a paging system so complicated that it can not be modeled at all [Breecher 89]. The performance evaluation in the following is therefore limited to a per process memory management scheme.

6.2.3 Performance Measurement of AP

To illustrate the performance of the AP, prefetch tables and executable files which are generated by the extended C++ compiler for the test programs are used in the simulator. A number of tests were made which involved recording the number of page
faults and page fetches. However, the time taken to execute the test programs cannot be measured because the simulator was not designed to measure such times. As stated earlier, the simulator runs on top of UNIX and, therefore, all disk operations are hidden under the operating system and it is quite difficult to measure the execution time accurately without putting all the functionality of AP into the UNIX kernel.

Results were measured for several main memory sizes which are usually within virtual memory operating ranges. S_main memory size varied from approximately 20% to 80% of the whole addressing space of a process. This is the working range for conventional virtual memory systems. Each page size was set to 512 bytes in this simulation. Prefetching is also dependant on the size of the prefetching queue, so this is another variable in the simulation.

Table 6.3 and 6.4 show the basic performance characteristics in terms of the amount of paging. The first column shows the sizes of s_main memory and the numbers in bracket are percentages of the s_main memory size out of the total pages required to run the program. The second column is the size of the prefetch queue and it is only applied to the AP scheme. In the third and fourth columns, paging for On-Demand (OD) fetching and OBL in terms of the number of page faults and total pages read into main memory were measured to compare them with the result of AP. Also, the number of pages read in by the OD policy is the same as its page faults and it provides a reference for comparing the paging rates of the other two policies. This is the minimal paging rate that we can expect in a paging system. Non prefetching systems are unable to suppress page faults less than OD's number. The results for OBL are shown at the fourth column in order to compare its results to OD and AP. The first sub-column in OBL is the number of page faults and the second sub-column is the number of the total readin pages into main memory. In the fifth column, the details of paging by AP are shown in terms of the number of faults, the amount of prefetching, the total amount of paging (the sum of the
number of faulted pages and prefetched pages) and the prefetching percentage which is the number of prefetched pages out of the total pages read into main memory. The sixth and seventh columns illustrate page fault ratios comparing AP to OD fetching and AP to OBL. Finally, the last column shows Hospool’s RSTP in Section 6.2.1 of AP compare to OD.

The test results for the LRing program are given below in Table 6.3, Figure 6.2 and Figure 6.3. The size of the executable file of the test program is 160k bytes but its real referenced address space during execution is 22k (44 pages), the rest being functions which are not invoked during execution, symbol table and dummy pages which are built by the UNIX executable file format. As far as paging rate (number of pages read into s_main) is concerned, the overall result of OBL is almost double of OD if it is estimated just by page movements. However, when the access time is considered as an another factor, the performance of OBL may be improving.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>memory size</th>
<th>#pref que.</th>
<th>OD fault</th>
<th>OBL fault/pgin</th>
<th>AP fault</th>
<th>pref. page in</th>
<th>prefetch %</th>
<th>∆P OBL</th>
<th>∆P AP OD</th>
<th>RS-TP</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>k bytes, pages, (%)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5k, 10, (23)</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>356</td>
<td>438, 835</td>
<td>333</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>384</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>0.76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5k, 10, (23)</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>356</td>
<td>438, 835</td>
<td>331</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>399</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>0.76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.5k, 15, (34)</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>216</td>
<td>248, 454</td>
<td>193</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>222</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>0.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10k, 20, (45)</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>154</td>
<td>164, 288</td>
<td>139</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>154</td>
<td>9.7</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>0.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12.5k, 25, (57)</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>92</td>
<td>111, 189</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>94</td>
<td>12.8</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>0.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15k, 30, (68)</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>74, 126</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>15.2</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>0.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17.5k, 35, (79)</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>62, 104</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>0.79</td>
<td>0.51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25k, 50, (114)</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>34, 59</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>0.79</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

OD: On Demand Fetching,
OBL: One Block Lookahead,
AP: The Accurate Prefetching,
prefetch (%) = #prefetching / #pagein in AP * 100,
fault ratio = AP fault / OD fault

Table 6.3 Page fault and prefetching ratio for LRing
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no. of faults

![Graph showing page fault reduction for LRing](image)

**Fig. 6.2 Page fault reduction for LRing**

no. of page-in

![Graph showing number of page fetches for LRing](image)

**Fig. 6.3 Number of page fetches for LRing**
In Table 6.3, the result shows that the number of page movements in AP is almost the same as that for page faults with an OD policy. This means that AP does not prefetch redundant pages. However, the numbers are slightly worse in the low memory size range because a small memory is more likely to cause misprefetching and is more sensitive to this than a bigger memory. This is discussed in Section 6.3. The number of page faults for AP is far less than that for OD. The difference between the number of faults for AP and OD is almost the same as the amount of prefetching for AP. This means that AP does not cause memory pollution. The ratio in the last second column of AP shows the prefetching ratios. It illustrates that over 15% of the prefetching rate is obtained in the normal operating range. This is quite a significant improvement for paging systems compared to Stamos’s static grouping[Stamo 84] which shows relatively good results in a small memory range rather than the normal operating ranges. The last column illustrates RSTP which is worth comparing to Smith’s 0.2 in OBL discussed in Section 6.2.1.

The results are graphed in terms of two different values: Figure 6.2 illustrates the number of page faults for the three kinds of policies and Figure 6.4 shows the total number of pages read into main memory. These graphs reveal some interesting characteristics. Firstly, AP’s performance in terms of page faults is much better than OBL and it is comparable to an optimal scheme, OD, as expected. As Figure 6.2 shows, the number of page faults is consistently lower than the other two policies over the whole address space. This means that the performance improvement for AP is significant for the overall virtual memory operating range. Secondly, the total number of pages read in by AP in Figure 6.3 is far less than that of OBL and is almost the same as the optimal points of OD fetching. Therefore, the presence of accurate prefetching through control flow analysis and object data prefetching is apparent.

The second test for Myshape shows similar figures which are shown in Table 6.4, Figure 6.4 and Figure 6.5. The size of the executable file of the benchmark program is
135k bytes but its image after stripping the symbol table is 57k bytes. The symbol table is only used for indexing objects in the simulation but not all of them could be used if AP is implemented on a real machine. The real memory reference address range is smaller than this, only 17k (34 pages) because, again, some pages are dummy. The rest of the test conditions are the same as the previous measurement.

The results obtained again support the performance improvement through AP. Thus, fault rate and page transfers are far ahead of OBL in accuracy. One notable point in this test is that the AP prefetching ratios for the same memory size, i.e. both 29.4%, are different from each other depending on the prefetch queue size. For example, the prefetch rate for a prefetch queue of 6 is almost double that of queue of 3. However, the accuracy is relatively low if the prefetch queue size is unnecessarily big and the proportion of prefetched pages at a fault is too high compared to the number of existing pages in main memory.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>memory size (k bytes, pages, (%))</th>
<th>#pref que.</th>
<th>OD fault</th>
<th>OBL fault/pgin</th>
<th>AP fault</th>
<th>AP pref.</th>
<th>AP page in</th>
<th>AP prefetch %</th>
<th>AP OBL fault ratio</th>
<th>AP OBL fault ratio</th>
<th>RS-TP</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5k, 10, (29.4)</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>254</td>
<td>280/491</td>
<td>231</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>262</td>
<td>11.8</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td>0.83</td>
<td>0.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5k, 10, (29.4)</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>254</td>
<td>280/491</td>
<td>215</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>282</td>
<td>23.7</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>0.76</td>
<td>0.58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.5k, 15, (44)</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>152/254</td>
<td>81</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>15.6</td>
<td>0.84</td>
<td>0.53</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10k, 20, (59)</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>66/115</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>0.71</td>
<td>0.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12.5k, 25, (74)</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>45/78</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>0.76</td>
<td>0.64</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15k, 30, (88.2)</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>28/49</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>0.74</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

OD: On Demand Fetching,
OBL: One Block Lookahead,
AP: The Accurate Prefetching,
prefetch (%) = #prefetching / #pagein in AP * 100,
fault ratio = AP fault / OD fault

Table 6.4 Page fault and prefetching ratio for Myshape
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no. of faults

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OBL</th>
<th>OD</th>
<th>AP</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>280</td>
<td>240</td>
<td>200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>160</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

size of memory(%)  

Fig. 6.4 Page fault reduction for Myshape

no. of page-in

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OBL</th>
<th>AP</th>
<th>OD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>480</td>
<td>420</td>
<td>360</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>300</td>
<td>240</td>
<td>180</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>120</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

size of memory(%)  

Fig. 6.5 Number of page fetchings for Myshape
<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Page Faults by Library Functions</td>
<td>69 / 94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Page Faults by User Defined Functions</td>
<td>10 / 94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unavoidable Page Faults</td>
<td>3 / 94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prefetching</td>
<td>12 / 94</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 6.6 An analysis of paging rates for LRing at 12.5k memory size

Notice that the comparision of the results between AP and OBL is quite significant with regard to page faults in spite of basic library functions not being recompiled for prefetching. So, many page faults caused by library functions are currently unavoidable. The current version of AP is only able to generate a prefetch tree for functions programmed by users and that is why AP’s performance limit still remains. For example, Figure 6.6 shows this point very clearly. The fifth row in Table 6.3 illustrates paging rates for LRing at 53.2% of s_main memory size. It gives a total of 92 page faults by OD. In the case of AP, however, 94 pages are readin by 82 page faults and 12 prefetches. When this AP result was traced and analyzed to know precisely which functions made which page faults, the results in Figure 6.6 were obtained.

Library functions are the dominant cause of page faults in the small test program. They incurred 69 page faults out of total 94 pages read in. User defined functions also cause 10 page faults and 12 prefetchings out of 94 page faults. Three page faults at the start of the program for a code page and two stack pages are included in the unavoidable page faults. The 12 prefetched functions are all for user defined functions because they are under the control of the AP. Therefore, it can be said that approximately more than 50%, (12 user page prefetches among total 22 user pages read in) of user defined functions are accurately prefetched by AP. Consequently, if all C++ library functions
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(including C library functions) were recompiled and we were able to generate the prefetch tree for the library functions, more than half the total page faults would vanish because the principle of the AP is the same for user programs and library functions.

The results of object data prefetching described in Section 3.5.2.2. are shown in Table 6.5. When we measure the effect of object data only, the test results show that average prefetching ratio is approximately 3.1%. The influence of object page prefetching in a small memory is more than that in a large memory size. This is because the potential for object data prefetching by AP is higher in the former. Thus, object data prefetching occurs when its member function incurs faults and the object data is not stored in main memory. If the member function is in main memory then its object data is not prefetched but is demand fetched by a fault. So, the possibility of both member function and its object data not being in main memory is higher for a small memory system than for a larger memory system. Another reason for the low rate prefetching rate is that the candidate of prefetching is quite limited since object data prefetching is only for member functions which have object data as transferred argument. Some member functions like constructors are not included in the candidate of the object data prefetching function because the objects are not created yet. Also, most of library functions are also excluded from the candidate because only user defined member functions are considered for the candidate of the object data prefetching in this simulation.

6.3 Manageable and Unmanageable Faults by the AP

Many different kinds of factors cause page faults in virtual memory in local or distributed systems. Initial loading of a program, dynamically created objects in heap or stack, sequential programs in different pages and conditional or unconditional control branch by jumps or function calls are the major reasons for page faults. Among these, some can be made manageable and be controlled to inhibit faults by the strategy in AP
Table 6.5 The effect of object data prefetching for \textit{LRing}

for optimal space–time product. For instance, AP can be used efficiently for initial loading of a program and at every phase transition in the working set so as to suppress the number of consecutive faults which used to be managed by loading a segment in a segment-paged scheme. Moreover, inherited constructors or destructors are under the control of AP and some object data can be managed by run-time AP. Although it is not implemented in this simulation, static grouping of encapsulated objects and virtual functions in the same class hierarchy may also reduce pagings.

On the other hand, some faults are controllable but at too great an expense. For example, dynamically created object data may be prefetched when its member functions are read into main memory but much location information for objects would need to be kept at run time. Also, some page faults can be managed if the size of the prefetching queue is increased. The parameter which decides the number of pages prefetched at the same time influences AP performance enormously. The bigger the parameter, the more pages will be prefetched. Because the number of addresses queued in the prefetch queue is increased. However, this does not make for a good prefetching system because it could commit memory pollution or purge some useful pages from main memory to secondary
memory. An example of this is when a function is dispersed in several pages that they cannot all be prefetched at the same time because the priority of the page which contains a return statement of the function is lower than the page having the function head. If any low priority pages are prefetched into main memory, some higher priority pages will be purged out. The priority can be adapted for every page to be read in but this is not considered by this implementation. If these pages cause a page fault, it should considered uncontrollable.

6.4 Discussion

In this discussion, several ways to improve AP are considered. The first is the question of what is a proper memory size for a prefetching system and how to use it efficiently. The second is how to assign priority to prefetched pages compared to demand fetched pages. The third is the effect of branch prediction to eliminate the obstacle of conditional branches. Finally, the influence of AP on disk sorting is considered.

With regard to the first, there is a prerequisite on an ordinary non-accurate prefetching scheme that for effective prepaging you have many memory pages. Thus, if devoting a page to prefetching sacrifices more than about 1% of your memory, then you lose – the increased misses caused by the smaller memory will not be compensated by successful prefetches. On the other hand, if you have more than about 100 pages, devoting one to holding prefetches is worthwhile – it doesn’t cost you many misses, and it will prefetch a useful page often enough. So, it seems that if a system has about 100 units of memory (pages in a main memory, or cache blocks in a cache), then prefetching is worthwhile it. Consequently, if a system has significantly fewer pages/blocks, it is better off devoting them all to normal caching by demand fetching. However, if a system has significantly more, it is better to spend a few on prefetching. AP does not need to obey the prerequisite and even reverses it because it depends on accurate prefetching and works well even in small main memory systems. Some results in the previous section revealed
slight performance degradation in the small memory because overprefetching was intentionally generated (60% - six prefetch pages out of ten pages in main memory). However, AP works very well even if 40% of pages are devoted for prefetching and it proved that even such a large page allocation for prefetching is still useful.

In answer to the second question, it has been found beneficial to give prefetched pages less chance to remain in a main memory than demand fetched pages. A similar philosophy is reflected in the prepaging policy of the VME/B operating system. However, these are not considered in this simulation because if AP prefaches pages accurately they are likely to be referenced in the near future. In this case, the usefulness of prefetched pages are the same as demand fetched pages. So, there are no reason to give less priority for prefetched pages in the case of a real accurate prefetching scheme.

One of major problems in designing AP is to ensure a steady flow of instructions. A change in the expected sequence of instructions due to a branch will cause us to reload a page. Since AP relies heavily on a prefetch tree which is generated by control flow analysis based on branch points at compile time, the size of a prefetch block is relatively small. A possible alternative to the approach we have taken is to predict control flows at branch points. If there is an accurate branch prediction algorithm available, the performance of AP is likely to be maximized when the prediction algorithm is combined with the prefetching scheme.

There are a number of branch prediction methodologies to reduce the performance degradation caused by branches. They are multiple instruction streams, prefetching branch targets, data fetch targets, prepare to branch, delayed branch, a taken not taken switch, and branch target buffer (The details can be found in [Lee 84]). Some of these replicate several branch targets and others try to prefetch a branch target by a special mechanism for calculating the target. The details of these algorithms are
described in [Lee 84]. According to the results of the algorithms, the probability of correct branch prediction is about 70%.

As stated earlier, if a page is misprefetched into a main memory it could break the working set and, consequently, it may cause a number of page faults to reload the pages to form the working set again. The result of this kind of misoperation is so critical, therefore, it is unlikely to improve performance if any of the branch prediction algorithm discussed above are adopted into AP since their accuracy is about 70%, therefore, the other 30% could cause misprefetching. Moreover, branch prediction algorithms are mainly developed so as to improve time critical purposes such as pipelinings. However, AP does not rely so heavily on every branches compare to pipeline operations and is not so find like pipelining. It is a tradeoff between adopting a branch prediction algorithm where the probability is about 70% and a potential breaking of a working set by the rest of 30% of misprefetching. Therefore, no branch prediction algorithm is introduced to current version of AP but is worth investigation in the future.

Finally, disk sorting was briefly considered so that the accurate prefetching could reduce disk seek time. If an accurate prefetching system provided more than one object or page which may or may not consecutive each other to the disk scheduling queue, optimal scheduling of disk head movement could be achieved and consequently the seek time can be minimized. This strategy gives many benefits if it operates on randomly accessible secondary memory. It also shows the same or better performance than conventional fetching strategies in movable head disk based secondary memory system. This is because giving a number of prefetchable pages to a disk system having a long disk scheduling queue enables it to optimize disk access by ordering them [Seltzer 90]. Pages which are the prefetch queue can be used for efficient disk page sorting. In conventional disk based virtual memory system, disk page requests are sorted into ascending or decending order depending on the disk sort algorithm adopted in the system. For
example, SSTF (shortest seek time first), SCAN and LOOK algorithms [Silberschatz 89] perform track sorting before real read/write operations are carried out. Therefore, if information on the prefetching pages is available, partial sorting can be more efficient because they provide lookahead information for future references.
Chapter 7
Conclusions and Directions for Future Work

It is a difficult task to realize an accurate prefetching system but this thesis has shown that it can be done if we make use of control flow analysis and the properties of object oriented languages. The notions and practices behind the use of control flow for nearness algorithms, such as restructuring or grouping of program pieces, were well known in the early stages of virtual memory development. However, the notion of prefetching objects for object oriented computing models is relatively new and is different from previous work. It allows objects to be prefetched accurately without any memory pollution and the performance of the memory management system is thereby significantly enhanced. This chapter concludes topics discussed in this thesis and indicates some of the possible areas for further research.

7.1 Conclusions

The requirements were to develop a scheme that could reduce fault rates as much possible so as to handle dispersed objects in object oriented languages in the latest memory systems which allow random block or page accessing (e.g. large RAM cache or RAM disks). This motivation defines the goal of this thesis to be the development of a system that can support an accurate prefetching methodology, lowering fault rates and solving the memory pollution problem for object oriented languages.

The limits of existing policies such as restructuring and grouping based on nearness algorithms were obvious when dealing with complicated and dispersed objects in object oriented programs. These policies do not have any mechanism for fetching objects at the time when they are required and do not fetch objects if they will not surely be referenced in the near future. Also, the restructured program often runs worse than
the original non-restructured version since a different set of input data even for the same program can alter the trace dramatically. These approaches were inefficient in suppressing the set of consecutive faults that happens at every phase transition. Alternatively, OBL is a simple prefetching scheme for reducing disk access time but is hardly adequate to handle the latest memory systems which allow random accessings. Therefore, a new approach for tackling the problem should be able to control the fetching of objects by using information derived from source program structures. Moreover, as a means of lowering fault rates, a group of related objects can be tied and fetch them together. When one object in the group is demand fetched, the other objects will be prefetched.

To prefetch a set of objects or pages together, an intra and inter object relationship must be built to stick them to each other. We tried to find a means of supporting this facility among the properties of object oriented languages. Data abstraction and encapsulation enabled us to build intra relationships between operations and their data. These properties provided data dependencies to be able to tie them. This property was used to prefetch object data which were usually stored in different pages or segments to the functions. However, prefetching of data objects by encapsulation at compile time was difficult to implement because there were many constraints such as dynamic creation and the use of pointers. So, this was implemented at runtime to observe the effect of data object prefetching. Inheritance provided another good property for building an inter object relationship between objects in the same hierarchy. The yoyo problem is a typical example of high inter-object dependency causing busy control flow among objects in the same hierarchy because the execution of methods goes up and down the class hierarchy. Although there is a strong tendency to yoyo in user programs, only limited member functions such as constructors and destructors were worth prefetching because there were a few exceptions of the functions from the yoyo. Virtual member
functions also showed the *yoyo* phenomenon but they were not worth prefetching all together because not all member functions in an object are used in the near future and we do not want to prefetch objects without some certainty that the object member function is referenced soon. Therefore, control dependences and data dependences by control flow analysis were required to reinforce the relationship.

Some inter and intra object relationships are expressed syntactically by object invocations. Control dependency of a program can be exposed by using the control flow analysis technique. Significant program structure was encoded in the compact form of a table, the program being divided into prefetch blocks which obey the single-entry-single-exit rule. In the control flow graph model, branch points became leaders for building prefetch blocks. This rule led to a guideline required for establishing prefetch blocks for high level statements containing branch points. A problem raised by this approach was that there were too many fine grained prefetch blocks which did not contain substantial prefetching information. These nonsignificant blocks are merged into their consecutive blocks. Data dependency implied by encapsulation also can be expressed using argument passing schemes. Object data were attached to the prefetch block containing the function call since they are very likely to be referenced in the near future by the function.

This extension of dependencies by control flow analysis revealed that the behavior of control flow analysis in early binding object oriented programming languages is almost the same as that in procedure oriented languages. Control transfer between member functions occurs through member function invocation and object data transfer occurs by parameter passing. This is because interfaces between objects are procedure basis. However, control flow analysis was not able to be applied to dynamic binding because the binding is not specified at compile time. Instead of this, dynamic binding can be used for static grouping of virtual functions. Therefore, the properties of object oriented
programming provided some hints for the relationship which can be used for both static
grouping of objects and prefetching related objects in a large memory system. However,
these were not sufficient themselves to build the relationship for AP without the
reinforcement of control flow analysis.

From the full implementation of the AP simulator, we can see that many page
faults caused by function calls can be suppressed because the prefetch table provided
reference information to the fault manager. This is a simple software approach to
lowering fault rates. This result agrees with Portfield's findings quoted in [Gornish 90]
which were that effective compile-time prefetching is often more effective than hardware
prefetching because the compiler can analyse program structures. However, when the
prefetch table was used by AP, prefetch operation was demand prefetching. So, a limit to
suppressing of faults was remained, thus, whenever there was a page fault it could
prefetch some object group but there was no way to prevent the fault itself by this demand
prefetching scheme. This is a drawback of the software approach because no parallelism
can occur between the prefetching operation and computation, therefore, and the fault
rates cannot be zero.

The performance measurement for the compiler and the AP scheme were carried
out using test programs and later the results were analyzed in detail. The simulator can
measure paging rate but was unable to measure timing parameters. The measured results
showed that about 20% of accurate prefetching was obtained in normal virtual memory
working ranges. This means that the same amount of fault rates were reduced. However,
this rate is expected to be easily increased into about 50% if all library functions related to
a user program were recompiled by the AP compiler.

The results supported the original goal of this thesis in developing an accurate
prefetching scheme for object oriented system without the drawbacks caused by those
nearness algorithms or other prefetching schemes. In this, we have been successful in
showing that AP achieved both a significant real improvement in performance, and was misprefetch free and relatively simple to implement. The key finding of these experiments is that the realizable AP substantially reduce the number of page faults caused by dispersed objects. AP provides not only significant improvement in reducing the number of page faults but also reduces memory pollution dramatically through very accurate prefetching. In particular, the page fault reduction for object data pages which have weak sequentiality is a valuable achievement. Some proportion of useless prefetches which could occur in OBL can be managed and page faults which were caused by long jumps can be suppressed by AP.

Accurate prefetching can be applied to many memory hierarchies although there are some minor problems if it is applied to cache memory. Since it needs to lookup the prefetch table, it may not be suitable for cache memory in conventional CPU, but if an associative memory is adopted to reduce the searching time by content searching of the table, AP can be used for cache memory as well. One significant advantage of AP when it is applied to local or distributed virtual memory system is that it reduces operating system and network overheads by moving a group of useful objects at the same time. Therefore, memory hierarchies such as cache, virtual memory, and distributed paging can be application areas of AP.

7.2 Future Work

We believe that the current AP implementation demonstrates the viability of this approach and meets our goal of enhancing virtual memory performance in terms of page or object fetching. However, a number of areas of future work have become apparent throughout the description of the mechanisms of AP. The first area is that AP should be implemented on a pure object-oriented system to evaluate performance variations. Although most of the main areas for individual object prefetching are considered in this
thesis the implementation would meet more realistic problems which would have to be resolved. Optimization of the generation of the prefetch table by the compiler needs to be undertaken and a real implementation of the accurate prefetching algorithm in an operating system would also need careful study.

Another extension of the accurate prefetching scheme is to adapt a static grouping for objects using the intra and inter object relationship. The use of object properties for accurate prefetching was not much used in current version but the work described in Chapter 3 and 5 could be used for object grouping which has been described by other researches. Some C++ programs are grouped manually to place sibling virtual functions in a single file. Objects in the same hierarchy are intentionally put in the file so that they can be located consecutively in the final executable file. This rearrangement have been done manually for large amounts of software but it can be automated by using the scheme shown in the thesis.

Object and page migration in distributed systems were suggested in the thesis. An implementation would give some realistic results to verify the feasibility of AP in distributed systems. Apart from other issues related to distributed systems, the future work would have to concern itself with the reduction of communication overheads for transferring objects or pages. In particular, the effect of AP in terms of overheads related to network software invocations are important parameters when evaluating its performance. AP could be tested on some object oriented distributed system such as SOS or COOL.

Another area of future research is investigating the effects of AP when it is adapted to a multiprocessor system. There are two issues for AP: one is fetching multiple objects or pages and the other is the coherence problem incurred by multiple fetches. A program running on a multiprocessor no longer has a single, sequential order of execution. The temporal and spatial locality, especially for shared data, of a processor is
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easily disturbed by actions of other processors. So, there should be a potential prefetching algorithm which includes the scheduling of pages to processors for optimum sharing. In the case of multiple objects or pages fetched to local memories in each processor, page coherence becomes more complicated. Li[Li 86] addressed the page coherence problem in a distributed shared memory system but assumed a single page fetch at a fault. The page coherence issue should be extended appropriately to multiple object fetches.

For shared memory multiprocessor system, shared data should not be in the same page so as to prevent reference contention. Using a page–oriented system, the programmer would optimize data reference patterns by laying out data structures and partitioning the work so as to make each node reference different sections of the linear address space. If two nodes write–share the same block of addresses, the virtual memory system will thrash[Chase 90]. These complicated problems cannot be resolved by natural or simple grouping algorithms but the AP approach could be a starting point for research because lookahead information in the prefetch table may give hints that could prevent the contentions.

Modern garbage collectors tend to get involved with the virtual memory hardware in order to speed the scan for garbage. Most object–oriented systems which support the persistent object model should have an algorithm for garbage collection algorithm. Suppose the persistent objects are listed in a prefetch tree, it is possible to do a short–term garbage collection by selecting objects which are unlikely to be referenced in the near future. This operation is based on a distance algorithm whereas the accurate prefetching is based on a nearness algorithm. Apart from this issue, the distance algorithm can be used to make practical Belady’s MIN and VMIN algorithms.

Also a possible area is how to adapt hardware systems to AP. The time spent in looking up the prefetch table at every fault can be saved if it is carried out by hardware,
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e.g. an associative memory. Finally, the possibility of the applicability of AP to relational databases and other information systems that contain only implicit relationships in contrast to explicit pointers is not known. This area also needs further investigation.
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